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Infinity Sideways 

[by ulla kelly]

Legend

Verdana bold - Titles.  Amazing.
Verdana regular - The story in its main third person style voice thingy.
Verdana italics - The meta, first person author voice bit
Courier new - transcriptions from computers, chatlogs etc

Third Person Disorder

My girlfriend says I need to do some character development.  OK, that may be 
true on a personal level too, but in this case she means my writing.  Soon as she 
said it, I thought what the fuck, I mean, it’s autobiography.  Also, it’s just the 
start.  I think it’s a shitty parable, but here it is - the start of yet another first 
novel the world doesn’t need.  It almost certainly especially doesn’t need a 
queer, cyberpunk, meta style autobiography.  Still, I couldn’t dream up this shit, 
it’s all true, every word - and it only happened last year.

You know what cyberpunk is, right?  It requires a dystopia - in this case, the 
21st century went right back to full scale and blatant intolerance of people like 
queers.  Instead of merely effective intolerance, partially legislated, it became 
completely legal and institutionalised.

Scar and the Board of Human Affairs

Scar leaned on the counter of her local lesbian bar in a stereotypically laconic, 
dykey sort of a way and began to count clichés.  High femme lipstick lesbian 
over there in the corner, defying the rules by buying her own drinks.  Baby boi 
dyke hustling around with a pool cue, acting tough and praying for someone to 
love.  Old school butch with the obligatory ill-fitting jeans and a bulky cellphone 
clipped to her bulky waist.  The newer, more androgynous models, drinking 
overpriced things with groovy names.
 
Tribe.  
 
Queer folk had their own spaces, they weren’t allowed to mingle.  Straight 
society had played with tolerance for generations, before admitting that actually, 
it didn’t want perverts anywhere near its wives and children and cattle, thank 
you very much.  For those Queers who didn’t naturally dress Queer, there were 
pink triangles to be pinned to lapels, so that they could be identified and 
shunned by the mainstream breeding population.  And Queers weren’t allowed 
near children.  At all.  Society knew what them Queers were like around children 
and it was having none of it, thank you very much.
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She ordered a clichéd beer and drank it straight from the bottle, in a clichéd kind 
of way.  She began to peel the label from the frost-sweating bottle with 
her clichéd short nails while she examined her clichéd comfortable workboots to 
make sure they had the right level of clichéd anti-fashion scuff marks.  
Everything was perfectly clichéd, from her clichéd button-down shirt to 
the clichéd distressed jeans and the clichéd well-tailored and exquisitely battered 
leather jacket.

As she counted off the clichés in the bar, she counted exes too.  As a fully 
accredited dyke, Scar had been out with around a fifth of the bar’s floating 
population, had consoled another fifth when it was heartbroken and listened to 
about nine tenths of it complain about their girlfriends at some point.  

define:dyke: initially used as a derogatory term, also used to 
denote ‘butch’ - now used as a term of power by lesbians with 
brains.
 
Obviously Scar wasn’t Scar’s real name; her real name was something feminine 
and clichéd and Scar was the nickname she’d picked up back in the day when 
she hated herself enough to indulge in some clichéd self-mutilation.   Scar looked 
around at all the women she knew, all the clichés she recognised in her adoptive 
family - because when you’re queer, your real family generally poisons you 
with clichés and you have to indulge yet another cliché, go out and make your 
own new queer clichéd family, just so you have somewhere warm and 
comfortable to go.  Scar was sick of clichés.
 
The following day, she showered off a mild hangover and rode 
a clichéd motorbike through a generic city (queer people have to live in cities, 
because, on the whole, smaller communities are just too full of gossip and 
rejection) to the Human Affairs Office.   She stood in line to get forms, then she 
stood in line to get the forms stamped and then she stood in line to see a 
consultant.
 
“So,” quoth the officious official behind the desk, “so you think you can be a 
Human?  What makes you think you qualify?”  Scar scanned the official, 
remembering that for people to accept you, you need to make yourself as much 
like them as you possibly can.  So she tried to look bored and give out the vibe  
that her wallet was stuffed with photographs of her children and that she was 
liable to apply make-up at any moment. 
 
“Well, I have the right DNA, for a start ...” but as she was saying it, the official 
was already shaking her head.  “DNA can be manufactured these days, you know 
this.  We’ll need more.” 
 
Scar thought it over.  What was common to all humans?  “I belong to the species 
at the top of the food chain!” she yelped, delighted to have thought of it.  The 
official shook her head again.  “No, you don’t.  You’ve been designated ‘Queer’ 
which, as you really ought to know by now, puts you slightly above chimps, but 
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far below chihuahuas.” 
 
It was true.  It didn’t seem right, but it was true. 

define:human: any living or extinct member of the family Hominidae 
characterized by superior intelligence, articulate speech, and erect 
carriage

She thought some more and then said, “I weep tears when I feel sore and I am 
euphoric when I am in love.  I can think and feel and learn.  Surely those things 
make me human?”  The official carried on shaking her head until Scar began to 
be concerned about whiplash.  “What you have to understand,” said the 
swivelling official, “is that once the Societal Norms Authority has designated you 
‘Queer’ you immediately have fewer rights than Humans and are more likely to 
end up depressed, ill and dead - Queers are worth very little to us I’m afraid.  
Look, just go back to your cliché-niche and be grateful you are still permitted to 
process oxygen.”
 
Scar inspected her newly shined boots and wondered what to do.  The official 
sighed and reached for a rather toxic looking leaflet and handed it to her.  
“Achieving Heteronormativity within the Mainframe Mainstream Heterosocietal 
Structure,” she read.  The official began nodding, “This is the only way you will 
ever be reclassified as Human - and it’s well worth it.  You’ll instantly gain all the 

benefits gained by Conformist HeteroHumansTM.  Take it home, read through it 
and then contact the Agency.  There’s a course and an exam, but we’ll help you.”
 
define:heteronormativity: a term describing the marginalization of 
non-heterosexual lifestyles and the view that heterosexuality is the 
normal sexual orientation. 

The road home was blurred, as roads are when the journey’s unclear.  Scar sat in 
her kitchen drinking coffee and staring at the pamphlet.  It was covered in 
clipart, the colour had bled beyond its firm, black lines.  There was a helpful 
checklist of things to do to become Human, illustrated by smiling, happy, 
heterosexual people - a bit like those story books they give you at school when 
you learn to read.  See Peter.  See Jane.  See Mummy.  See Daddy.  

Scar thought about all of the things that made her look and feel like a dyke and 
was suprised to find that of all of them, only one featured on the official list.  She 
slept with women.  She’d thought that if she grew her nails and wore different 
clothes, she’d be regarded as Human.  She was even willing to trade in the bike 
for a hatchback and the boots for something more feminine.  She’d been 
prepared to relinquish vegetarianism in favour of steak and even to contemplate 
drinking beer from a glass.
 
Apparently the criteria for being classified as Human were simple for her.  All she 
had to do, was have relationships solely with men, or simply forego relationships 
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altogether and hey presto, people would stop looking at her sideways, society 
would accept her.  To be Human, Scar would basically have to give up any hope 
of love.
 
It seemed inhuman.

Poignant, that last line, don’t you think?  Too blatant though, all of it.  I thought 
I’d do some scene setting and character development next, so this is what I 
came up with.

“Home” was an apartheid-era concrete monstrosity kind of like an Alcatraz for 
hamsters, probably built in the 1970’s.  Well, of course it was; this is that sort of 
story.  Scar chained her boney to a monstrously concrete pillar and sloped off 
upstairs.  You had to lock your wheels down tight, but front doors weren’t even 
necessary they were so pointless.  Not only were you under strict orders to have 
your domicile accessible to the security forces, but if a Hetero felt like strolling in 
and helping itself to your possessions, there was no protection, no recourse.  
Queers didn’t have rights, apparently, only wrongs

The revolution had already taken place, you see ... pink triangles out on the 
streets in peaceful and then violent force.  Fists and slogans and the media 
rushing around like delightedly headless chickens - the whole damn shebang.  
After the revolution, somehow the same society which had managed to embrace 
the “love see no colour” slogan, had completely rejected Queers, mostly because 
they didn’t breed and had sex that the Heteros didn’t want to think about except 
when they were completely alone.

define:pink triangle: inverted pink triangle used as a symbol by the 
queer movement, from its original use to mark male, gay 
concentration camp inmates during world war ii.  despite some 
attempts to popularise the use of black triangles for lesbians and 
purple triangles for transgenders (as in wwii) the pink triangle 
remained in common use for the whole queer community.

Queers had been assigned flats, two to each flat - one male and one female.  
Anybody whose gender didn’t fit snugly on to the binary went into communal 
digs.  The “logic” disregarded science completely and was geared towards the 
strange hope that once in a confined space, a man and a woman would 
eventually give in, fuck and therefore be bisexual at the very least, if not Hetero.

Scar’s flatmate, Dave, was as butch as she was.  He was, in fact, butch enough 
to pass for Hetero and be accorded Human status, but he was too stubborn.  
“We’re living in a fucking post-armageddon cyberpunk cliché, darling!”  he called 
to her as she slammed the unlocked front door.  “You’re wearing my jeans.” said 
Scar, “Also, this shit is steampunk.”  The big, tall bear fitted cheerfully into Scar’s 
dykey workman’s jeans.  She hoped like hell he was wearing underwear.

define:bear: gayl male subcultural label adopted by the hirsute.
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Another good reason to be Human - they got the best tech.  Queers got last 
years obsolete, clunky machines and low-priority connections and always, 
always, the threat of complete disconnection.  The solution?  ID theft, of course.  
A more personal kind of a closet.  With your real ID, you logged on and danced 
to their tune.  Any supposedly subversive information and communication went 
on to the fake ID and you hid your tracks compulsively for fear of getting bust, 
changed ID’s frequently and stayed on the run.  

At that point I realised I was writing the damn commentary instead of the story, 
but if you’ve ever tried to wrestle a plot out of your life, you know how hard that 
is.  So I rebooted my brain.

Scar shoved her way into her flat through its fucked up plywood door and 
flopped out on the fucked up couch with her fucked up boots on.  Time to log on 
to the underground i.e. an old school bulletin board (remember them?) online, 
that had been around since the time of dinosaurs and dial-up.  The moment of 
connection still made her saliva dry a little and her palms sweat a little.  Scar 
loved the internet with a serious amount of addiction and devotion to its safety 
and its surprises.  The oxygen-free net ... the only place she ever felt she could 
breathe.

Who do you want to be today?

Some hacker’s parody of a vintage software marketing slogan welcomed her, 
along with a login pop-up containing her real name and the names of two 
unknown Heteros; dead for all she knew, their identities hijacked and sold.  
Software all masked and secured so that any snooping authorities just see some 
housewife in Texifornia checking out the latest state approved news or whatever.  
Veto the hacker told Scar that all approved net services had the word “breed” 
embedded in every single image, as Hetero indoctrination and Scar believed him.

She’d never even met anyone who had met Veto, hacker extraordinaire and 
supplier of fake online ID’s, let alone met him herself.  There were no pictures of 
him, no voice samples and no name available except Veto, VETO, Vet0, \/370.  
He could have been a she for all Scar knew.  Hell, he could have been sixteen 
people or a maniacal tarantula - Veto was pure mystery.  You could never access 
him directly either; it all happened online, when and how Veto chose.  Either he 
approached you, or he didn’t and that was that.  You learned fast to trust him, 
but he didn’t appear to be anybody’s friend.

As usual, there wasn’t a lot on the Java Divers Bulletin Board and what was there 
seemed pretty tedious, but that, of course, was the kick.  If you made it on to 
the site as a legit browser, you’d retreat pretty fast for fear of death by boredom, 
but if you were in the know, you knew ... you knew that every innocent seeming 
word in the place was coded communication, a way for “like minded people” as 
they said in the old days, to connect.
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The Empress, in her dark, subcultural corner, was setting up some kind of pagan 
power festival, involving sex, fetish and apparently, the birth of another 
revolution.  Scar looked up to the Empress and was terrified of her at the same 
time.  Further down the board was what Scar needed - information about the 
Human Infiltration Scheme.  That particular initiative did exactly what it said on 
the lid.  It assisted Queers in rejoining Humanity, with the aim of overthrowing it.  
So far as far as Scar could tell, all that happened, was that people vanished.  
One day you were having a beer with Jay down at Charmageddon, the next, Jay 
was gone and if you tried to find out where, strangers began to follow you 
around.  You soon learned not to ask.  Talk at the Charmageddon the next night 
would revolve around Jay’s treachery and how she was never a real Queer 
anyway.  Like there were degrees of Queer or something.  I’m a bit married.  A 
bit pregnant.  A bit queer.

She opened the Humanity thread and scrolled down the instructions yet again.  
Stage one, complete.  Make contact with the Board of Human Affairs.  Go home 
and do nothing.  The initial contact would already have alerted the authorities of 
another migration possibility, Scar would now be firmly on their radar.  Stage 
two, a telnet address, a MUD written to teach wannabe migrants to pass.  The 
authorities had their own slick software for it, but this was different.

The doing nothing was difficult, the telnet address felt, at least, like action.

Click ...

Username: input the reference number assigned to you by the BoHA.
Password: input your Java Divers username

Welcome to HeroWorldTM!  Do you really wanna be a hero? y/n

Scar paused.  Did she?  Well, to be honest, no.  Heroes tended to explode or get 
their heads lopped off while engaged in overly adventurous exploits.

yes.

User RF5374/8 input your chosen nickname.

Oh shit.  Shit, shit, shit.  This was where she had to start using her real first 
name for the first time in two decades and it felt all wrong.  Flashback to 
rejection, confusion and pain.  Fuck that, she’d been incognito and on the run far 
too long.

Jane

Your nickname does not match your ref.  Try again.

Fuck.  OK.
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Siri

Thank you Siri!  You are now a level 1 migrant to HeroWorldTM - you 
have reached the Departure Lounge.  As you walk through the door, 
you notice a bar counter, a flatscreen and another door.  Type /look 
to see who else is here!

/look

You see Robert, Molly, Helen and Jia.

/look Robert

You see a tall, dark man, with a wry smile.  His chinos are freshly 
pressed, his docksiders look comfortable and his faded blue denim 
shirt gives off the odour of freshly laundered material.  A dark 
brown fringe flops gently over smiling green eyes and a faint smile 
plays about his lips.  Comms enabled.

/look Molly

You see a woman.  Comms limited.

/look Helen

You see a woman.  Comms limited.

/look Jia

You see a woman.  Comms limited.

No same-gender hook-ups here then.  No gender guessing either.  Scar decided 
that a bar without the ability to check people out was fairly pointless and was 
tempted to quit, when ...

Robert: Hello Siri!
Siri: hi

Using title case in telnet?  Robert’s a bot.

Robert: If you need anything, just yell!

Definitely a bot.

Siri: i need a drink
Robert: Type /get drink
/get drink
*A crystal glass of white wine spritzer appears before you as if by 
magic*
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Of course, white wine fucking spritzer.  Drink of heroes.  Scar knew the drill, she 
had to stay in character.  She spent another half an hour making mindless 
conversation with Robert the mindless bot and reading Molly, Helen and Jia’s 
equally mindless chats with him.  It reminded her of old school LAMBDA MOO 
before the media attention.  Kind of cool, but kind of tedious too.  She sipped her 
spritzer, bade the bot a polite farewell and ...

/quit

Back to the Java Divers forum to read the instructions yet again, her new 
mantra.  Womantra?  Too risky to download them, but she needed to see them 
again, despite having a completely accurate copy stowed in her mind.  She’d 
read the words so often they’d become a sort of verbal security blanket.

Stage Three - spend twenty minutes minimum on a minimum of four days a 
week in HeroWorldTM - no routine, stay in character at all times.  No matter what.  

To cut a long, boring and raw text based story short, that’s exactly what I did for 
about a month or so.  My long-forgotten Siri-self hung out in that departure 
lounge talking to Robert for about a week before any other male appeared.  
Suddenly I was talking to this guy called Anders, who I assume is a faggot and 
as uncomfortable as me with the whole thing.  I imagined him as completely 
effeminate, which helped me flirt with him publicly.  The other players must have 
been doing the same thing and Anders must have been going the text based 
equivalent of deaf with all the line noise.   

Stage three - continue to frequent your local Queer shebeen, do not arouse 
suspicion.

Or anything else, Scar supposed.  No prowling allowed while migrating.  No love.  
Not even sex.  Scar began to look at everything with goodbye eyes.

Her local queer shebeen, Charmageddon, took on a whole new lustre.  The beers 
tasted better suddenly and every single conversation she had felt precious.  For a 
change, Scar wasn’t remotely irritated by the dyke drama and the gossip and the 
endless jawing about who was zooming whose ex that week.  Instead, she felt 
amused, kindly and rather nostalgic in advance.  Everything seemed bittersweet 
then.

“Honeybunny,” said Dave one evening, “what is wrong?”  Scar shrugged.  Rules 
of the game, she couldn’t tell anyone anything.  It was the part that hurt the 
worst.  She could fool Dave easy enough, she was often depressed.  It felt shitty 
though; she’d lived with Dave for a hell of a long time and she loved the dude.  
She lay in bed stimming - twirling her right foot slowly round, first one way, then 
the other.  Just another sign of her Siri-self re-emerging; soothing and disturbing 
at the same time.  Sleep seemed utterly foreign, might as well log on.
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Welcome to HeroWorldTM please type /read message to access [1] new 
message.

/read message

*Please type /open door*

/open door

*You are now at the gate.  Your intro phase is complete and you are 
ready to approach Stage Four.  You know how.*

The telnet terminal promptly closed.  Autoquit.

Stage Four - refer to BoHA brochure; apply to the Board.  Do not attempt a 
make-over.  Follow procedure.  You will receive details and instructions only when 
necessary, this is to ensure the safety of the operation.

Shit shit double shit.  Siri was going offline.

Offline was scary and somehow far colder than cyberspace ever was.  Offline was 
a place where the streets were controlled by queer-haters.  Revolutionary zeal 
and self-righteousness never ever burn long enough to let a person forget how 
horrible it is not being liked, not being accepted ... and for something you have 
no control over.  

Scar stood in front of the mirror and stared.  Her hair had grown out a little 
during the telnet month and she’d hardly noticed.  That explained the lack of 
attention at Charmageddon - she thought she’d been giving off unapproachable 
vibes, but clearly she was just fugly.  No good being a dyke about town with a 
hairstyle copied directly from the bastard child of Elvis and a cockatoo.  She still 
didn’t think she resembled Siri, despite the lengthening mop of greying brown 
hair.  She felt as if she was fraying at the edges somehow.

Who the hell was Siri anyway?  Some long, forgotten kid with a family and a 
place to go.

This third person shit is just shit.  Here’s what I looked like back then.  Hair as 
described and a bit curly.  Oh hell I hated those curls.  Blue eyes and two of 
them.  Unremarkable nose and mouth and a permanent scowl.  Body - well, not 
bad, but hardly athletic.  Thing is, as soon as my hair got longer, I felt chaotic 
and untidy.  Usually my hair’s about the only tidy thing about me and it’s shaved 
to a number one regularly.

It was a Monday Scar wouldn’t forget.  Ever.  She got up and freaked Dave out 
completely by making him some toast.  He stared at her, slack-jawed for a while 
and then, without a word, embraced her.  She slung on her leathers, hopped on 
to the boney and rode the city arteries to the BoHA building.  She’d emailed the 
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address on the brochure and made an appointment with some clone-drone 
Hetero called Justin.  Justine smiled just like a croc.

“Siri ...”  he said, smiling, “... um ... rag .. er ..”  “Ragnarra,” replied Scar.  
“Rhymes with rug.”  Neither of them made the obligatory rugmuncher joke - that 
was a first.  Scar wondered if Justin wanted to though.  He told her how it all 
worked and how it worked made Siri go dizzy immediately.  

If she wanted on to the Hetero Programme, she’d have to decide and go, like, 
now.  No turning back, no passing go, no going home to say goodbye, nothing.  
It was the gate again and Scar wasn’t at all sure she wanted to go through it.  
Did she really want to go this far for the cause?  Was she subconsciously hoping 
she’d really end up Hetero?  Suddenly Scar wasn’t remotely sure who the fuck 
she was or what she wanted.

She suddenly missed Dave like hell.  He was a fairly taciturn guy, sure, but 
somehow expressive with it.  He was reliable too and that counted for a lot.  Scar 
was probably the more aggressive of the two, but Dave’s sheer bulk and air of 
quiet strength was reassuring.

Who do you want to be ... right now?

It was massively confusing.  She stared at Justin; a slight guy with a rather 
metro look to him.  Was he ex-Queer?  Was she allowed to ask?  Probably safer 
not to.  “Listen,” said Justin, “what you are now I once was.  Just go through the 
fucking portal, yes?”  

Not what she’d expected him to say at all; Scar had been prepared for some 
serious beaurocratic aerobics, instead she felt like she was in an RPG.  Well, 
game on, motherfucker.  Scar got to her feet and said, “Let’s go.”

It was intense, man.  I was kidding around about the third person disorder 
earlier, but dead serious, I have it.  I used to get told to stop treating myself as 
a work of fiction more times than I care to count and at that moment I felt like I 
had retreated right to the top of my skull and everything was hissing and buzzing 
around me like white noise.

Sounds dulled and Justin’s mouth kept moving, but Scar couldn’t lip read beyond 
the fish tank glaze over her eyes.  He made a phone call, he opened his office 
door and Scar found herself or lost herself walking down a long, white corridor.  
Could things get any more metaphoric?

Panic set in with a vengeance.  

“Siri?” said somebody and Scar didn’t react.  Again, “Siri?”  Scar tried to focus.  
Yet another drone was motioning her towards a shuttle, Scar couldn’t hear 
anything but her new old name, so she just got in.  She sat hunched forwards, 
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her hands cupping her cheekbones, jaw clamped tight, eyes screwed shut and a 
headache brewing behind her sweating forehead.  Sometime or other, the shuttle 
stopped.  Somebody ushered Scar into a building, somebody took her into a 
small room.  Somebody gave her a pill and some water and Scar slipped into 
sleep like she’d been pushed there.

“Deprogramme!” yelled the annoyingly perky cheerleader with the pom-poms, 
“Reprogramme!  Breed, breed, breed!”  What. The. Fuck?  No remote, no way to 
switch off the screenfeed in her room and nothing heavy to throw at it either.  
Scar groaned, remembering that she’d gone through the fucking portal, yes.  The 
alarm-screen was followed swiftly by her door opening and the entrance of 
another drone, smiling warily.  “Siri!” warbled the drone, “Welcome!  I’ve brought 
your clothes and when you’re dressed and ready, just press the bell and I’ll come 
and show you where to get breakfast and meet everyone.”  Exit drone.

These are not the clothes I want, thought Scar, as she hauled the dress (dress!) 
over her head awkwardly.  There wasn’t a mirror and it was probably just as 
well.  Scar didn’t want to see her bandy legs protruding from a dress, thanks all 
the same.  Women’s underwear, fussy little shoes - it all looked familiar and felt 
utterly alien.  She pushed the call-button, the drone arrived and Scar followed 
her meekly down another corridor.

“Het! Het! Het! Hooray!” squawked a loudspeaker somewhere and Scar flinched.

The dress felt truly bizarre, flapping around her legs.  Air was going where no air 
usually went and Scar was certain she could feel her leg hairs being fluttered by 
the aircon.  A canteen, a queue, a tray, a table and Scar was having breakfast 
surrounded by strangers.

“Hetero is the way to go!” burbled the loudspeaker.

We’re here, we’re queer, thought Scar, sadly.

“Hello noob,” said the man next to her.  Scar blanked him and had a look at her 
breakfast tray.  It looked like retro-millennium junkfood; stuff in a bun, no 
chewing required.  Stuff in a cup.  Inhale it all.  A pill.  OK, what did she need 
the pill for?  The man leaned in, “Anna’s aesthetics, my dear.  Do yourself a 
favour and take them like a good girl or they’ll blow them down your throat 
through hosepipes.  You’ll soon learn the routine.”  Unable to bring herself to 
speak, a very depressed Scar swallowed the pill.

An old-ish guy, Steve looked rather camp, especially when he clucked over her in 
concerned fashion and watched her take her pill.  “Siri?  Is that your name?  It’ll 
be OK honey, get some rest, it’ll all be OK.”  Scar really wanted to believe him.

An inane grin crept over her face and she began to greet her fellow inmates.  
Stephen, Marcus, Maria, Helen, Roland ... the name Helen seemed familiar, but it 
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was a common enough name and the effort of recall only made Scar’s head ache 
like a bitch.

Scar, Interrupted

Look, those pills were nice man.  Dinkum sleepers, honed and zoned to chill.  I 
spent about a week feeling heliumed and smiling more than I ever had before in 
my whole sorry life.  Eat this, Siri - sure!  Yum yum.  Drink this, Siri - hell yes, 
yum.  Take a shower, say hello, walk this way.  Whatever.

One morning the pill wasn’t there and the people around Scar started to make 
sense - it was horrible.  Stephen looked sympathetic and said, “It’s hell when 
they take them away, but you’ll be alright.”  Scar wondered how on earth she 
was going to cope with this odd version of reality.  A few more sluggish days of 
trays and sleep and screaming screens and dreams of screaming queens and the 
timetable began to change drastically.  

A drone did something fussy to Scar’s hair and another drone buffed and shaped 
her alarmingly long nails.  More dresses appeared in her room.  She was given a 
safety razor and for the first time since she’d gone out with that hysterical 
femme about fifteen years ago, Scar shaved her legs.  

The auto-screenfeed was now interruptable and Scar had access to authorised TV 
programming and net access.  “Being Het makes me wet!” murmured the screen 
on a late night porn channel.  Scar resisted the urge to throw up and deactivated 
it for the night.

Interminable dazed days full of group therapy and worksheets followed and Scar 
got lost in her own quiet sadness, never speaking unless it was unavoidable.  A 
pill of a different shape and colour appeared on her breakfast tray and Scar just 
swallowed it.

“The programme takes as long as it takes,” said Carrie, Scar’s very own 
counsellor, “it’s completely up to you.  It’s not about mindless compliance either, 
we want you to work it - you’re worth it!”  Scar’s eyes felt bloodwashed and she 
began to dream of shattered bones and screams.  “Denial!  It’s not just a river in 
Egypt!” burbled Carrie and Scar considered killing her.  

By the time the clinic’s GP, Dr Rose offered Scar the choice of clinical depression 
rehabilitation or compliance, Scar was medicated and resigned enough to comply 
with just about anything.  Maybe the HeteroHuman option was the way to go 
anyway.  Since the revolution appeared to be passing her by, why not just admit 
defeat and get the perks.  Blessed are the meek, for they get the best seats on 
buses.  The ever-increasingly benign Carrie was thoroughly delighted.  “Now 
we’re getting somewhere!” she parpled.  “Let’s get you debriefed.”  Scar couldn’t 
even be arsed to make the obligatory underpants joke.  The first casualty of 
depression and psych meds is humour.
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Clinic transcript:

Carrie: When did you first suspect you might be Queer?
Scar: When I was a little kid, I guess ... I kept falling in love 
with my English teachers.  And Olivia Newton John ... that smile 
and ...
Carrie: OK, never mind that.  Right.  Ahem.  How old were you when 
you had your first queer experience?
Scar: 21
Carrie: Had you had ... relations with a male prior to this?
Scar: Kind of, but it just never worked and sometimes it was really 
sore and ...
Carrie: OK, OK, your physical was clear and we’re working on the 
psych side of life now, yes?
Scar: Yes.
Carrie: When was your most recent Queer experience?
Scar: About 6 months ago I think, then she started to ...
Carrie: OK, OK.  So you’ve been clean for 6 months.  I just want to 
say that is a great start, Siri, I am very positive about your 
future.

And that is pretty much how all of Scar’s individual counselling sessions went.  
Carrie would ask her stuff, she would start to reply, Carrie would begin to cough, 
make a frenetic little note in her notebook and move rapidly on to the next 
question she didn’t really want answered.  Group sessions consisted of sharing 
hopes for the future, which for almost everyone seemed to consist of bright and 
sunny days strolling arm in arm with a member of the opposite gender.  Picket 
fences, 2.4 kids ...

Grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage 
to change the things I can and the wisdom to know the difference.  
(Serenity prayer, much beloved by clinicians globally)

Actually, Scar had always, always suspected she was a lesbian, for as long as she 
could remember and in those days, queers didn’t even call themselves queer - 
the term hadn’t been reclaimed yet and still belonged to the homophobes.  Olivia 
Newton John, the english teachers, any woman on horseback, tomboys in kids’ 
stories - these were Scar’s fantasies.  She wanted to be with them and she 
wanted to be them.

She had boyfriends as a teenager, sure, but never managed to actually sleep 
with them and for many years, researched sexual dysfunction, convinced she 
was abnormal.  She’d never had the guts to mention that to anyone either.

Even in those days when homophobia wasn’t a legal institution, being gay wasn’t 
popular with the establishment and Scar found it damn hard to find any lesbians 
to talk to growing up.  It took a trip to London and a personal ad in Time Out to 
get things going, but she’d never looked back.
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Scar had been solo for a good while, burned by the last helter skelter dramatic 
relationship with some batshit woman in need of more therapy than lesbian 
potlucks could ever supply.  Scar had never met a dyke who didn’t profess to 
loathe drama and she’d never met a dyke who was immune to it.

A little later down the counselling conveyor belt were Queers Anonymous 
meetings, were people would “share” by shuffling nervously and saying, “Hi my 
name is Dwayne and I have been clean for 18 months.”  Or whatever.  

“Hi, my name is Siri and I have been clean for 8 months.”
“Hi Siri!”

What a fucking rip.  Clean?  Celibacy does not necessarily equal sexuality.

“Hi, my name is Helen and I have been clean for 11 months.”
“Hi, Helen!”  
Woooop, she’ll be getting her one year chip soon and probably a Laura Ashley 
fucking dress to go with it.  Joy.
“I just want to tell all of you that for the past 3 months, I have been dating 
Anders!”
“Yay!”
What. The. Fuckitty. FUCK?

Was she Helen the freaking Hero, from that telnet chat room with Robert the 
bot?  Would she admit it to Scar if she was?  Because if she was, then she was 
theoretically either part of the queer underground revolution, or she was a 
turncoat like Scar.  Surely she’d have remembered her name if they had been on 
telnet together, Siri wasn’t exactly a common name in those parts.  The 
instructions had been explicit - real names were a must, but no recognition 
should be shown on the outside world.  Scar had to get online, fast.  How the 
hell was she going to contact Veto the hacker?  Suddenly giving in to the 
heteronormative ideal didn’t seem like the best option after all.

What do you want to do today?

Generic connection screen ... generic connection, under the authentic identity of 
one Miss (Miss!) Siri Ragnarra, no longer a rugmuncher.  I want to hack the fuck 
out of this system, thought Scar at scream pitch, why the suffering fuck did I 
never learn how?  Blessed are the geeks, for they shall inherit freedom.

Breathe.

There must be a way.  

Java Divers!  It was on the open net, perfectly innocuous, perfectly authorised.  
Hell yeah.  Yeah!  Scar could feel her hands shake as she typed in the URL and 
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her lungs felt paralysed during the few seconds it took to kick up the content.

Shit.  If she used her usual JD login, Scar would run the risk of being bust.  OK.  

Register
Click
New account

Better just be completely upfront, use her legit details and then slide right into 
very careful code indeed.

Welcome, Siri!

Java Divers, your online community for serious coffee adoration.

Love that coffee, thought Scar as she scrolled anxiously through the threads, 
hoping the gig hadn’t been busted, hoping that this was still the way.

Scar felt like air-punching when she saw the Empress, still there in her corner, 
offering liberation and perversion.  She hit ‘reply’ and said, “I prefer vanilla latté, 
but I adore your style.”  It was the first time she’d ever dared address the 
Empress directly.

The humanity instructions were still there and Scar read them again.  There was 
still no data beyond the scheduling of that appointment - no help there then.  
Damn.  

Original poster: Troy
Show all posts
Click

Showing 101 of 3245 posts.

Fuck.  At least she was on a priority connection now, but that was still a lot of 
reading, she’d definitely be monitored if all she did was sit and read them online.  

New tab
Enter URL
http://www.facebook.com

There, that should generate enough crap to smokescreen her.  Scar did a few 
quizzes and signed up for three moronic sim games.  Facebook did its thing, 
auto-refreshing compulsively, while Scar read lots and lots of words about coffee.    
Despite her knowledge of the code, unless there was new stuff, stuff she didn’t 
know, just about everything Troy had posted was, in fact, about coffee.

Disappointed, Scar persevered.  She might as well - it gave her a goal and got 
her through the mundane brainwashing of the clinic.  She watched Helen intently 
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at meetings and after a few meetings, got to see the famed and fabled Anders.  
Subversive or revolutionary?  How was she ever going to find out?  He seemed 
like a faggot, but metrosexuality had blurred those lines comprehensively years 
ago.  Her attempts at conversation with both Helen and Anders were met with 
courtesy, but that’s all.  It was frustrating.

She told Carrie about her new Facebook account and Carrie was visibly thrilled, 
especially when she saw Siri’s profile.

Name: Siri Ragnarra
Interested in: Men
Looking for: Friendship

Networking
A relationship

Facebook was Hetero, binary-gendered, approved.  Scar had heard that it was 
owned by IBM or Coke or something.  One of those corporations that owns 
governments anyway.  She mentioned Java Divers too and Carrie thought that 
coffee shops made for great dates and that it all boded very well indeed.

Scar read about coffee and played backgammon and vampires and mafia wars 
and did a million quizzes that told her what kind of guy she’d marry and what 
literary character she was and Scar got very, very bored.  She clicked her way off 
the JD bulletin board on to their main page and was confronted with a cutely 
corporate coffee logo and a photograph of a coffee shop on Main in the city. Java 
Divers had an offline presence?  Who knew.  Well, anyone who bothered to look 
at their index page, obviously - Scar felt more than a little foolish. 

The city - Generika City, was your typical urban sprawling connurbation style 
thingy, perched on the edge of the sea, on the edge of the continent.  One big 
colourful hub of advertising, with smaller satellite communities around it, all 
grey, all unwanted, except for their skills at garbage collection, sewage removal 
and the like.  Crime and poverty neatly contained in the ghettoes, populated by 
people that society didn’t really want.

We’re All Meat Puppets After All

Sometimes I prefer cyberspace to meatspace.  After I finished writing that little 
lot, I logged on, found my girlfriend and got her to read it.  I asked her if I’d 
written a jazzy rollercoaster - that’s what André Brink said about Moxyland, after 
all.  “No,” she said, much to my disappointment, “it is like reading about another 
country that is fascinating, that you feel you ought to know about and are a bit 
embarrassed, because you don’t.”  I’m not sure what that means, but the 
addition of the comment enhances the whole meta thing, don’t you think?  Now 
it’s interactive too.  So hip.  So postmodern.  Plus, it bumps up the word count a 
little without me having to write and gets the thing proof-read at the same time.  
Win!
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Scar felt just a little foolish seeing the photo.  She’d probably ridden past Java 
Divers Coffee Shop on Main, like, about a billion times, without taking any notice 
of it at all.  Well, it was a Hetero Hangout and if she’d walked in through the 
front door, her whole appearance, never mind the pink triangle, would have 
alerted Security to an unwanted Queer presence and she’d have been ushered 
out, possibly with a cattle-prod.  Was the shop just a front, or an unwitting and 
unwilling accomplice?  Bizarre to think that at least in theory, Scar’s future would 
be full of places like that and devoid of places like Charmageddon.  She thought 
about her brave and beautiful tribe and felt a wave of pure sadness.  Justice is 
for winners; whoever said that was spot on.  

She wondered what had become of her bike.  She loved that little, battered old 
Chinese thing, it had taken her an incredible amount of work and trading to get 
and she missed its freedom.

Still no joy with Troy’s posts, they still all seemed to be all about coffee - no 
subtext.  Or did they change the code when a new batch infiltrated, to maintain 
cover?  If only Helen or Anders would stop being quite so freaking Het!

In fact, Helen and Anders seemed rampantly Hetero.  They strolled hand in hand, 
they sat with their knees touching and although their public displays of affection 
were never lewd, they formed a barrier Scar couldn’t get past.  Helen’s hair was 
growing more slowly than Scar’s mop, but it was far more femme; she had that 
whole sleek and gamine raven’s wing bob thing going on.  Scar wondered how a 
girl’s haircut got a boy’s name anyway.  Helen had a mannish way of walking, but 
a decidedly feminine way of doing everything else and Scar found she was 
spending more and more time gazing at her.  Anders was beautiful too and 
constantly attentive.  Scar would say “Howzit,” the inseparable twosome would 
give her one serene smile and Scar would shuffle and retreat again.

She couldn’t even find Helen on Facebook.

Another night spent reading endless data about coffee.  No reply from the 
Empress, nothing new from Troy - nothing but bloody coffee.  More days spent 
smiling at Carrie and discussing possible jobs, hobbies, lives.  Scar felt like she 
was so damn deep undercover she’d never escape.

Staring despairingly at a small, white pill on yet another breakfast tray on yet 
another morning, Scar became aware of Maria hovering rather expectantly on 
the periphery.  “Here we are now,” said Scar to Maria, “entertain us.”  She had no 
clue why she’d said it.  Maria grinned suddenly, a smile like a sunrise.  She sat 
down opposite Scar and toasted her with her own little medication kit and cup.  
“What a drag it is getting up,” she said.  Scar laughed and the day began.

She wondered if she knew Maria from Charmageddon maybe.  She wondered 
why she didn’t recognise anyone in the clinic.  She wondered where the fuck the 
revolution was anyway.
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I found out later that there were more clinics - I just didn’t know how extensive 
the operation was at the time.  So of course what they did was split Queers up 
on a geographical basis.  People I knew were indeed getting deprogrammed at 
the same time as I was, some of them right there in Generika City.  Meantime, 
there I was, stuck and going rapidly batshit.  I love solitude, I’m an antisocial 
sod, but even loners get lonely.  Especially when you are surrounded by people 
who basically do not understand you and do not want to.

Scar found her mood lifting slowly, imperceptibly and she assumed it was due to 
the pills, until she found herself gazing with even more intensity than usual at 
Helen one day.  She hauled her emotions out, picked through them and 
diagnosed a big, fat crush.  Unrequited - the purest kind.  That face, framed by 
that hair ... that smile ... the way the muscles of her ass still showed under those 
skirts ... yup, Scar was officially Helen-struck.  She smiled dreamily into the 
middle distance, imagined Helen walking into Charmageddon ...

“China, you wanna maybe slap on your shades when you’re doing that,” said 
Maria at breakfast one morning.  “What?” squeaked Scar and Maria rolled her 
eyes.  “Mooning about after Helen, man - it’s lank obvious and you know the 
rapists are gonna freak.”  The rapists, therapists; inspeak, clinicspeak.  Scar felt 
a blush race up her face and Maria grinned, “Lekker!  You can take the Queer 
outa the ghetto, but ...”  Busted.  

Thing was, Maria could have been a mole, a spy.  The Queer Quarter had been 
full of tales of spies and the Hetero Superstructure certainly had the time, the 
resources and the dedication.  Scar had a feeling she wasn’t going to be able to 
bluff her way out of it though.  She also had a feeling that Maria might very well 
be cool.  Fuck it, she thought to herself and grinned back.

You Can’t Take the Ghetto From the Queer

“Oh Maria, the hills may be alive with moles, but I don’t think I give a shit 
today,” said Scar, giving Maria a very direct and old fashioned sort of a look.  
Maria laughed, tapped the side of her nose, winked and walked off.  Scar realised 
she was shaking, sweating and grinding her teeth gently.  Shit, shit shit, what 
if ...?

Welcome, Siri!  You have [1] new message.
Click ...
Java Divers has chosen YOU to receive a limited edition loyalty 
card, with a 10% discount on all FatMugs of house-blend served at 
Java Divers main branch this year!  Simply use the code JAV/7894 and 
enjoy your favourite coffee at 10% off!

Oh yeah, like she was going to get out of Queercatraz in a hurry.

Maria just waved from across the canteen the next day, Helen was in a huddle 
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with Anders and so Scar just swallowed another pill, daydreamed Helen into a 
pair of ass-hugging jeans, a great pair of boots and a tight shirt and wandered 
off to therapy.  Carrie seemed even perkier than usual, which put her on about 
the same level as a chipmunk on acid.  “Siri, you’re integrating so well, that the 
board has decided to give you a City pass-out!” she warbled.  Scar perked right 
up too.  It meant you could go on supervised and approved trips to venues in 
Generika, it meant she’d get to go breathe some decent pollution for a change 
and hang around places that weren’t goddamn pastel.  It meant that for a while 
at least, she would be under heightened scrutiny, but it meant some freedom 
too.

Anders didn’t seem especially enthralled to be assigned as Scar’s trusty the 
following Saturday, but Scar didn’t care.  Looking ruefully down at her shaved 
legs, she imagined the reactions down at Charmageddon - woooo check out the 
femme!  The clinic shuttle dropped them off on Main and Anders chose a table 
smack bang in the middle of the place.  There wouldn’t be any cosy conversation 
then.  He keyed in his order into the JavaPad on the table and raised two perfect 
eyebrows at Scar.  She asked for house-blend and he keyed that in, then 
muttered, “Gotta code?”  “Pardon?” asked Scar and Anders looked slightly 
impatient.  “Discount code, yo.” quoth he.  Scar fumbled it out of her (oh gods) 
handbag and handed it over.  Was she imagining it, or did Anders’ left eyebrow 
elevate just a little higher at that point?

They were playing Unreliable Earwax over the PA - electronica, of course.  The 
music was uniformly freaking bland out in the city, just an aural anaesthetic, 
wallpaper.  

The mugs arrived and Scar sat back to watch the passing parade.  Anders 
examined his fingernails, his mug; he hardly spoke at all.  Just before the shuttle 
arrived outside afterwards though, he touched Scar lightly just above her right 
elbow and made eye-contact.  “Search Troyville on Facebook - t r o y v i l l e.” he 
said quietly, then got into the shuttle and ignored her for the rest of the ride.

The rest of the day blurred by as usual, strictly according to schedule.  Scar felt 
renewed, as if she’d been given a secret key.  She itched to get online and after 
the usual bland evening meal, she logged on to Java Divers and Facebook.

Welcome, Siri!  You have [1] new notification.
There is [1] new post by The Empress.
Click ...
Nothing is pure vanilla anymore, it’s all that poncey stuff from 
Madagascar.  Stick to the house mix kiddo and all the best.

Replies had been disabled, the thread locked.  Scar felt reassured by the contact 
and depressed by the closure.  She was out on the edge of some abyss of her 
own making, without a parachute.

Facebook, then.  
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Search: Troyville
Results: 357 733
Filter: Applications
Results: 1
Click ...
Troyville needs to access your profile, blah blah blah ...
Allow

Welcome to Troyville, Siri!  If you have a voucher, please input it 
now.

JAV/7894

Choose your avatar.

Scar’s eyes widened as she scrolled through all of the little cartoon possibilities - 
they were, well, exceedingly dykey.  

Hair: brown
Length: no.1
Physique: average
Eyes: blue
Nose: average caucasian
Mouth: small
Trousers: ripped, faded jeans
Shirt: retro geek tee
Shoes: blue Converse like Kurt’s
Jacket: leather; battered
Accessories: wallet-chain, heavy silver rings, goddess symbol
SAVE

Holy fuck, but that felt good.

You have now reached the encrypted page YOVILLE+TR

*VOTE VETO*

She almost wept.  This was it, this was the underground, in all its one-
dimensional  glory.  Just seeing the word “Veto” cheered her right up.  If Veto 
was involved in this gig, it was legit.  Legitimately illegitimate anyway.

Input Troyville details here!
Name: Scar

You have been assigned the rank *Maniac*

Welcome to your new apartment!  You have *10 000* TroyGold to spend.

A whole heap of clicks and drags and saves later, Scar had a virtual space that 
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made her feel like herself again.  Bookshelves crawled the walls around serious 
screens and street art filled the rest.  The bathroom was clean and private, the 
double bed was comfortable and blue.

What Goes on in Troyville Stays in Troyville

That was the last message Scar saw before the screenfeed clicked off for the 
night, leaving her wired awake in bed, wondering what was going to happen 
next.  Scar and insomnia were old buddies, so Scar just lay there, dreaming her 
way into an alternate reality.  What do you call daydreams you have at night 
anyway?  Whatever you call them, that one involved Scar and Helen and an airy 
loft high up in the city, full of books and art and music and delivery pizza.

What happened next was absolutely nothing out of the ordinary.  She got up, 
exhausted and went to breakfast.  Maria gave her a friendly smile and suggested 
vitamin B.  Helen and Anders floated around in their bubble.  Carrie bounced 
about in hers.  Stephen graduated and was off to a job in cybernetics and an 
apartment in a halfway compound for rehabbed Queers.  Carrie put Scar’s added 
cheerfulness down to the stability of her medication and involvement in the 
programme.  Scar kept her pass-out privileges and the next time she went out, 
Helen was standing at the shuttle stop.

“Hey there, Siri!”
“Hello” (Can’t she tell I’ve dedicated all of my orgasms to her?)
“Ready to go?”
“Sure” (Oh hell yes, if you only knew ...)

Scar reminded herself to try not to stare at Helen’s ass too blatantly and found 
herself gazing at her fingers instead.  She’d never got the hang of eye-contact 
and she knew it tended to freak people right out.  She dragged her eyes up to 
Helen’s face and squinted somewhere in the region of a small and entrancing 
frown line.

Off to Java Diver again and Helen picked a booth in a corner.  Helen keyed in the 
order and codes too and then took a deep breath, making extended and 
pleasurable eye-contact.  Scar felt her knees buckle.  For fucksakes, this wasn’t 
the time to be such a drip.  “It’s not safe to say too much hey,” said Helen, “but 
you do need to know that I’m your liaison and that Plan Q is going well.”  Scar 
started to ask her what the hell Plan Q was all about, but Helen shook her head 
and said, “Troyville, ne?” and so Scar shut the fuck up again.

“Anders?” she asked, dry mouthed as the Karoo.  Helen grinned and said, “All 
fake, man, all fake.  The faggot’s just playing a part, like all of us - like you, I 
hope.”  Helen refused to say more, refused to even tell Scar whether Maria was 
cool or not.  The only other info Scar got, was that her Troyville neighb0rgs 
would include her fellow clinic inmates, but that the cover must not, under any 
circs, be blown.  Scar just nodded and drank yet another mug of muddy brown 
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house-blend.

define:karoo: semi-desert region of south africa
 
She spent her nights in Troyville trying to peel the queer from the neighb0rgs 
and work out who was who in the meatspace zoo.  She was pretty sure Helen 
was Her0 - her avatar looked fairly close to her offline self, she was just dressed 
way different.  Scar sent her flowers.  Helen sent her a grin in return and Scar 
took that as a positive omen.

Maria was mercifully easy to work out, she was, unbelievably, even more femme 
in cyberspace and went by the name Kitten.  Think Barbie with a sense of 
humour - Maria played that femme thing to the hilt.  She might flutter her 
eyelashes and her long and perfectly manicured nails, but she was one strong 
woman.

Veto was there, but busy and rarely accessible and messaging him just earned 
you an error message.  Same old same old, Scar supposed.  Veto would talk 
first, if and when he wanted to.

Happily, joyfully, disturbingly - Dave!  Dave was there as “Bear”, of course, just 
the same as when Scar had last seen him.  Turned out he was still out in the 
Queer Quarter, that he’d been behind Scar’s migration all along.  Scar wasn’t 
sure whether to hug him or smack him.  

Stephen was there too, the Halfway Hero, telling the clinic-bound about the other 
Queers there on Planet Hetero, planning his own infiltration, getting instructions 
from Veto, which he refused to divulge.  Everything on a need to know basis, it 
drove Scar batshit.

Helen of Troyville was now disturbing my days and nights almost full time.  I was 
smitten, to put it mildly and beyond the damn revolution, I just plain liked her. I 
checked out the books in her virtual apartment and sent her other books I 
thought she’d like, since the flowers hadn’t seemed to have impressed her much 
at all.  I became obsessed with holding her hand, grabbing her butt and ... I 
wanted to dive into her with my tongue and never leave.  Even knowing the 
Anders thing was a set-up, I was as jealous as hell.  I wanted time with the 
woman - acres of it.  She started sending me books too, we started hanging out 
online a lot; it was fucking brilliant.  

Message: Her0
Subject: intel
Content: skin on skin the revolution begins ... {alix olson}
Send

Alix Olson!  remember her from the days when Queers were allowed out in 
public?  She’d even made it to Africa one time; slam poetry and feminism on a 
little stage in a little marquee on a little hill where they used to lock women up 
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just because they wanted freedom for non-whites.  Lesbians would go without 
food for days in the Quarter, just to get hold of some Alix words, found or 
remembered by the generation that remembered freedom.  Rhythmic feminism, 
better than drugs.

The screenfeed died and Scar spent another sleepless night, groaning alternately 
in pleasure and despair.  Another day, another tray ... more therapy.  Running 
the cross-country course later, just to get some alone time, Scar’s footfalls 
echoed to her own marching beat, “I’m lonely, leave me alone ...”

“Scar!”

Scar screeched to a halt.  “Helen?”  Helen was morbing, Scar had never seen her 
without that trademark smile before.  “Your message ..” Scar blushed and 
shuffled her feet, feeling like a bashful boi again.  “If only,” said Helen, sadly, 
“but the Plan ... well, I graduate tomorrow.  Anders and I are leaving.”  Scar felt 
as though she’d been flung, splat into some kind of Juliet and Juliet plot.  The 
sky grew even lonelier, but wait a minute; Helen liked her!

Helen put her hand on either side of Scar’s face ... and kissed her.  

Then she ran, shockingly fast, towards the main building.  Scar fell over trying to 
follow her and then she couldn’t find her.  Maria found Scar weeping, got her a 
sleeper and sent her to bed.  Good thing too, or who knows what might have 
happened.  Something inappropriate and futile for sure.

As the sleeper hit, Scar fought off images of Helen and Anders in Stepford bliss, 
allowed to walk hand in hand in public.  Bastards!  Her heart felt like it was about 
to punch its way out through her ribs and fling itself against the opposite wall 
like a Jackson Pollock painting.

Skin on Skin

Days blurred past again and somebody upped Scar’s meds.  Carrie reassured her 
that transitions were always tough and gave her an extra pass-out.  That time, 
Scar landed up sitting morosely at JD with Maria, slurping house-blend.  Rifling 
idly through the newspaper on the table, Scar stopped at a full-page of rather 
different print.

Plan Q

“Read it,” said Maria, “ and then leave it.”  Maria buried her head in the job ads 
while Scar read.

So the revolution didn’t work.  Pride marches didn’t work.  Violence 
didn’t work and neither did non-violence.  In less than a century, 
heteronormative society managed to segregate and hate queers again.
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Scar found herself nodding, till Maria kicked her shin sharply under the table.

The only way we’re ever going to regain any liberties at all, is by 
infiltration.  For that reason, many of you have had to leave your 
homes and whatever security you might have had, to either go 
underground, or to the front lines.  More of you than we care to 
consider are stuck in mental institutions, medicated into passivity.

Scar palled, she’d heard about things like that and never wanted to believe it.

Your mission - and it’s too late to refuse it now, is to continue 
with the heterofication process, remain compliant and wait for 
further instructions.  You’ll be transferred to a halfway house 
within a week and assigned a liaison officer.

This message will not self-destruct - we hope you won’t either.

They finished their coffee and returned to the clinic.  Everything went on as 
inexorably, as tediously as before, but there was light at the end of that 
particular tunnel now.  Troyville continued to keep Scar relatively sane, especially 
the night she got a message from Her0.

I miss you.

Feverishly, frantically she replied, I miss you too!  She hit refresh over and over, 
hoping Helen was online.  Nothing.  She rearranged her virtual books and moped 
around.  In a desultory sort of a way, she visited the neighb0rgs and by doing so, 
earned enough Troyville credits to add Kurt Cobain posters and more books to 
her virtual space.  She left books she thought Helen would enjoy on her coffee 
table and smiled wistfully.

Her days altered gradually as her graduation date loomed.  They didn’t make a 
fuss about it publicly, they didn’t want the regime of the clinic disturbed, but 
there was an air of expectancy.  At her final session with Carrie, she was given a 
wristfeed - she’d definitely been escalated.  Hets always got the best tech and 
now she’d be connected, to everything, 24/7.

First prize was being permanently wired, but not everyone was into that.  Some 
people thought having a net port buried in your bone was ugly, some thought it 
would just lead to data addiction.  Screenfeeds, wherever you put them, were 
only a passport to the world wide web, not real, raw net.  Getting in, really 
getting in meant they didn’t even bother showing you the pixelated interface, 
you just got the Gibson-Stacks of data in their purest, most abstract visual form.  
The difference between the web and cyberspace was the difference between 
Geocities and Google.

Halfway to Somewhere
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The shuttle dropped Scar off at what looked like a Tuscan rabbit warren - a style 
invented by Queers and promptly ripped off and commercialised by the Hetero 
world.  Everything seemed to be muted oxblood and there were pot plants all 
over the place.

OK, most lesbians might not be famed for their sense of style, but jeez that place 
was just maxed out kitsch, man!  Picture my little halfway home, all tricked out 
in subtle shades of reds, pinks, oranges.  Not a glimmer of blue anywhere, which 
made me shake a bit.  I just don’t feel right without blue, man.
 
Scar didn’t recognise any of the other denizens of the halfway point.  Then again, 
there wasn’t time for too much socialising now; meals weren’t communal 
anymore, Scar’s medication arrived by courier in weekly batches.  She geared it 
down to one pill every two days, ground the rest up and fed them to a Yucca.  
The Yucca didn’t seem to notice, but for all Scar knew, it was replaced weekly by 
the garden services crew, who Scar never ever saw.  They were probably Queer; 
menial and hidden.  If it weren’t for the risk of causing them some serious shit, 
Scar would have tried to find them.

After an intensive vocational session, Scar had been put forward for a low-tech, 
behind the scenes job in the city’s Intermodality Node.  She oversaw a bank of 
computer panels that connected shuttle stations.  Her days became a dance of 
connected colours, with a rhythm only ever disturbed by occasional power-outs.  
She had coffee at JD once, with a guy called Devon from work; the newspapers 
in the coffee house were devoid of Plan Q and keying in her discount code, Scar 
felt lonely again.  Devon was definitely Hetero and after about ten minutes, lost 
interest in Scar entirely.  Part of her was intensely relieved, but her ego was very 
slightly bruised at the same time.  Oh man, she’d never make it on this planet.

You have [1] new message.

It was her wristfeed, pulsing discreetly.  Scar felt her saliva dry as she flicked her 
fingers over the display, accessing the message.  

Stay Queer!

Ha, thought Scar, as if she had an option about that.  If there was any chance of 
turning authentically Hetero, she’d have done it by now.  The tech was so good, 
but no ways was her whole soul going to bend to make her a practising Het.  
She’d tried out sex with a dude when she was 17, after all and she just couldn’t 
do it.  Not dissing men, she muttered, but it just doesn’t work for me.  At all.

Being Queer had become so political.  Scar thought back to when it was mainly 
about same-sex relationships and fashion, not social marginalisation.  Back in 
the day, when you could get any job and buy any tech you liked.  Scar sighed; 
she missed the Quarter, even with all its restrictions.  She missed seeing pink 
triangles on woman and wondering which woman was the one.  She wondered, if 
she’d found her, if she’d have left the Quarter at all.
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Scar stayed queer.

You have [1] new message.

Click!

OK Scar, damn you, but here’s the thing.  I can’t stop wondering 
about you, I think I’m obsessed.  Actually, I think I’m in love.  I 
think you’ve got a trojan virus, yo.

As Scar ran virus checks and security updates, she wondered whether the pun 
was a chat-up or a threat.  System was clear anyway and Scar smiled wider than 
wide.

There was no doubt Helen was a true blue lesbo - confessing love before the first 
date, never mind the second.  Well, there was that kiss.  Scar smiled stupidly as 
she replayed it; the kiss that had literally taken her breath from her and left her 
feeling stoned.

It turned out this wasn’t even Helen’s first revolution.  In the days when the 
nation focused its loathing on non-whites, Helen was there in the trenches, 
fighting for equality.  She was hooked up to networks hidden by the Hets - all of 
those leftie white dissidents who morphed into society so perfectly.  The majority 
of them were sell-out surrender-monkeys, but there was still a solid core of 
sympathetic liberals, unwilling to jeopardise their middle-class ruts, but happy to 
tightrope it a little bit by smuggling out bits of tech and data.  They also made 
the world feel very slightly warmer.

I asked my mate Hippolyta to read my shit too - she said she loved it, even 
though it’s rough and needs editing.  Fucking grammar nazi ... I love that 
woman, but if she thinks I am editing this crap, she can go jump.  All I care 
about is hitting the word count target and right now I am on 8 851.  Head’s 
aching and pounding like a total bitch too and while I’m at it, I can’t even read 
other shit to unwind.  I’m awash in fucking words.  Yeah, I know, I am supposed 
to be writing away in tortured and splendid isolation, but have you taken a look 
at cyberspace lately?  Words jostling around shielding their binary, yelling for 
attention and gone in three seconds.  Everything’s disposable man; you, me, the 
world - everything.  I’m just trying to pin this butterfly to the board before it all 
changes again.

Helen ... talking about love in the time of trojan viruses seems 
strange to me - and wonderful.  I think we’re on the same page, like 
those jargon loving Hets say.  When can I see you again?  Dammit, 
when can I kiss you again?  I want to paint your lips with crushed 
chillies and kiss them hungrily until we both burn.  I want to bury 
my soul in your ocean and drown smiling.
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Another incoming Facebook notification popped up in its merry little red square.

You have been invited to join “I bet we can find 1 000 000 Trojans 
on Facebook!”
Accept?
y/n

yes.

Those were just the kind of messages that Scar habitually sent to the trash.  
How the fuck was a Facebook group ever going to change anything?  Constant 
barrages of join my cause, join my group, become a fan of me ... what was the 
use of any of it?  But she couldn’t resist anything Helen related.  She had no 
intention of resisting Helen.

Oh Scar, you can kiss me NOW.  If only.  Where are you in this 
demented city?  I just got a job managing Java Divers - you can 
guess the implications.  Can you make it there anytime soon?

Could she?

Helen, if you fuckers would open 24 hours I’d be there now.  
Instead, Generika’s newest Intermodalities Connection Technician 
(3rd class) will be at your door as soon as possible after 
tomorrow’s early shift.  I wouldn’t bother with lipstick if I was 
you.

Scar!  I think you mean, “if I WERE you.”

Helen ... no I didn’t.

The shift passed achingly slowly, colour to colour, connections buzzing and 
whirring their way around the city, getting the drones to work and home and 
shops.

You have [1] new message.

Click ...

Thank you for joining “I bet we can find 1 000 000 Trojans on 
Facebook!” - shifting the system sideways, one face at a time.

Oh, yup.  Whatever.  Facebook was so full of shit.  She was very tempted to go 
and join Hatebook.com too, but that would just alert the authorities to 
unacceptably alternative levels of behaviour and turn her into a target.

Scar didn’t bother changing before she raced off to Java Divers.  Civvies would 
have meant a dress, since rehabbed Queers’ dress style was watched fiercely by 
the board.  Her techie outfit, however, was almost dykey.  Orange city overalls 
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with the Intermodality cable logo on the pocket - nerdy, but still better than a 
dress, no doubt about that.  The safety boots were the best part of the 
ensemble, Scar felt almost like her old self as she pushed the door open, casting 
anxiously about for Helen.  

There she was, standing behind the counter, brow furrowed in deep conversation 
with a barrista-bot.  Scar hadn’t realised you could converse with those things, 
or was Helen about to reprogram it?  Helen looked pretty fit in the Javalicious 
corporate uniform - one of those severe business suits, all pencil skirt and 
straight (ha!) lines.  And lipstick.  Scar grinned.

You youngsters might think it was trivial of me to be chasing skirt during a 
revolution, but you gotta remember that the whole infiltration process was a 
painfully slow and gradual thing.  What took under a year for me, had already 
been in motion for about five years.  That year felt like ten anyway.  Also, what’s 
the point of being queer if you can’t, you know, be queer?  You know what I’m 
saying?  Anyway, I know you’re all drooling to know if we kissed, if I ever got my 
hands on Helen’s perfect ass and all that, but I just hit my word count target for 
the day, so I’m going to go chill the hell out now.

Ginger and the Painful Ordeal

Ginger: this part is a bit more emo - i didnt realise so many of 
your emotional troubles were related to being queer
Scar: gotta have emo hey
Ginger: most certainly. this 2nd part is way nicheER than the 1st 
one tho
Scar: rilly?
Ginger: at some points i was like, ok i dont get it, even tho i 
consider myself to be relatively queer-literate in some limited 
aspects
Scar: what didnt you get?
Ginger: maybe its just me
Scar: it is rather very queer tho
Ginger: definitely, of course it is, i mean you wrote it hey
Scar: lolol yeh
Ginger: there is this whole "painful ordeal" thing to the queer 
scene at times.. and of course i dont get it because i have never 
had to get through all those emo troubles myself.. i guess... i dont 
know how to put "what i dont get" in words
Scar: mmm, i think i do need to explore dyke drama more actually
Ginger: what do you mean?
Scar: whole tendency to get all emo/drama about everydamnthing
Ginger: its perfectly justifiable even (or especially) from a 
straight viewpoint.
Scar: not always
Ginger: well generally i think it's a huge emotional thing to 
realise you're not exactly what is expected of you in a 
heteronormative society
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Scar: yeh sure, but then do ur relationships HAVE to all be soap 
operas?
Ginger: yes, its human nature
Scar: how depressing 
Ginger: what may seem insignificant to your friends is a huge drama 
for yourself, its always like that in life BUT i totally understand 
the painful ordeal thing
Scar: i guess it is human then ...
Ginger: it just sometimes seems, from my outsider viewpoint, like 
the lgbtqi scene is SO CAUGHT UP in their painful ordeals and 
oppression and whatnot that there is no big picture anymore.  i mean 
how many more letters do we have to add until everyone is satisfied
Scar: yeh i think thats what i meant - ghetto mentality
Ginger: talking about the big picture, one of my 
lgbtqiabcdefghijkl... friends is campaigning for gender-neutral 
toilets... and gets totally hostile when i dare to mention that 
there are bigger problems for the lgbtqiabcdefgh... movement than 
flippin TOILETS - because obviously and apparently, there are no 
bigger problems....
Scar: maybe they REALLY need to go?
Ginger: what about diapers? JUST TOTALLY POLITICALLY INCORRECT 
KIDDING. but then again - which ones to buy?!?!?!  the ones for 
girls or the ones for guys?
Scar: gender neutral ones duh
Ginger: but DO YOU KNOW how difficult it is to find gender-neutral 
diapers?!?!??!?!?!?!?!?!?!  they always have a baby on the package 
and the baby will most probably be either a boy or a girl.  do you 
know WHAT THIS IMPLIES?!??!
Scar: tell
Ginger: that the diapers are for baby GIRLS or baby wan.. i mean 
BOYS!!! BUT we can't actually SEE if its a girl or a boy because the 
babies are WEARING DIAPERS on these photos... 
Scar: hahahaaaaaaaaaaaa
Ginger: and do you know how much it would cost to install a third 
toilet section like EVERYWHERE just so the lgbtqiabcdefg movement is 
STILL UNHAPPY? i think it would be more useful to spend this money 
on the actual people.
Scar: like what? how would you spend it?
Ginger: ok lets assume that for the UK it would cost a few billion 
to install toilets  everywhere - schools, kindergartens, 
universities, town halls, cinemas, everywhere.   and of course under 
the anti discrimination whatever law the govt would have to pay at 
least subventions for all of this, even if it was in the private 
sector.
Scar: ok wtf is a subvention
Ginger: financial help... towards something
Scar: oh thankies
Ginger: i would take the money, put it in an account, and pay for 
things so lgbtqi people will DEFINITELY be less unhappy. e.g. those 
who cant afford gender related surgery for example. or spend it on 
those who are out of work because no one will hire a f2m security 
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guy or a m2f gynecologist. and a few politicians and beaurocrats 
with an actual brain so they can legalise some necessary legislature 
concerning those things.
Scar: ah good one gooood, dyke-hag
Ginger: and keep the rest and go on the flippin holiday that i 
deserve. 
Scar: you know ima rape this for my “novel” right?

Meanwhile Back at the Coffee Shop

Helen pushed a few buttons, straightened up, brushed her fringe from her face 
and then started as she realised she was being watched.  “Siri!  Welcome ... 
coffee?”  Scar just nodded and followed Helen to a booth.  Helen leaned forward, 
both hands cupped gently around the coffee mug and her knee touching Scar’s, 
but only just.    “It’s safe to talk here right now, it isn’t always,” said Helen and 
Scar breathed a sigh of relief.  “Helen ...” she began, but Helen interrupted, “I’ve 
made certain compromises - many compromises, to be a part of Plan Q.  I won’t 
deny what I feel for you, but there’s too much at stake to be selfish.”  

Holy electronic, beeping, creeping jezuz, thought Scar, it could take forever.  She 
met Helen’s gaze and said, “You know what?  It’s all about choices and I respect 
yours.  OK I’m faking it, I got that bullshit from a fortune cookie, but I will fake-
respect it anyway.”  Helen stared harder.  Scar continued, “No really, you gotta 
do what you gotta do and so do I.  We’re not kids anymore, Helen.”  Helen was 
starting to look decidedly nervous, “Scar, if you’re not 100% behind Plan Q, 
you’re a risk,” she said.  Scar rolled her eyes, “Yeah ... whatcha gonna do?  Kill 
me?  Go right ahead, doll.”  The pressure on her knee increased as Helen replied, 
“I’m stuck right between the devil and the deep blue sea here, Scar.”  Scar raised 
her eyebrows, stood and turned away.  Then she stopped and said, “Let me know 
when you’ve worked out which one of those I am.”

As she left the coffee shop, Scar cursed herself soundly.  Did she have to let that 
pompous fucking dykely brain-buzz of hers get in the way every single time?  
Self-righteousness burned off fast and Scar’s walk slowed to a slouch, hands in 
pockets, eyes to the ground.

Infiltration, thought Scar, is crap.  We get treated like dirt and moved to the 
Queer Quarter.  Can’t have this job, can’t go into that shop, gotta wear the pink 
triangle.  No votes, no benefits, no ... no structure.  So along came Plan Q to 
usher the Queers silently and secretly out of the Quarter and back into the 
mainstream, to live fake-Hetero lives.  A closet, in other words.  Everything to fit 
in, conform, pretend ... it was one colossal lie after another.

You have [1] new message!

“I bet we can find 1 000 000 Trojans on Facebook!” now has [126 664] 
members!  Invite your friends!
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Over a hundred thousand closeted Queers then, out of the Quarter and in 
amongst how many million Hets?  Suddenly Scar wondered what the authorities 
would prefer anyway; the Quarter, stuck out like an eyesore on the edge of the 
city, or closet-cases blending quietly in.  The numbers were never going to be 
enough to swing a vote or mount an insurrection, unless they recruited Hets to 
the cause and if they were all as deep cover as she was, how was anyone ever 
going to do that?  It was a real shame that protest marches didn’t happen 
anymore, thought Scar - even if they didn’t accomplish much, as least they were 
fun.

She thought back to the marches she’d been on.  Travel had been unrestricted, 
she’d made it to marches in other countries, seen an amorphous population of 
queers out on the streets, dressing up, strutting and swaggering and baiting the 
far right with no fear of dire consequences.  Those few years, before she’d been 
busted, seemed like heaven now.

Log on
Who do you want to be today?
An old-fashioned dyke.
Syntax error
The kind with short hair and nails and faded jeans and big boots
Syntax error
The kind that fucks women and doesn’t hide it
Syntax error

Welcome to Facebook!  You have [5] new notifications!

*NEW* 
Sender: Her0
Subject: 4TW?
Message: we need to talk
*NEW*
Sender: VETO
Subject: apple danish
Message .
*NEW*
Sender: Bear
Subject: Help
Message: scar, i can’t take this anymore, i just can’t.  i’m 
thinking of busting back to the quarter.
*NEW*
Sender: Troyville Admin
Subject: New Features!
Message: Show your support for the revolution - send Queer Flair 
today!
*NEW*
Sender:Nina Ragnarra
Subject: Siri?
Message: Siri is that really you?
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They’d dealt with family issues back at the clinic by trying to get patients to 
contact their families, to reconnect with their “normal” backgrounds and the 
“normal” world again.  Siri had no family - not in the standard Queer my-family-
doesn’t-understand kind of way either.  She’d lost her parents in a waterway 
blowout when she was ten and her little sister too.  Nina ... 

Scar reeled away from the screen, sweating like a scared horse and breathing 
about as hard.  She drove her knuckles into her eyes.  It was impossible.  It was 
a scam.  It was ... what the fuck was it?

This morning over breakfast, my girlfriend fixed me with one of her very special 
looks and said, “You know it’s going to get boring, right?  At some point it’s 
going to become a grind and you’re going to keep writing, right?”  I said I 
thought that offering me new and curious sex as an incentive might work and 
she agreed, on the basis that it’d be a community service.  Mind you, she’s 
grown a tad taciturn since I started quoting her verbatim here.

Feeling as if her head was a thousand miles from her feet, Scar bailed out of her 
chair and went to find a nice, reassuring pill.  Anna’s aesthetics, sweetie 
darling ... and so she slept, better than babies ever do and the next day, she 
took her woolly head off to work.  

She’d been picked for a promotion, her intense connection to colour sent her 
straight to Intermode Node Control, where she sat in a green glow with a bunch 
of geeks and made sure that shuttles and airway and waterway connected, that 
the signals timed in perfectly, that the dance went on smoothly for all of the 
drones out there in Generika City.  She celebrated by blowing her paycheque on 
a re-engineered stingray leather jacket.  She paced past the doorway of java 
Divers about 25 times without going in.  She ate a McJunk burger and went 
home.

The main screenfeed pulsed gently on the wall in time to someone’s heartbeat, 
but not Scar’s - she wasn’t sure she even had one any more.  Behind the screen, 
Nina or at least, the idea of Nina and a million memories of Nina.  Sweet, scatty 
little Nina, with the Jurassic Atari collection and refusal to wear any colour but 
green.  She’d have been 30 now, if she’d ... fuck it.  Scar logged on again.

Reply: Nina Ragnarra
Subject: Yes
Message: it really is
*SENT*
Reply: Bear
Subject: Deer ...
Message: i’m struggling too, is it safe to talk here?
*SENT*
Reply: VETO
Subject: apple danish
Message: hamlet?
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*SENT*
Reply: Her0
Subject: o.0
Message: so let’s talk
*SENT*

You have [1] new notification!

***VETO*** would like to invite you to his lair!

*ACCEPT*

Veto’s Troyville “lair” was pretty blank, really and Veto’s avatar was, of course, a 
droid.  In meatspace, Scar grinned hard.  In cyberspace, she typed,

Scar: Hey
VETO: ‘sup dyke?
Scar: not digging the revolting, man
VETO: >_<
Scar: you?
VETO: its the tech
Scar: ?
VETO: cant explain here d, just remember what i say - its the tech
Scar: k

*SESSION TERMINATED*

You have [3] new notification!
* Her0 has sent you a [pink triangle] from Queer Flair
* Bear has sent you a [pink triangle] from Queer Flair
* VETO has sent you a [flatfeed console] from Facebook Flair

Cryptic motherfucker, but Scar thought she knew his methods well enough after 
all these years to work it out eventually.  Tech.  It’s the tech.  And it’s tech from 
the Hetero side of town, which is the better side, the uptown side ... it’s the tech.  
OK.  Control S and ponder later.

You have [1] new notification!

***Her0*** would like to invite you to her apartment!

*ACCEPT*

Her0: thanks for coming
Scar: i miss you man, it’s just that you look like a whole bunch of 
chaos to me
Her0: ouch
Scar: i need a quiet life man
Her0: scar would you get off that high horse for a minute?
Scar: >_>
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Her0: irl, id just kiss you
Scar: XD!
Her0: are you asking me to give up the revolution for life in the 
quarter with you?
Scar: no ... i dont know ... i think im asking you to join another 
aspect of it all. the rev. and yes, life with me.
Her0: what other aspect?
Scar: cant tell you yet i dont even have all the details - i guess 
you gotta decide if you wanna keep on with the infilt or maybe trust 
whatever the hell we have, you and i
Her0: ur def the deep blue sea scar

Time to delete 20 more pink triangle notifications, time to say goodbye, time to 
sleep.  Time not to sleep, but instead to lie stimming - and thinking about Nina, 
Her0, Nina, Her0 ... and Veto’s enigmatic tech thing.  

Scar strutted into Java Divers after work the next day with a whole new air of 
confidence she attributed directly to her stingray leather jacket.  Spending that 
kind of money on skin added to your height, no doubt.  “My that’s a rather dykey 
walk!” said Helen, “I think I like it.”

“It’s the tech,” said Scar, rolling up her overall sleeves and grabbing yet another 
mug of house blend.”  Helen looked mystified.  “I worked it out this morning.  
The way to power, to getting some power and some freedom, is not conforming, 
it’s independence.  We’ve tried fitting in and it hasn’t worked since ancient 
Greece; you and I don’t have time to wait for another civilisation to fall, we have 
to do whatever the hell we can with now.”  Helen listened and as she listened, 
her knee began to touch Scar’s again.  “We sit there out in the Quarter, bitching 
because the Hets get all the cool screens and feeds and shit and meanwhile, 
those are just doorways to the real thing, to the net, to freedom and power.  We 
bust our asses scoring obsolete crap and then we’re limited to what we can 
access, because - we don’t have any servers!”  Helen was nodding now, “We 
need a fucking network!”

Helen sat back and stared at Scar.  “I’m in,” she said.  “Trust?” asked Scar and 
Helen replied, “ALT236”

Somehow a great ass looks even better when it’s on a geek, don’t you think?  
ALT236 is, of course, the keyboard shortcut for the infinity symbol.

The way to get enough tech components to build a server, would be to use all the 
little Queer moles out there in Het land to thieve them and the Quarter to hide 
them and build them.  Scar flicked rapidly at her wristfeed and messaged Veto.

i’m in.

*NEW*
Recipient: Bear
Subject: just do it
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Message: connect VETO
*SENT*
Recipient: Her0
Subject: next
Message: connect VETO. alt236
*SENT*
Recipient: VETO
Subject: +
Message: +Bear +Her0
*SENT*

Scar Loses the Plot

Scar began to lose the plot - literally.  Reality was confused between everything 
that happened offline and everything that happened online and she was starting 
to lose track.  It was all positive stuff, but it was hectic too.

Offline: lies and fakery and a giant closet and whole dialogues and looks and 
connections to keep that up.

Online: truth and hope and the brewing of more lies and plans to make a new 
truth.

And the whole Nina thing just felt like far too much.  Aged 18, after the accident, 
Scar had been patched up and then busted mortifyingly while recuperating, for 
having an affair with a nurse.  After that she’d been shipped out to the Quarter 
and given a job processing garbage.  She’d been told that her parents and Nina 
had died instantly, her ID docs torn up and that, as they say, was that.  Off to 
the triangles of the twilight zone.  She never found out what happened to the 
nurse.

Sender: Nina Ragnarra
Subject: omg
Message: they said you were dead and i went to a foster home, where 
have you been?

Reflection ... it wouldn’t be too hard for anyone to find out her status as 
rehabbed Queer, she might as well confess that one.

Sender: Siri Ragnarra
Subject: OK
Message: got pretty banged up in the accident and woke up in a 
hospital, where they told me you were dead and the folks too (are 
they??) and that was that.  should probably tell you i got involved 
with a woman, sent to the quarter and now, what ... 20 years later, 
here i am, rehabbed and on the outside.  or am i.
*SENT*

Meantime, things were changing.  Scar didn’t have access to much raw tech, but 
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she kept the underground supplied with consumables like paste and nodes and a 
whole bunch of plans and data.  Helen was busy overseeing the manpower stuff 
and Scar saw her about once a week when it was possible.  They became adept 
at intimacy under trying circumstances - and usually in public, hidden by 
filmhouse gloom and darkened doorways.  Far from ideal.

They were building a server in the industrial zone, dockside downtown, in a 
basement above the shuttleway and below the sewage works.  Veto was 
masterminding the project from wherever he was.  Scar’s daily existence would 
probably have gone on indefinitely, if Intermodality hadn’t created their latest 
expansion line and made it purple.  Suddenly Scar’s genius with colour-
connection was completely useless - the presence of purple made her head ache 
and she began to hallucinate and make errors.  After she fainted, causing rush-
hour chaos, she was put on leave and sent to see doctors and Scar began to 
indulge her own unhappiness.  The medication blurred most things, but there 
was always that come-down moment, when another reality intruded and Scar 
felt useless.  And the world saw that she was down and it kicked her.

Sender: Nina Ragnarra
Subject: oh
Message: queer?  are you rehabbed?  because if not, siri, i am 
sorry, we can’t communicate.  i have a marriage and children to 
think of.

OK. That was about that, as far as Scar was concerned.  Better Nina had stayed 
dead to her.  A couple of decades queer and you got used to the fact that people 
rejected you, then despised you for all of the chips on your shoulder.

Scar faked compliance with renewed determination, saw the doctors and went on 
with life as usual.  Quietly, she sent her personal tech down to the docks.  She 
sent her spare work overalls down too, so that some spook could use them to 
infiltrate and pillage.  She packed a light bag, waited, shaking, while Veto 
scrambled her wristfeed; cut her hair roughly, picked up the stingray leather and 
then Scar walked out of the compound without turning back once.

Goodbye cool tech, muttered Scar, delirious with the notion of freedom.  
Goodbye credit chips and goodbye bloody dresses!  Goodbye crappy colour 
schemes and lies.

One stop on the way - Java Divers, of course, where her halfway Queer 
appearance wouldn’t be of any interest; the straight clientele would assume that 
she was just another inmate on a pass-out.  She grabbed a booth in the back, 
keyed in her order and her code and waited.  And there was Helen - as 
disturbingly beautiful as ever.  They held hands under the table and Scar 
explained it all to Helen through a film of tears.  Helen looked numb, shocked 
and then she did the most impossible thing Scar could ever have expected.  She 
stood up and said, “OK, let’s go.”
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The only way to get to the Quarter without getting busted back to rehab, was 
just to go.  They went.

Scar got her dyke legs back as they walked the street towards the docks, 
lengthening her stride, feeling the soft old denim shift comfortably like a familiar 
friend.  She threw her shoulders back and grabbed Helen’s hand - just another 
Hetero couple out in the crowds of shoppers.  Her wristfeed made a forlorn 
noise, like a badly strung guitar.  Veto.

blueline station.  ask for the daily whatever.

Without breaking stride, Scar wheeled into the station kiosk, “Daily Whatever,” 
she said and the vendor motioned them in behind racks and racks of paper.  Odd 
how newsprint had survived when so much else hadn’t.  Without a word, the 
vendor motioned them to change into the bundles he held - Generika City Gomi 
Team - the shit-shovellers, processors of garbage, shifters of other peoples’ junk.  
Bulky, filthy overalls, shapeless caps, clunky workboots - even their mothers 
would never have recognised them.  Scar strapped her wristfeed to her upper 
arm - if anyone saw it she’d be arrested; no Queer had tech that new without 
robbery being a factor.  Filling their pockets with candy, the vendor ushered them 
outside again, straight on to a garbage unit.  He didn’t wave.

define:gomi:japanese word for garbage

Surrounded by stink and cacophony, Helen and Scar rode the truck down along 
city arteries towards the grey sea.  There’d been beaches there once, but they 
were long since eaten up by industry and coated by broken things, unwanted 
things.  Once upon a time you could watch dolphins surf there; the dolphins had 
either died or so-long-and-thanks-for-all-the-fished about a decade ago.  The 
truck dumped its load there and turned towards the city again.  Scar and Helen 
crouched behind decaying machine skeletons and looked at each other.

“So, Butch Cassidy,” said Helen, “what next?”  Scar smiled, “Underground, 
Sundance, underground.  Left past the crusher and straight on to sunrise.”

Veto’s directions and passwords worked like a charm and Scar and Helen soon 
found themselves sitting on upturned crates telling their story to a diesel dyke 
called Blue.  Blue listened, said she’d need to introduce them to some other 
people and that they’d all need to do some talking and thinking and then she 
showed them a sprawling area of cubicles at the back of the building, where they 
could sleep.  Then she showed them the workshop, where the server was being 
assembled.  Lacking hardware skills, Scar and Helen just stared and smiled and 
nodded and tried to look impressed.

Some time later, Blue called them both back to meet the rest of whoever she’d 
just been having an emergency meeting with.  Reminiscent of group therapy 
sessions and the clinic, a disparate little group of blurry gendered people sat and 
pretended to listen to each other while waiting for a chance to talk, to get their 
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idea across, accepted.  Blue growled almost subsonically when a catfight seemed 
imminent and after a couple of hours, decisions were made.

Blue’s hair was silver and cut like a prisoner’s.  She wore men’s clothing and not 
stylish men’s clothing either.  Her eyes were bright and kind, her smile was 
broad.  She was a handsome woman.

The group seemed far more interested in Helen than in Scar, first trying hard to 
persuade her to go back under cover and then trying to work out a way that she 
could flit between the two “worlds.”  It would mean leaving the dock at some 
unearthly hour every morning with the garbage truck to go to Java Divers and it 
would mean a huge risk of being found out.  Scar began the speedy process of 
worrying her ass right off.  Helen, with the business suit still under her foul 
smelling Gomi overalls, was good to go the next day, she agreed to it all with 
alacrity.  At the end of all the arrangements, they said they’d chat to Scar the 
next day and, with a feeling of creeping inadequacy, Scar followed Helen back to 
a cubicle and settled in for a long night’s insomnia.

Around about now would probably be a good time for a sexual interlude, huh?  
Did Scar and Helen get it on in their first night more or less alone?  Was there 
bumping and grinding?  Oohing and ahing?  Were bodily fluids exchanged?

Fuck off, you nosy gits.

Helen burrowed into Scar’s shoulder, muttered, “I love you,” and promptly 
zonked out.

Helen left just before dawn (whoever dawn was) and Scar dropped into a restless 
and frightened sleep.  Things didn’t improve much when she was properly awake 
and assigned to the dumpster diving crew, salvaging tech components and food 
from the huge mountain of reeking rubbish above ground.  She was momentarily 
cheered when she found an old brass figure eight - somebody’s white picket 
fence house number, she supposed.  She slipped it into her overalls as some kind 
of talisman - a promise of infinity; the infinity symbol, sideways.  She hoped to 
hell that Helen would be safe.

Helen, meantime, was sitting in the coffee shop’s back office, co-ordinating 
Queers.  One whiff of her aborted any possibility of her mixing with the public - 
there was no getting rid of the gomi stink, but her access to the business’ tech 
was invaluable.

And so the days went on, Helen seeming to posses an incredible amount of 
energy and willpower, committed, she said, to the creation of a new society.  
First the Queer Quarter would upgrade its tech to Hetero standards and then, 
claimed Blue, with the genius of Veto and his crew, surpass it.  They would then 
be in a position to trade and with trade would come money and with money 
would come better living standards for all.  Scar liked the dream well enough, 
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she just wasn’t sure she believed in it.  Stumbling upon another figure eight 
(aluminium cutout) on the dump one day, Scar wondered if her dreams would 
always be too small for the rest of society - any society.

Out Here on the Perimeter

The Quarter ... the Queer Quarter, was the official designation for the group of 
tumbledown apartment and office blocks and factories on the city foreshore, 
where Scar had shared an apartment with Dave for years and basically, where’d 
she’d spent a whole two decades of her life.  Enough time to get seriously 
institutionalised, she supposed - or enough time to learn to enjoy the edge and 
the anarchy.  She grabbed her stingray leather jacket and hauled ass to the 
foreshore.

Wikus the Pawn fondled the jacket, kept his face as deadpan as ever and started 
doing sums.  By the time Scar left his dingy place, she was dressed in some new 
old jeans and was sporting a different, less ostentatious jacket.  She also had a 
pocket full of the paper that passed for currency down in the Quarter.  She’d get 
back to the dock to meet Helen, but meantime, Scar was taking a stroll down 
memory lane.

Passing a shuttered Charmageddon, Scar felt almost elated - it was Friday and 
she’d be there with her girl tonight.  Mind you, even being alone there in the 
past, even irritated by the cliches, Scar still felt that sense of tribe.  Misfit among 
misfits, perhaps.

Scar got into her stroll and kept on walking towards her old apartment block.  
She didn’t go in - no point if Dave wasn’t there.  She paused at the entrance 
though and hammered in one of the eights she’d found, for old time’s sake or for 
the future, she wasn’t quite sure.  She bashed it in sideways, of course.

The streets were grey, not simply because of the lingering pollution down there 
in the industrial zone, but because of the lack of advertising and branding.  
Street art there was aplenty, but that tended to be monochrome too - black 
being the cheapest paint you could get.  There were queer slogans, sure, but 
mostly it was all just tags; barely decipherable names.  A few characters here 
and there, one dimensional cartoons.  Mean streets for sure, but there was life 
there, nonetheless.

Twang ...

Scar fumbled inside her sleeve for the wristfeed, ducking into an alleyway for the 
privacy that was, at least, one thing you could always find in the Quarter.  She 
hadn’t even seen a Hetero patrol vehicle today.  No doubt they’d be back again 
when the patrols got bored.

Sender: Her0
Subject: :/
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Message: last minute stuff, gotta stay here tonight, back with some 
more refugees tomorrow - sorry :(

There wasn’t any point going back to the dock, Scar returned to the street and 
headed for Graff, a fucked up old building where the street artists hung out, 
talking bullshit about art and insurrection.  A thin guy who called himself Jesus 
Lizard nodded when he saw her, but didn’t ask any questions.  That’s how it went 
down there.  He was putting the outline on some wildstyle on one of the much-
painted walls, Scar squinted at it till she made out his name.  She nodded 
appreciatively, Lizard nodded back and motioned towards his paints.  She handed 
over a scrap of paper and grabbed a can.

Hippolyta reckons I should be doing fuck-all but writing at the moment and she’s 
right.  I feel like I really have lost the plot anyway - it’s hard to take real events 
and force them into a nice, neat plot, man.  Sitting in cyberspace now, desperate 
for distraction and it seems like everyone’s out jolling on a Friday night except 
me.  So I’m writing shit here and downloading Japanese pop from the nineties 
and wondering what the fuck it might be like to be socially normal.  I’ll never 
know.  Still, once upon a time, Friday nights were things I went out on ...

Scar picked a wall facing the one the Lizard was busy with and began to paint 
sigils, spirals and swirls.  She painted till the can hissed sadly - empty.  She 
checked her wristfeed, it was well after dark out there and a good time to go to 
Charmageddon.  A fast exchange with the Lizard and her pocket was a few 
sharpies heavier as she left Graff.

Charmageddon Days (Are Here Again)

Lesbian bars probably exist down at the end of some shady little rip in the space-
time continuum.  The decor might change, the clientele rarely does.  Well OK 
that’s a given if you’re only thinking as far as “lesbian” as a descriptor, but within 
any subculture are still more subcultures.  Think yoghurt flavours.  Or yeast-
based irritations.  The flavours hadn’t changed much since Scar’s last visit to the 
place and nor had the decor.  Same old tired looking bar counter, with some tired 
old regulars propping it up.  Same kind of hustle going on around the pool 
tables.  A babydyke feeding chips into the jukebox, making it howl along to her 
own heartbreak.  Vagina music, Scar’s mates used to call it, back in the day.  
Oestrogen soaked heartstrung folkie country pop ballads galore.  It drove Scar 
demented, but she grinned wryly and thought Helen would feel right at home.  It 
was probably a good thing there were some dyke stereotypes Scar didn’t fit, 
anyway.

Scar ordered a Tiger beer, hunched over it and unwittingly, habitually, began to 
destroy its label.  By the time’s she’s nearing the lees, the lager’s warm and so’s 
Scar and by the third beer, she’s officially pissed.  By beer number five, she’s in 
deep conversation with Blue, who evidently wandered in at some stage of the 
evening.  It’s going the way inebriated conversations tend to go - Scar 
pontificating, with all the solutions to all of the world’s problems in her hip 
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pocket, Blue nodding and saying, “Hmmm,” from time to time.  From time to 
time, Scar lurched off to piss like a horse and play, yet again, one of three male 
vocals she’d managed to find on the jukebox.  Blue probably hauled her sorry 
arse out of there and back dockside before she got booted out.  It was one of 
those maudlin nights.

You might be surprised to learn that I have some Hetero friends out there too.  
Two of them asked me to send them this story, so with heavy misgivings, I did.  
This was the first reaction: “Thanks for sending this - I am only 2 pages into it 
and it makes me so sad, I have tears in my eyes.  Is that good or bad for a 
writer, I suppose its good to have strong reactions to writing?”  I reply, “It’s 
good, it’s good.”  What I want to say is, right now I am too damn emo to write 
anyway and part of it is, I suppose, this poxy story.

Scar woke up wondering just how many parrots had shat into her mouth and 
why demons were chipping away at her cranium with tiny axes.  Milliseconds 
later, the whole experience took its proper shape and form as a fully-fledged 
hangover - at which point, Scar felt even worse.  She was definitely too old for 
this kak.  She cleaned off the previous night’s stale aura under a tap outside and 
hoped like hell somebody had scavenged some decent food recently, she 
definitely wasn’t up to grazing and browsing the dump herself just then.  And if 
she had to chew her way through one lukewarm McJunk burger, her liver would 
probably reach out and throttle her to death.  Right at that moment, Scar would 
have welcomed the oblivion, but it would be a painful route to get it.

That was the blissful moment when the archest of archangels, Helen the hero 
walked in, bearing seriously potent coffee and the fluffiest muffins from the 
coffee shop.

Write through the grind, write through the grind.  I can tell you right now I am 
way more interested in musing on the The and downloading things that “sound 
like the Jesus and Mary Chain” and checking Facebook and anydamnthing other 
than writing this puppy.  Did anyone get that this bit’s title is a little rip-off of a 
the The song?  If you did, I just want to tell you that I probably love you.  And 
yes I know it’s complete bullshit adding this drivel in on the pretext of being 
pomo and meta.  Since I am doing it, however, I should also inform you that I 
am also currently being thrashed mercilessly at Lexulous.  Apparently they 
accept “unqueen” though - who knew?  It’s probably what people with speech 
impediments yell at lepers.  Alright, enough digression, where was I?

So ... Scar and Helen ate muffins and drank coffee while Helen laughed at Scar’s 
hangover and they both made incredibly bad muffin and muffing jokes.  You’re 
sort of obliged to if, you’re a lesbian.  Or a 14 year old boy.  Helen caught Scar 
up with the news of her risky refugee runs and Scar enlightened Helen about the 
state of grungy street art and dumpster scavenging.  They discussed their 
feelings, in true touchy-feely feminist fashion and then they may or may not 
have had hot lesbian sex.
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Blue was clanking and bashing around in the next room, with what sounded like 
a herd of armour plated elephants.  Eventually, our heroic pair stirred their 
stumps and went to find her.  She had had yet another of those emergency 
meetings and had still more news and decisions.  Helen’s cover had been blown, 
as they all knew it would be, sooner or later.  Scar was silently delighted, Helen 
looked fairly stricken.  Blue looked sympathetic, “I’m afraid it’s gomi duty for you 
too, till we get this server up and running and then you guys will be manning the 
decks.”  Scar perked up.  Manning decks.  Decks!  Now that was tech.

Now, you’ve probably been wondering why on earth any “novel” that dares to 
call itself cyberpunk has reached 15 thousand words with no sign of any decks, 
any 3D visuals, any jacking in and any ears bleeding.  Well that’s what it was like 
being Queer in Generika City.  It was like being on dial up in a broadband world.  
Scar couldn’t even remember seeing any Queers, ever, with those handy 
headphone-jack shaped ports in their skulls, the kind that rich code kiddies 
showed off in public and that real hackers concealed badly with terrible 
hairstyles.  Even the mere speculation of decks meant that Queer tech was about 
to catch up.

Scar scavenged metal and an old dude called Nori taught her how to roughly 
forge it and weld it and Scar fell into being an outsider artist with all the grace of 
an elephant on skates.  Twisting and curving steel into curves and loops, Scar 
began to make figure eights and weld them together, mismatched curves finding 
their place, secured by molten metal.  It seemed to decide and define its own 
space in the third dimension.

By the time Scar and Helen got around to spending an evening at Charmageddon 
together, Scar had painted and sharpied fallen eights all over the place and as 
they walked the streets towards the lesbian bar, Helen gasped and clutched 
Scar’s hand in pleasure.  “Oh my God Scar, you are the most hopeless 
revolutionary romantic!” she grinned, “I love you!”  Scar could hear the 
exclamation marks and she grinned back.  “Not a whole lot of point painting 
slogans here for queers hey?” she replied, pointing out a group of tags reading 
Moffie, Lettie, Stabane, Pink Power.

Ah the rush, the thrill of being able to hold a hand in public, to kiss.  The 
freedom of being able to keep her arm firmly around Helen’s waist every 
moment.  Charmageddon had never been raided, for the simple reason that from 
the outside, you’d never know it was a bar anyway.  Predictably, Helen loved the 
music.  Predictably, Scar rolled her eyes at it.

Scar’s Guide to Choosing Cool Music

... in which “cool” is defined as any music enjoyed by self-confessed music-
fascist, Scar.
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It’s probably going to contain guitars and sad men with messy hair and scruffy 
jeans.  Disclaimer: this is purely a style choice, not a gender-political one.  Scar 
is and always has been very cheerful about having a vagina.

When it’s not suicidally morbid, or even rather emo, it tends to be grunge, surfer 
punk and in some cases, things like Metallica and Nine Inch Nails.  Mostly, 
however, it tends to be stuff like Nick Cave, Mark Lanegan or a bunch of foppish 
looking young brits with floppy fringes.  Scar has never quite managed to shake 
off the nineties.

Scar is not a complete gender traitor, in fact she is sometimes known to sing 
tonelessly along with Tori Amos, PJ Harvey, Ani Difranco and the like.  Yup, 
there’s a pattern there too.

In order to fake some kind of cool factor, Scar hangs out at spinner.com and 
stereogum.com and downloads obscure music by bands with whimsical names.  
The ones she keeps are generally the ones that remind her of nineties bands.  
Her inverted snobbery is a prominent factor in her musical choices and if she 
admits to enjoying something mainstream, the admission is always prefaced by 
the muttered words, “Don’t tell anyone, but ...”

Despite all of this, her favourite band since the mid-eighties has been R.E.M. and 
she reacts to 21st century descriptions of them as “grandad rock” with sincere 
distress.  She is also the only known lesbian on earth with a crush on Kurt 
Cobain.

...

The server was up, the geeks grinned inanely and permanently and Scar and 
Helen got net access. Real net access.  Veto’s instructions began to arrive via 
dyke called Samanth0r, who remote trained them and thirteen others in the 
arcane art of data surfing, location and retrieval.  Helen turned out to be a whole 
lot more adept than Scar at making precise and surgical cuts into information, 
leaving barely a trace.  Scar’s colour focus sent her into bigger, rougher, more 
instinctive jobs.

Fifteen screens, fifteen jockeys and the potential of a Warholian fifteen minutes 
coming up.  Twenty five nodes jammed firmly into twenty five blobs of paste on 
to fifteen heads, thirty hands on fifteen decks, thirty eyes in fifteen visors.  The 
numbers danced, the jockeys did too.

By day three of the mission, those fifteen heads were shaved.  In the absence of 
cranial port implants or hi-tech helmets, that old school paste just ripped your 
hair out.  “Someone better steal me a fucking helmet,” growled Helen.  

Test0estrogen
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Feeling weightless and free, with the stink of paste in her nostrils, a bunch of 
nodes jammed into her spiky hair and Shonen Knife yelling through her 
headphones, Scar was about as close to happy as she ever got in those 
dumpster days.  Sitting with the crew getting pasted up and ready to jack in 
earlier, she’d found herself explaining breeze-blocks to a drag queen as, “building 
accessories, like bricks, but bigger and really porous, doll,” and it made her feel 
that sense of tribe again, where shit like that was joyfully commonplace.

define:shonen knife: japanese pop punk girl band, around, in various 
incarnations, since the 1980’s.  opened for nirvana at reading 
festival, thus ensuring instant global cool. insanely fluffy lyrics 
in bad english.  file under “novelty.”

Veto and Samanth0r were off somewhere coding the killer virus to kill all killer 
viruses - by the time you read this, you probably know all about it.  The Mobius 
Matrix Virus didn’t come at you with any fucking lilac crap or rainbows or little 
pink triangles, but that thing was queer by name and nature for sure.  What it 
did, was tangle your processor, while entertaining you with a never ending loop 
of rather pretty DOS coloured binary in the shape of the good old infinity symbol.  
Your memory, meantime, was harnessed by our jerrybuilt server, downtown.  
And it was goodnight she said to pretty much every Hetero network in G-City.  
Every network that worked on the ubiquitous Makro$hark sys anyway.

define:Makro$hark: bloated software monopoly, as insecure as a 
lesbian, but much slower.

When the deck-jockeys jacked in, Veto and Sam streamed coded instructions 
right to their eyefeeds.  They didn’t even need brains for the mission, just a 
certain level of dexterity.  If you’d been standing at the decks that day, you’d 
have seen a very motley crew indeed, all wired up and doing something that 
looks a little like tai chi and a little like they were about to karate chop 
somebody’s ass right off.  Scar could feel the excitement of it all long afterwards.  
It wasn’t your everyday data theft gig, no sir.

(Yup, I’m afraid it was the kind of event that forced an American accent upon 
one).

Helen’s team went in first, in deep stealth mode, to recce and open up the 
dataways.  Then the deepest of deep geeks themselves, Sam and Veto, 
unleashed the unholy hounds of hell looping through cyberspace and after that it 
was up to the team, to literally hack and slash their way through the aftermath, 
creating new portals to spread the infection, spread the chaos.

Waiting in the wings, was Blue, to haul out anyone with the slightest sign of 
earbleed.  They heard later Helen had actually stopped breathing when she got 
yanked back.  Scar got off light, with some typical little oozes of blood from nose 
and ears.  Veto generally blamed her history of medication for that one.
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What does it look like out there?  Nothing like that fucking pretty green serpent 
Veto and Sam cooked up, I can tell you that with confidence.  And it doesn’t 
matter how corporate the data you’re surfing, there are no logos and colour out 
there ... well it’s something you feel, you don’t see it as such.  If you’re 
synaesthetic, you’ll know what I mean.  It’s damn near impossible to explain to a 
noob, you’ve got to pilot a deck to understand.  The moment you jack in, 
gravity’s not an issue - nothing is an issue.  There’s just what you feel in your 
hands, and see on your eyefeed.  There’s just ... this incredible focus.  I just 
can’t explain it, man.

Zeit Heist

Samanth0r ended up living down in the rabbit warren cubicles with them.  Her 
cubicle was quickly swarming with cables, leading to half built boxes containing 
who knows what hardware.  Somehow that zero from her online nick translated 
perfectly to her offline persona too.  Sam was this queer chick who’d lived 
Hetero, displaced, for too long.  The one big advantage she brought back with 
her, was the net jack up behind her ear.  If Blue hadn’t plain bullied her offline, 
Sam would have been there for good.  Or evil.  Whatever it took, basically.  She 
was walking wounded when she got to the docks, a casualty of the inevitable 
data dependency that comes from too much time in cyberspace.

She brought out the mother in Helen, who, once Blue had kicked her ass offline, 
frequently stomped into Sam’s mess of wires and more or less forced her to eat.  
Sam would forget otherwise.  Helen was online for a maximum of three hours 
daily, doing precision work, pulling apart sensitive data with a metaphorical 
scalpel, so carefully that nobody would ever know she’d been there.  Scar was 
online longer, with slightly bigger and clumsier boots on, hacking and slashing 
with pockets full of malicious code.  

Veto was still off somewhere else, unspecified.  Sam hadn’t met him either, they 
talked on various shifting secure channels online.  Within 24 hours of its release, 
the Mobius monster virus had made its presence felt.  Big time.

You know the drill - the virus hit and it replicated.  Networks closed and drones 
began to tear their collective hair out.  People sweated profusely and paced 
restlessly.  Scores and scores of homes and offices lit up by the dully green 
glowing and ever revolving Mobius - nobody could get rid of it and they couldn’t 
even turn their hard disks off.  Mostly, they didn’t even think to switch their 
monitors off.  Clean machines logged on to all the major anti-virus sites in 
droves; several of them crashed as a result and the remaining ones were soon 
attacked by the virus too.  The workforce shat itself.  

At around the time emergency service were in danger of being affected, the 
Quarter released its ultimatum.  Claiming to be insurrectionists from the East, 
one number was supplied, to be transferred to another number.  There was a 
breathless twenty minutes before the amount arrived.  Sam and Veto worked 
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with the recce team for six hours hiding that money, hiding traces anything that 
could ever lead anybody back to the Quarter.

That influx of money was, of course, the cue for more emergency meetings; long 
and heated ones.  Nihilism and money are unhappy bedfellows.  Scar wandered 
around in a joyous daze, yelping, “I told you so!” from time to time.  You can’t 
keep society down - as soon as it gets a little spare cash and some leisure time, 
it re-invents itself wherever it can.  

The panel spent three days in intense discussion.  There was more bitching than 
you’d find on a Pride Committee and more hot air than you’d get at the 
hairdresser’s.  From time to time, people flounced, yelled, shrilled and then Blue 
would roar, “Enough!” and civil debate would resume.

How it all got resolved, was that Blue and her cohorts, plus Helen, began 
spending money - slowly, unobtrusively.  They bought hardware first, component 
by component.  Sam and a team of geeks assembled it; there was plenty of 
space down there and they didn’t want to draw any attention by suddenly 
moving to a skyscraper after all.  It happened slowly, that particular area of 
expansion.  Scar and the rest of the deck pilots kept on following Veto and Sam’s 
plans, collecting information.

The biggest problem suddenly seemed to be that more and more Queers were 
hearing rumours about what was going on down in the Quarter and a steady 
trickle of returnees and even brand new refugees began.  The rabbit warren filled 
up and so people had to go and reclaim buildings further towards the city.  Old 
apartment blocks and warehouses and offices were slowly filling up.  People 
started to fix their places up too.  It couldn’t be disguised forever, the queers 
were on the move.

There was no way some mythical and heroic New Queer Army was about to ride 
in and save the day.  The plan was far more prosaic and hinged on the recce 
teams careful excisions.  The Hets, it seemed, just hadn’t been cautious enough 
in protecting their data.  They’d assumed that by denying everyone else access 
to tech, they’d be safe.  And with one homemade Trojan Horse of a server, that 
bubble was well and truly burst.

Discreet messages to various corporations and banks and institutions quietly 
alerted the larger Hetero establishment to the fact that, unless the Queers down 
in the Quarter were left alone, the consequences would be catastrophic.  It was 
industrial espionage, pure and simple, or, as they call it on cleaner streets, 
“business.”

Scavenging still happened though.  Somehow the presence of money didn’t alter 
the fact that amazing things came out of the dump.  Plus, they didn’t exactly 
become rich overnight.
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Happily ever after time?  You’ve got to be kidding, this is queers we’re talking 
about.

Somewhere Over the Rainbow Nation

Q-Topia failed to emerge, but Ikea flat packs were shipped down to the Quarter 
openly now and serious building work began, rehabilitating docklands property.  
When the Hets started trying to buy loft apartments in groovily restored factory 
space, the queers figured they’d hit paydirt and many of them immediately sold 
out.  Still, the Quarter remained pretty queer.  

define:ikea: swedish lifestyle store, est 20th century. simple 
scandinavian design sold in flat packs for self assembly.  so 
popular with british lesbians that they dubbed it, “dykea.”

Charmageddon stayed exactly as it was.  Subterfuge would always hold its own 
mystique and exclusivity can turn a fat profit.  Somebody opened a feminist 
bookshop next door to it, which went bust within six months.  

When they cleaned up the docks, Scar’s mass of fallen eights got a clean up and 
the title, “Infinity Sideways” and apparently, Scar became An Artist.  Bemused by 
the title, her new workshop and a pocket full of paper, Scar immediately grabbed 
an aerosol and sprayed COPYWRONG all over town.  Then she went back to 
twisting and welding eights and as soon as something looked big enough, 
somebody came and bought it.

Working more or less legally, the dream team of fifteen still existed, under Sam’s 
control and ever remote, ever mysterious, Veto.  They weren’t just collecting 
data now, they were manipulating it, proving it, creating it and to Scar, it felt 
pretty much like bending eights back at the foundry.  The fifteen looped and 
circled through cyberspace, building the Quarter Online.  A pissed off committee 
finally accepted Scar’s antipathy to purple and agreed to predominately pink 
branding.  Scar quietly built an installation, darlings, of every queer symbol and 
logo you could ever think of or dream up - and she painted every single one of 
them blue.  She never sold that piece.

Did I mention it’s damn hard to kick life into a plot format?  Fuck me, it’s 
horrible.  I went back and rewrote this bitch; added shit, took out shit and fixed 
some total fuck ups along the way.  When I’d finished the cyberpunk bit, the 
story felt kind of finished - looked that way too.  Like ... here I am trying to write 
this bastard of a thing and snip and stretch it to fit 50 000 words and suddenly 
*BAM!* the car-chase scene’s been done and the shoot-out too and all we need 
now is a kiss and a sunset.  Well, sorry for you, my year wasn’t that tidy.

The Dream Fifteen Team

Scar: yours truly
Helen: Scar’s main squeeze
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Samanth0r: team leader and deep geek
Jake
Dave the Bear: Scar’s flatmate and friend from way back
Deano
Airheart
Hippolyta
Phunkstar
Jack
Womble
cYBerpUnK (there’s always one, isn’t there?)
Djanki
Trev0r
Shush

Wheeler - to replace samanth0r if nec.  And it became necessary.

Thursday’s Wild

It was probably a Thursday, shitty things always seemed to happen on a 
Thursday.  Blue hauled the fifteen back to meatspace and we all got our meat 
eyes back except Sam, who was convulsing at her deck.  Blue roared, “Get a 
medic!” and somebody did.  A space blanket, a hypodermic, a massage and 
about an hour later, Sam slid into a fitful sleep and didn’t talk for three days.  
She never said much anyway, but suddenly her silence was discordant.

“What the hell did you see out there?” asked Blue, when Sam had finally rejoined 
the talkstream with one single word, “Fuck.”  We listened, the fifteen of us and 
Blue, to words that didn’t make sense at first.  “Sangoma,” said Sam, “right, 
there’s this ... thing out there ... Sangoma ...” then she typed into her feed and 
showed us: 54|\/90|\/|4 - sangoma, in leet old school nineties hackerspeak.  
Hax0r ... Sangoma means shaman - you knew that, right?  Good.

Sangoma had frozen Sam out there and then almost burned her with a 
datastorm of raw code.  Sam could only process it by typing it out, this is what 
she said:

you gonna burn you gonna burn you gonna burn we gonna rape your evil 
asses!!11!!1  you got generikkka clean but it ain’t all that way, 
skinny geek.  got a army here yo we gonna rape every fuckn lesbian 
looks like a lesbian we gonna cure your disease you all gotta get 
straight or die, sisterfuckers.

The bastard had looped it into a mobius too and without a defrag, Sam was in 
severe danger of going under and then flatlining.

Sam typed some digits and then passed out again.  

0826090958
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What the suffering fuck was that?

Accessing the open interface, Scar googled it and got as far as finding out it was 
a rogue cellphone number.  She hadn’t even known that cellphones still existed.  
They did, but only on a rigidly controlled registered network and that number 
wasn’t on the list - neither were the ten consecutive numbers before and after it.  
After a few hours wrestling with software, Helen got a program installed to comm 
with the cellphone.  VOIP software just reached distortion and white noise and 
snow visuals, further digging got them to a text channel.  What to say?

samanth0r hit by 54|\/90|\/|4 pls advise. 

Wait.

Fourteen plus Blue, sitting staring at a screen, waiting.

Beep!

scar jack in

Scar jacked in.

Straight into Quarter Online, branded pink and inverted goddamn pyramids 
everywhere.  Man, Scar loathed graphic designers.  OK, where would Veto be?  
Adjusting her eyefeed and her movements, Scar started to do what only she 
could do - desaturate the environment.  It wasn’t a structural change, merely a 
perceptive one.  Pink faded to green and the green got stronger and with a bird’s 
eye view of the ghetto, Scar started seeing blue, a chink of it like light that 
broadened as she neared it.

You’re Not in Troyville Anymore

Scar surfed right into the blue and suddenly there weren’t any edges any more.  
Curves everywhere - if gravity had existed in cyberspace, she’d have been lost 
for sure.  In amongst the ever shifting blue, was a drop of mercury and it felt 
important somehow.  Letting herself hang there, she focused hard on it and 
then, when nothing happened, she let the focus drift.

good

The word floated on to her eyefeed, but barely; monochrome and like something 
about to take off in a hurry.

VETO?
yeh. don’t talk, there’s no time, just remember what i say. we gotta 
be quick or you’ll crash too.
k
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ok. this sangoma, who nine inch nailed sam, is serious shit.  that 
data he looped into sam is all true and there’s no way in any 
dimension i can fix it

Scar’s heart sank.  Veto had never, ever, not been able to accomplish a tech 
rescue before, it was terrifying.  Who the hell, or what, was sangoma?

what you gotta get, is global attention on it and then hope for 
help. i’ll give you pathways, contacts and then i’ll do what i can, 
but it’s gonna be indiana jonestown from here. work in pairs; one 
surgeon, one slasher. sneak through - if you’re damn lucky, you can 
sneak back.

It was as chilling as that ill wind people talk about so much.  Scar ventured one 
question before she flipped back to meatspace.

where r u?
girl you’ve read gibson - i’m where all mastermind hacker genius 
types end up

Aha.  Tokyo.

Flip.

The stomach cramps were straight from hell.  Scar puked, then sucked on some 
glucose, shrugged and then started typing.  Subliminal data showers sprayed as 
she three finger hunt and peck typed, as the rest of the fifteen plus Blue read 
over her shoulder.  It was pure code and Helen got to work on it as soon as Scar 
dropped back, hauling maps out of the text file.  Eight packets of data, eight 
maps - eight again and they’d better not fall.  Fifteen divided into pairs was an 
uneven seven and a half, unless they’d rewritten things since Scar jacked in.

Blue was going in.  Without a word, Jake brought another terminal across, they 
all assembled a deck, goggles, cables, nodes.  Dave went off to find a new 
wingman, to stand and watch them when they jacked.  Blue prepped the noob 
and Helen prepped Blue and everybody flexed their fingers as they pasted each 
other up, applied the nodes, put on their goggles and hot power switches.

Blue was a deck pilot from way back, but like jet fighters, peoples’ reactions slow 
eventually and some weird space sick shit can happen too.  Going back into 
cyberspace was brave and probably stupid, but the whole team was reassured by 
her presence.  There wasn’t anyone round there we looked up to more, frankly.

Triangulating the Mission

They jacked in and there, in the corner of their eyefeeds, were their maps.  Scar 
had paired up with Helen, obviously - well, you know lesbians, joined at the hip 
when they’re not slicing each other’s backs.  It didn’t feel remotely heroic.
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Surgeon in the lead, Helen motored along invisible gridlines, pausing to cut a 
pathway that Scar closed up like it was Tetris blocks afterwards.  Shape into 
shape, colour to colour, Scar had to remind herself to keep one eye on Helen, not 
to get left behind in the unthinking dance.  There was no communication 
between teams, it was strictly a stealth mission and they’d all known going in 
that they might not get out.

What happens if you get lost in cyberspace?  Simple.  Your body atrophies out 
there in what looks 100% like a coma.  On the net, surrounded by pure data, 
you last as long as your body does, but you fray at the edges as bits of you 
wheel off to join the Gibson-Stacks.  One day you’re not even a memory, just a 
fragmented, dispersed code string.  After a certain point, nobody can bring you 
back.  They say it’s a painless way to go, but they say that about drowning too 
and there’s no-one with irrefutable proof.  If you’re lucky, you become myth.

Waiting for Helen to untangle and cut some particularly dense data as they made 
their way through the offshore banking sector, Scar studied the map, feeling the 
need to memorise it.  Past that sector, they were into mostly open space, the 
data desert, where you found the really interesting stuff, if you had the time to 
look.  They didn’t.

La-fucking-duma!  Helen and Scar were at the edge of the Marais Matrix, the 
French queer nation state’s online presence.  Back in the day, the Marais was 
Paris’ queer quarter - filthy streets and delightfully dodgy bars ... Scar had no 
idea whether that even existed anymore.  With the code and credentials Veto 
supplied, they’re soon interfacing with the French.  Humour wasn’t lacking, 
despite the circs and they were soon in very serious conversation with three 
avatars; a beret, a clove of garlic and an accordion.

Back in French meatspace, three people were getting scrolling updates on their 
eyefeeds from Scar and Helen.  There was silence once the scrolling ceased; 
deep, dark, velvety, abysmal silence.  Scar considered offering everyone slices of 
it just to break the ice, but thought better of it.

you can get back?
yes - hopefully. 
we have to talk, to think. there are no safe global channels.
yes.
48hrs.
ok
go

They went.

48 hours ... from when?  Time, was not a factor in cyberspace, only data.  Helen 
punched the figure in somewhere near her left temple, logging it in.  They’d find 
it in her goggles even if she didn’t make it out again.
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The risk getting out was far greater than on the inward journey.  Who knew how 
many bots had been crawling their pathway since and if there was so much as a 
nano out of place, they’d be hunted by every security system around.  Before 
they left the Marais Matrix, Scar and Helen took another careful look at their 
maps and then they commed, just quickly.

i’m holding ur hand
i’m holding urs
8
yes. 8

In the interests of accuracy and transparency, I should have written a whole 
bunch of tension between me and Helen into this mother, I know.  Apart from 
anything else, can you honestly imagine a lesbo relationship, 8 months old by 
then - and yes, the symbolism didn’t escape me - without a whole shitload of 
snot ‘n trane?  nah, neither can I.  We had our fair share, sure, but sorry for the 
rest of you miserable cretins out there, on the whole we were damn happy and 
every time we bitched and growled at each other, we made progress too.  
Sometimes in those days, I wondered whether we’d survive the loss of the 
revolution (but we did) and then the following crises ... but we did.  And yes, 
when I bitch on in italics about what my girlfriend said about my writing, I’m 
talking about Helen.  Always Helen.  

How did we survive the peace?  What peace?  We stay cordial, on the whole, the 
rest of the world doesn’t.  It’s human nature, innit?

So Scar followed Helen outwards, wishing Helen had an ass to stare at in there 
too, it would have made things easier.  No comms on the journey, because there 
were no secure channels.  Scar’s audio feed cut in though, she’d programmed it 
back at the basement, to start up after 4 hours - danger time as far as 
cyberspace time went.  She pictured her body back there, starting to bleed from 
the ears a little, maybe.  Hopefully the wingman would be making sure none of 
them dehydrated, but there was fuck all he could do, he’d been ordered not to 
interfere, not to haul them out, until they gave the signal.  No matter what.  She 
decided not to alert Helen to her music alarm, it could throw her focus and they 
were both fucked if that happened.

Helen was moving like a Sufi then, elegantly circling through data she’d seen 
before, cut before.  Good thing data didn’t scar ... well, not itself, anyway.  How 
long would it take them to get back, realtime?  How far over the 4 hour limit 
would they go?  What shape would they be in when they got back?  How were 
the rest of the fifteen plus Blue doing?  Fuck, it was awesome to have the space 
and energy to get neurotic.  The thought of Samanth0r lying dying back there 
bummed Scar out though.  

define:sufi: mystical muslim sect, origin of the whirling dervish. 
devotees whirl, one hand up to receive blessings from allah, the 
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other extended down to pass them on to the audience.  see: rahat 
fateh ali khan

Sam was such a savant.  All she needed was some kind of support structure 
around her and then she flew, made magic, danced through cyber skies and then 
came back to impress everyone with her brains and her ridiculous jokes.  If they 
all made it, Scar was going to talk to Helen about getting sam a girlfriend, 
dammit there must be someone good enough out there - to cope and to get the 
benefits too.  In so many ways, Sam reminded Scar of herself and she just plain 
couldn’t bear the thought of losing her.  It was bullshit.

define:savant: someone who is brilliant at at least one thing 
without actually having to learn about it first.  see: idiot savant

Back at the basement, meantime, the wingman was starting to shit himself 
seriously.  Unused to the sight of gormlessly twitching deckhands, he’d 
hysterically called everyone he knew, so that by the time Scar was hearing music 
in cyberspace, apparently they all had a couple of nurses each, dabbing on 
water, trickling glucose on to their gums, cleaning up the piss they’d let go of 
involuntarily once the catheters were full.

Back inn cyberspace, Scar wasn’t even hearing her music.  She’d loaded up all of 
my R.E.M. albums and hoped like hell she wouldn’t be hearing them all, there 
was almost a day’s worth of music there.

It was getting harder to keep up with Helen and Scar started worrying too.  That 
time Helen stopped breathing was terrifying and that wasn’t even half as intense 
as their current mission.  She pulled herself together and started muttering om 
mane padme hum over and over and over in time with her Tetris movements.  It 
must have worked, because the next thing Scar knew, Quarter Online’s faggot-
flamboyant pyramids were in sight - they were fucking beautiful.  Facing each 
other, Scar and Helen punched out their signal and ...

... and didn’t regain consciousness for 24 hours.  Apparently.  Helen hadn’t 
stopped breathing after all and although they’d both got some fairly serious 
earbleed, dull hearing seemed like a small price to pay.  With any luck, it would 
be temporary, if not, they’d just have to deal with it.  

Scar had wanted to watch the other pilots get home, but by the time she 
surfaced, it was all over.  The fifteen made it.  Plus Blue ... didn’t.  Hearing that 
little piece of news smashed through their swagger like dynamite.  She’d made it 
so far - all the way to Tokyo Online, with Deano as surgeon.  She’d made it 
almost all the way back too; she’d fucked out somewhere near the Quarter and 
all Deano could do was his own slasherwork to get back.  He couldn’t stay in 
there with her without his body too, there wasn’t even any point going back in 
there after her.  

Helen wept like a waterfall, incessantly.  Scar didn’t, but Scar’s reactions were 
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frequently fucked.  She felt her jaw grow rigid and a cold pain set in.  Blue had 
been an unlikely mother figure, perhaps, by Het terms anyway, but that is 
exactly what she’d been to the fifteen.  She’d even wiped their goddamned asses 
if necessary and now she was gone, face stuck in a rictus that would relax long 
before the rest of them could.

“She’s getting a hero’s burial,” said Dave through clenched teeth, “just as soon 
as we got time.”

Going Global

24 hours left until the other four queer quarters (yeah, leave it to the queers to 
get five quarters together) did whatever they were going to do, if they were 
going to do it.  24 hours until they could make a plan to destroy the sangoma, 
get Sam out of her immobile shell.  24 hours to find a way to decode the 
sangoma and stop the curative rapes of lesbians in other Generika ghettoes.

No time for sleep.  Time for Scar to go find Veto again, hope like fuck he was still 
there and that he’d have advice.

Scar jacked in, with the fifteen minus Blue standing around her, willing her on, 
Helen rubbing her shoulders non stop.  

The shoulder massage is completely underrated man!  Got someone in 
distress, under stress, whatever?  Rub. Their. Shoulders.  Hard too.  
Trust me on this one.

The Quarter’s pyramids looked like a friendly Vegas to Scar that time and she 
missioned quickly through the data and the desaturation and found Veto’s blue 
fast, in a different space to the time before.  He wasn’t mercury then either, he 
was, of course, a 14 year old boy.

Scar: jebus!
Vet0: no, vet0
Scar: har har
Vet0: u gonna diss me, dyke?
Scar: n0 fuckn way man, ur a fuckn her0 y0
Vet0: yeh, true, but shuttup
Scar: *zips*
Vet0: heh. good. ok, i’m up to date. got comms from france, japan, 
somalia + malaysia. they coming y0.
Scar: thank fuck
Vet0: yeh. ok. listen scar. that 48hrs is up, u 15 jack in, line up 
here + meet the globals. i got a map for u, u get it then + code. 
code synthesised from 5 1/4’s. if u can get that code into teh 
sangoma, u disable his control and then ground team can get into the 
ghetto, stop that shit. got police and media on the alert but ain’t 
nothin gonna work unless u decode the fucker.
Scar: gottit.
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Vet0: scar ... good luck
Scar: veto?
Vet0: yeh?
Scar: u otaku?
Vet0: yeh
Scar: <3

*FLIP*

define:otaku:

Knowing more about Veto’s identity made Scar want to fly to Tokyo and buy the 
boy a thousand Gundams or whatever the fuck he was into.  She wanted to hug 
him, adopt him, she ... she better get her ass into gear and report back.

define:gundam:

“What’s the time?” were her first words, but Helen had already checked her 
readouts, done the math and so the first words she heard were, “We’ve got 20 
hours, babe.”  She’d been online for a mercifully short space of time, considering 
how much was at stake, considering what kind of shape the previous jaunt had 
left her in, considering what was up ahead.

“OK,” said Scar, “here’s the deal.”  She’d only just stopped herself from saying 
“dealio” - she was looking forward to going post-cyberpunk, when hopefully the 
slang would improve.  She briefed the fifteen and all their newly acquired 
wingmen about the general plan and then they split into groups to strategise and 
try to get themselves into something resembling a healthy state.

They didn’t have time to sleep ... they had to sleep ... if only Blue was there, oh 
man.  Time to call in the medics, time for seriously precise sleepers.  Four 
anaesthetists from the city put them under and then brought them round again.  
Five hours gone.  Another hour spent washing, finding comfortable clothes and 
food.  T minus 14 hours and counting ...

Time for Scar to jack in again, quick in and quick out.

Scar: veto
Vet0: 4tw scar? u shouldnt be here y0
Scar: i no. veto, if it all goes shitshaped
Vet0: o fuck me no - dyke drama
Scar: har listen l0ser
Vet0: whut
Scar: r u safe? 
Vet0: yes
Scar: u got money?
Vet0: hell yes
Scar: whatcha need veto
Vet0: fokol scar i’m good man
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Scar: no veto what u need?
Vet0: ...
Scar: whut? c’mon boy dammit
Vet0: friends scar. how bout u get thru the mission safely + be my 
friend

*FLIP*

Scar hadn’t even signalled, the little fucker had booted her offline.  She grinned.

Mawkish, huh?  Ah fuck you.  You had to be there to understand that moment.

Otaku asking for a friend - was that a global first?  Not the impulse, certainly, but 
the expression of it.  Veto was OK somehow, still human.  

T minus the remaining 11 hours was spent checking and testing the computers 
and equipment.  A malfunction would mean too great a failure.  The fifteen and 
the wingmen ate together, checked each other’s equipment and got ready.  Helen 
suddenly yelled like a politician, “Genderno!!” and then everyone else yelled it 
too and by that time they were all jazzed like a rugby team before the Currie 
Cup, like Bafana Bafana before 2010, or some damn thing.  “For Blue!” yelled 
Deano.  “For Sam!” yelled Dave and Scar countered with, “Alriiiight, let’s jack the 
fuck in!”  Fuck it, thought Scar, Sam is gonna go batshit when she hears she 
missed this.

The fifteen lined up in the Quarter Online, Scar desaturated and cut them all 
right through to Veto, who was there with about 50 avatars, all hopping up and 
down like animated gif’s.  The same information uploaded, scrolling across all of 
their eyefeeds at once.

*Vet0*
there is no alarm call on this
there is no safety net
lives are at stake, far more than just urs
commit now or fuck off

Nobody fucked off.  

*Vet0*
if ur using a controlled or uncontrolled substance, fuck off

Nobody fucked off.

*Vet0*
if u got kids, fuck off

Three avatars flipped out.

*Vet0*
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if u got 2nd thoughts, fuck off

Nobody fucked off.

*Vet0*
map + code uploading now. when u got the files u gonna see a diagram 
of who goes where. n0 fuckn hissy fits or i flip u. u form the shape 
u see in the position u see + then u keep ur fuckn heads down and 
cut like it sez. understand?

Hell yes.  Scar wondered whether the group would be quite so obedient if they 
knew Veto was 14.  She’d only told Helen, she’d probably only ever tell Helen.  

u lose a player, u keep playing.
yes, sensei ...
u all got the data so anyone, everyone can do the work
yes, sensei ...
if u get as far as sangoma ur in more shit than u ever seen y0
yes, sensei ...
u know how to plant a virus?
yes, sensei
good. go

And Veto was gone.

And that’s how they rolled, fiftywhatever avatars all in a tight hexagon, five 
triangles, the five quarters.  

Scrollfeed: *Vet0* securibots disabled.

That done, their only problem would be SangomaNet.  No point in stealth this 
time round, just by gathering there, they had effectively declared war.  The 
shaman would be wrapping itself in code now, to deflect attack.  Their only real 
hope was speed and so they flew.  

The scene was as ugly as Tony Blair’s missus first thing in the morning.  There 
was no surgery at all, just a maelstrom of slashing right round that hexagon, like 
Boudicca’s chariot spikes.

Someone (if I tell you who now I’ll blow another punchline) recreated the whole 
thing graphically afterwards and it was freaking gorgeous.  All those stacks 
giving way to this bright silver, swirling disc.  What a trip man, what a fucking 
trip.

The sangoma had wisely positioned itself out in the data desert, giving itself 
room to move, but hey, that gave them room to move too and hopefully they 
were enough so that if they couldn’t find a corner to chase it into they’d damn 
well make one.
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define:data desert: cyberspace cannot be defragged.  data gravitates 
towards similar data.  rogue data occupying solo space ends up with 
space around it.

What it looked like online had no relation to what it looked like back in 
meatspace and it really didn’t matter either.  What we saw though, was 
intimidating.  Comparing notes later, we all saw whatever we feared the most, in 
true mythical monster style.  Scar saw a ten foot tall angry purple woman and 
her blood ran cold.  A few others out of the fifteen saw women too - Dave got his 
ex wife, which is something we really haven’t stopped laughing about yet.

They were too few to surround whatever the sangoma was and not even 
necessarily quick enough to give chase.  As it turned to face them, they changed 
shape to become a five legged starfish; it would be better to stay together, but if 
necessary, separate units would still have a hope, still be able to keep fighting.  

The sangoma began to morph; unwilling to expend energy continuing to 
customise itself to cater to their individual fears, it resolved itself into what it 
clearly assumed would terrify a bunch of queers on the march most.  Something 
between an SS officer and a Gundam, was what it settled on.  Metal jackboots, 
steel exoskeleton, grinning death’s head and a really well-tailored trench coat.  
Jake commed us collectively,

Jake: u think that’s *genuine* hugo boss?

And then,

*Vet0* go!

It would have been great to describe this in some visually fantastical way; light 
shooting laser-like from outstretched hands and so forth, but that isn’t how it 
went at all.  The only reason for the “physical” proximity to this monster, was 
that they had to get their code into the core of its data and that fucker wasn’t 
accepting emails.  There’s no shoot-out scene to describe here; all there is to 
say, is that it felt long, frightening and tricky - but more like operating on an 
unwilling patient than any Jackie Chan kickout.  

Everybody got out of there too.  Once the sangoma had been eviscerated, Veto 
neutralised it and funnelled it off on to some other net to analyse.  The globals 
went back to their quarters and the South Africans surfaced in theirs, feeling as if 
their souls had shifted and their skin had lagged somehow.  They felt like a crack 
fighter team, like Top Gun.  They looked, at best, somewhat haute geek.  And 
most of them had pissed themselves.

Turned out that even though Veto could get Sam defragged and all, the physical 
rehab would be impossible unless she got ridiculously intense and specialised 
help.  The data dependency was irreversible, which would suit her fine, all that 
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meant was that she could not be offline too long, or she’d be catatonic again.  
But ditto online and somebody, somewhere would need to work out that exact 
formula for her.  Veto knew some guy in Tokyo (naturally) who he reckoned could 
do it and within 24 hours, Sam, Helen and I were on the Shuriken Shuteye to 
Tokyo.

Log On, Log Off

Even slightly doped on pills, Sam was back and sharp as a razor.  She and Helen 
spent most of the four hour trip from Agulhas International to Narito arguing 
about whether post-cyberpunk was a valid social theory and blah blah blah who 
knows, actually.  Google Dr Helen Cherry, you’ll no doubt find some tediously 
impenetrable paper on the subject.  Scar played Tetris and drank too many Irish 
whiskey miniatures, then got too dehydrated, but hey, four hours wasn’t long 
enough to do any serious damage.  She got a lively debate going in her own 
head about the similarity between Eddie Vedder’s voice and Lou Reed’s and then 
she decided she’d always wanted to try Pocari Sweat and what on earth did the 
servbot mean when it bleeped, “Choice not available” at her?

She refused point blank Sam’s plea to go to one of those coffin/capsule/love 
hotels; space was at a premium, sure, but Veto had hooked them up with as 
much space as any gaijin got i.e. a suite in a Formula One-point-one hotel.  
They’d arranged to get hold of Veto from there.  

There was Pocari Sweat in the mini bar and Scar got the feeling that, as a gaijin, 
she was probably fairly standard.  There were also screenfeeds on just about 
every available surface bar the toilet seats.  Sam typed in “blue rolitoboy” on the 
feed at the main door.  Around an hour later, a bot appeared with one and 
enough to buy a new liver was added to our bill.  When the other two started 
making faces at her, Sam said, “Chillax for fucksakes, it’s for Veto.  Trust me.”  

That night they went to meet Veto at a place called Sans Sushi, which turned out 
to be a burger joint and Death Note gaming cafe, much to the consternation of 
the other six westerners who’d just walked in hell-bent on eating raw fish.

“Wow, it’s like meeting heroes from a graphic novel!” said a willowy goth.  Sam 
grinned, Helen and Scar looked stupified and then she put them out of their 
misery, “So ... I’m not a 14 year old boy.  Hi, it’s Veto, pleased to meet you.”  
“Not quite otaku!” said Helen, grinning, and Veto replied, “It’s fun to fuck with 
stereotypes and perception from time to time.”  Sam looked at her with single 
lens reflex eyeballs.

Sam handed over the Rolito, Veto went, “Squee!” and they proceeded to spend 
the rest of the evening bonding, while Scar and Helen gave each other knowing 
looks and grins.  Maybe Sam had found her own girlfriend after all.

The newsfeed in the corner started showing scenes from home.  A ghetto 
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invaded, a riot broken.  Same old, same old in so many wounded ways, Scar 
supposed, but those girls were getting rescued ... they’d have to get involved, 
offline, when they got back.  There was no avoiding it.

Meantime, delirious with the unaccustomed freedom of international travel in a 
place way more sophisticated than Generika could ever hope to be, apart from 
hooking Sam up with some kind of rehab, all they had to do was gawk and relax.  
They met up with Veto again the next morning for a coffee jolt.  The dude Veto 
knew turned out to be a Miyagi-clone, of course.  He fixed Sam with a fierce 
gaze, jabbed a finger at her and said, “Programming and kickboxing, kickboxing 
and programming!” and Sam looked fairly stoked actually.

define:mr miyagi: wise japanese sensei from 1980’s film, “karate 
kid” most famous for the catchphrase, “wax on, wax off” while 
teaching daniel the mysteries of martial arts by getting him to do 
menial tasks.

“Wonder if she’ll ever come home again,” muttered Scar moodily and Helen 
hugged her.  “I think she will babe,” she replied, “and you know she’ll be online 
quite a lot, we can connect there in the meantime hey?”  “Yeah,” said Scar, 
“besides, this is a good place for her to learn and work - Africa’s maybe a little 
too dusty for her right now.”

They got a kind of hi-tech low-life tour of Tokyo with Veto.  How the hell could 
those eyefeeds be so cheap?  They were net-ready, GPS systems, music feeds, 
still and vid camera and more and more and more - and so sleekly matte black 
beautiful that they should probably have been illegal.  “Weapons grade!” 
squawked Scar, lustfully reading labels on gadgets.  “Museum grade!” she 
yelped, drooling at a heap of retro repro denim jeans.  “Cayce Pollard would shop 
there!” she yowled, passing the Muji mothership store.  “If you drag me to one 
more fucking shopping maul,” growled Helen, “I will not be held responsible for 
my actions.”

They spent what they could on gadgets, feeling, as Africans often do, like the 
poor and distant relatives of the first world.  Currency was a global thing, sure, 
but Africa still had fewer of those damn numbers than the rest of the planet.  
The sheer mass of humanity fried Scar, the intense consumerism fried Helen - as 
much of a jol as it surely was, they were glad to go home again.

define:jol: south african slang for party [verb and noun]

Africa’s Not For Sissies

Back to Agulhas on the Shuriken; home to the dockside.  Scar stayed well away 
from both whiskey and Tetris that time.

define:shuriken: metal, spiked weapon, also known as ninja star
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Back at the Quarter, it seemed like everyone was working hard to recreate the 
twentieth century.  Quarter Control was rushing around, liaising with Generika 
securiforces to work on ways to educate communities, root out the curative rape 
thing.  A lot of the city’s lesbians were writing a lot of bad poetry about it too.  
“Do they do it to boys too?” wondered Scar.  How were they going to keep 
anyone safe?  How?

There was time then, for a decent memorial service for Blue - her loss was felt 
keenly and it seemed like some kind of milestone.  It drew a big crowd and at 
the wake afterwards, it was wall-to-wall gratitude and bittersweetness.  Blue had 
been a mentor, a shoulder to cry on for countless people.  In a very understated 
way indeed, she’d made huge differences in a startling number of lives, just by 
being herself.

The community in general kept growing, changing; Scar felt like an ancient 
warhorse.  She got lost in her forge for days and nobody ever bought what she 
made then either.  Out of violent flames, came a tangled mass of female forms in 
agony; she called it “Rape.”

In cyberspace, it was business as usual.  Or hacking as usual, depending on 
where you were standing at the time.  Quarter Control still administered Quarter 
Online, but ongoing property sales and shifts meant that frankly, the meatspace 
Quarter just wasn’t completely Queer anymore.  Friendly Hets were a positive 
presence and they had to be acknowledged as part of the community.  So did the 
transgendered, the intersexed and the bisexual.  There were deputations from 
asexual people, polysexual people and then - pomosexual people.  Scar had had 
to google that one before she could give the concept her full humanitarian 
respect.  “They’re all just human rights,” she muttered, as acronyms split, joined, 
replicated and spread like viruses.  The mainstream media wanted to know 
where it would end and how long it would be before people started marrying 
goats.  “Blurred lines and firm ones,” muttered Scar, as she began to beat metal 
into and out of shape in her workshop again, “blurry gender, firm species.”

define:pomosexual: postmodern. label used by people who refuse to 
label their sexuality.

Samanth0r was, to put it mildly, in her element back in Tokyo.  She and Veto had 
indeed hooked up and Sam was finding her balance between “fresh” air and 
kickboxing and the airless online world.  She was in no hurry to go home - there 
was the awesome tech, Veto - Scar couldn’t imagine a better combination for 
Sam actually.

Not Quite the Seti Project

Generika’s Queer Quarter began to develop a similar reputation to San Fransisco, 
Manchester, Soho, Cape Town.  There was a solid core of “alternative” businesses 
and the local securiforces, unlike most of the world’s, actively looked out for 
them.  Online, the Quarter’s massive pink pyramids of data needed ever 
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increasingly complex security measures woven around them by Veto, Sam and 
their trainees, to ward off constant pings and forays by rogue hackers and 
corporate and state invasions.  Generika’s queer community became well known 
for their tech agility and ability and soon “queer” and “tech” became as 
interchangeable as “gay” and “hairdresser” once were.

In Blue’s absence, Helen became more and more involved in the Queer Control 
panel.  Scar pictured it as a kind of navigation system, with plenty of switches 
and flashing pink lights.  Scar’s intolerance of green was growing and she knew 
that if it matched her problem with purple, her cyberspace time would be pretty 
much over.  There was still too much DOS colour out there in the data wastes.  
She spent more time in her forge then, with the metal and fire.  

She was working on an eight (of course) foot high Sheela Na Gig one day, when 
Seti arrived.  She crept in and sat in a corner for who knows how long until Scar 
noticed her, ears blasted numb by PJ Harvey through her earfeeds.  Seti had 
arrived with one of the many groups of refugees to the Quarter, from some far 
out community that didn’t want her, because she wasn’t conforming to what they 
thought a girl should be.

Skinny, with a shaved head and bruised eyes, Seti never spoke.  The medic who 
counted her scars said she probably never would.  She was diagnosed with 
severe trauma and there seemed to be no place for her, even in the Quarter.  
Helen had started to take her cycling, they’d go for miles on wheels and if Seti 
didn’t look happy, she seemed to be at peace with the buzz of the tar beneath 
her and the air rushing past.

She pitched up at the forge the following day too, seeming perfectly content to 
just sit and watch.  Scar flicked the musicfeed room-wide and Seti swayed her 
head very gently to the beat.  “I don’t know what happened to you, kid,” said 
Scar, “but maybe it’s time to beat that out.”  She began to teach Seti to shape 
steel.  Seti hammered and twisted with the music blasted, totally focused on her 
tongs and tools.   Scar hauled her off from time to time so she’d eat and drink, 
she got the feeling that, left to her own devices, Seti would just keep going till 
she dropped.

The Sheela Na Gig was completed, eight feet of her standing in the workshop, 
ready to take on the world.  Seti welded and shaped what was looking more like 
a copy of the Sheela every day.  Scar began work on another figure, same 
dimensions.  Hammers, tongs, flames, welding torches ... eventually Seti just 
stopped, arms at her sides.  The figure stood tall, proud and completely bare of 
features - or gender either.  “Androgyne,” said Scar to Seti, “androgynous.”  She 
looked at the figure, looked at Seti and then said, “Genderno?”  Seti nodded and 
pointed to herself, Scar nodded too.  “Can you talk?” asked Scar and Seti 
nodded.  “Are you going to?” she asked and Seti shook her head.  No.  “OK,” said 
Scar, “most people talk too much shit anyway.”  That was the first smile anyone 
ever saw on Seti’s lips.
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In the end, Seti built fifteen of those genderno figures and Scar built the fifteen 
hackers, surgeons and slashers who’d been out there the day that Blue didn’t 
make it back.  And she built Samanth0r in her coma.  She told Seti the story and 
Seti feverishly designed and animated it on Scar’s old terminal.  “We’re making 
our memories solid,” said Scar to Seti, “this is good shit and I think other people 
should look at it.  I haven’t sold a thing for about six months, so how about we 
show the fuckers this stuff for free?”  Seti nodded and grinned and the two of 
them started getting their creations out there into the air, on to some empty 
dock space.  Fifteen gendernos lining up, looking like lost souls and the fifteen, 
fighting fit and ready for anything in front of them, a steel/human barrier.

The only way to see the “insteelation” was from the top of the walls around the 
otherwise bare concrete space; you got a kind of angled bird’s eye view of 
challenging and disturbing humanity.  Scar wondered if anyone would care, let 
alone understand.

After Veto and Sam saw the photos, Veto built mercurial silver 3D copies of them 
online and Sam sent them, like little on-screen envoys, like spam, like a virus; 
out into the world.  And nobody really did know what to make of them, but they 
liked their shapes, especially the minimalist gendernos.  Alessi and Ikea were the 
first to incorporate the stylised figures into their designs and a fast threat of 
copyright litigation convinced them to credit the original artists, as well as 
labelling them “genderno.”  Bingo, it was a gender[free] meme, now in a loft 
apartment near you ... and a magazine, website, screenfeed, coffee table, 
restaurant, you name it.

The fashionista world was the next on the uptake and both virtual and corporeal 
mannequins began to look genderno, with clothing cut to challenge gender.  It 
was a very postmodern little revolution and entirely unexpected.  It was the kind 
of viral, street and cyberhighway branding that could only ever be exploited, 
never planned.  Seti became a cult figure and was paid insane amounts to go to 
places without saying a thing.  She probably varied her (should we still be saying 
“she”?) facial expression about once a session and the clips became instant 
YouTube hits.  Gender confusion was fashionable again for the first time since it’s 
last brief appearance in the 1970’s.  David Bowie was God again.  Drag Kings 
and Queens ruled the streets and on occasion, had to be discouraged from 
roaming around in gangs beating up anyone who looked too male or too female.  
By the end of the year, the Genderno figure was more recognisable than the 
Oscar.  “Gender!” yelled a Bowie wannabee from a sold out stadium and the 
audience roared, “NO!” in response.

The whole thing didn’t affect gender on a global scale, but the fact that it 
became cool and as one fast food ad had it, “hip to have no hips,” meant that the 
“freaks” escaping their satellites to get to cities, were welcomed by instant 
acceptance and probably modelling contracts.  everyone was also, of course, still 
trying to be far too thin.
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Seti became a consummate jetsetter and from then on, nobody saw much of her.  
She visited from time to time, but seemed to be so firmly on her own personal 
wavelength, she gave the impression that while she liked people, she didn’t find 
them necessary for her own happiness.

Watchdogs and Action Groups

Ever vigilant, Sam and Veto, meanwhile, were training and deploying jockeys all 
over cyberspace to “hack the phobes,” as they put it.  Under no nation or 
organization’s auspices, their stated mission - and they always signed their work 
- was to cause as much online disruption as possible to the perpetrators of offline 
hate crimes.  By then, everyone was using the widening network of queers online 
to spread information, dreaming of a day when no heterosexual would ever bash 
a queer again.  Scar thought that they were all deluded, but she fully supported 
the dream nonetheless.

Hacking the Phobes

godhatesfags.com seemed to have been online forever; the good old Westboro 
Church, preaching hellfire and damnation to ho-mo-seeex-u-als with a blank and 
benevolent smile and less than no willingness to listen to anybody but each other 
and their prophet, no matter what.  For a while, a site called fagshategod.com 
existed to bait it, Louis Theroux spent time trying to talk sense to them ... you 
name it.

The moment it hit the Tokyo Two’s radar and gaydar, they were incensed.  They 
spent months on the project and then one weekend, the hit it hard.  One of the 
many global hacker orgs launched a denial of service attack that hackers still talk 
about.  For a while, the site was covered in hippy style peace and love flowers 
and “God Loves Fags” sprayed all over it.  Their coup de grace though, was 
getting hold of the church’s stunningly huge mailing list and sending out the 
following mailshot, right from the church’s very own holy server:

Brethren and Sistren and all those who maybe don’t quite fit in ... 
ren,

As I was partaking of my customary cornflakes and chitlins this 
morning, the Lord - THE Lord, appeared to me with His whole holy 
heavenly host behind Him and He spake thus to Me ... er, I mean me,  
“Thou shalt not, under any circumstances, no how, definitely not And 
I Really, Really Mean This, continue with your crusade of hatred 
against my most beloved and precious fags.  Thee and thine, all thy 
brethren, sistren and children (and if they are still alive, your 
mothren and fathren too) shall henceforth cease and desist in this 
shameful behaviour.  And furthermore, I apologise for all that 
bullshit I wrote in Leviticus.”
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Go forth and join other churches, for the Westboro Church is now 
strictly and for all eternity, a non-prophet organization.

Yours Sincerely, etc.

One of Veto and Sam’s online successes was getting together a pressure group 
to petition Facebook to adapt its user information and the next time Scar logged 
in to her Siri-self’s Facebook account, she could change it to read “interested in 
women” as well as “engaged to Helen Cherry.”  Small triumphs, perhaps, but 
meaningful when you have been denied them so consistently.  The next hurdle 
would be to get Facebook to expand the gender options; “male” and “female” 
just didn’t fit everybody.  One petition that did the rounds suggested three 
options:

MALE
FEMALE
FUCK YOU!

Sometimes Scar got the feeling that the majority of the human race was still 
crouched in a cave, fearfully lighting fires against the dark.

One quarter than no het ever bought into openly, was that old Yoville application 
- remember that?  It still existed, user numbers grew by leaps and bounds and it 
was still probably the only place where queers etc could go (albeit not physically) 
and just be completely themselves, indulging in whatever cliches they wanted, 
being as out and proud as they wanted to be.  Scar logged in occasionally, for old 
time’s sake and sometimes she still left gifts in Helen’s apartment there.  
Sentimental?  Hell yeah.

At this stage the only people who I know for sure are reading this, are Helen, 
Hippolyta and Ginger - I am going to owe them many, many bottles of 
overpriced beer in frosty green bottles.  Why the hell don’t they bottle beer in 
blue anyway?

26 065

I can’t stand the thought of reading what I have written so far again.  The 
nanobots advise you not to edit and rewrite while you go along, but the couple of 
time I’ve done that so far have been good.  It’s rather like squeezing the end of 
a tube of toothpaste when the toothpaste starts to run out.  You get more out of 
it (increase the word count) and it also tidies things up so you’re ready to write 
forwards again.  A few thousands words ago, Helen told me she was no longer an 
unbiased reader and I am certainly not one either.

26 170

Cyberspatial Drift
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In the twentieth century, you knew you’d made it when somebody not yourself 
wrote a Wikipedia entry about you and you thus joined the unhallowed halls of 
the collective unconsciousness.  Well, Wikipedia survived, but as you know, that’s 
the web, not the net.

Beyond the Gibson-stacks of cyberspace, in their corporate and generally 
organized groups, was loose data, free data and rogue data; unclaimed.  In a 
gravity-free zone, it was subject only to two forces; filing and drift.  Filing 
occurred when a human or a bot, authorised or not, collected and arranged the 
data.  Unattended, unfiled data just drifted apparently aimlessly, but inexorably 
towards other data of the same type.  If there was a strong enough parent 
category, it could end up huddling outside the security nets of a city of stacks, 
periodically checked and probably annexed by the owners.  

As for data about individuals, if there was enough data about anybody, it ended 
up together - you could even end up with your very own Gibson-stack.  As time 
went on, that gave rise to whole new joys and risks.  Unclaimed personal stacks 
tended to be rifled wholesale by hackers and malicious bots, in search of 
identities to thieve.  It’s exactly how the Queers got their Het ID’s so that they 
could log on back in the bad old days.  Black hat stuff.

Cross-referencing happened along impenetrably tangled seeming gridlines that 
experienced surfers followed, hunting data.

There was a whole network of associations looking out for identity theft online, 
an attempt at protecting privacy that often felt more like pissing against the 
wind.

Google had pioneered some soft tech, enabling people to generate a map of their 
data in cyberspace from the links found on the web.  It spent a decade in Beta 
and was far from reliable, but it helped and it made a lot of people feel safer.  
Scar and Helen felt even safer with Samanth0r on their side; she kept a close 
watch on their data, emailing screenshots of every new orphan she found out 
there.

There was a risk to identity theft, beyond ending up with people opening credit 
cards in your name.  There was a kind of ... voodoo element.  it didn’t happen as 
quickly as it did if you jacked in and then got lost, but an unfriendly element 
taking control of enough of your data out there would eventually kill you offline.  
It wasn’t even a particularly obvious decline either.  You’d probably assume your 
immune system was low, maybe you’d rest more and up your vitamin intake, but 
it wouldn’t help.  You’d need more and more sleep, you’d begin to suffer social 
phobias and so it would go on until one day, you’d just sort of fade away.  
Potentially, it could be used to inflict a fast and unwitting genocide on remote 
communities who’d never even heard of the internet.  It made photographic soul 
theft and cargo cults look like child’s play.
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As cyberspace became more complex and crowded, older hackers and surfers 
found themselves fast turning as obsolete as last year’s messaging software.  As 
time went by, Scar’s generation found itself growing less and less willing to 
venture beyond known portals.  Net fatigue set in quicker anyway, you needed to 
get offline faster to avoid getting sick, getting lost.

Like those fabled old surfers heading out to sea at the end, rumour had it that 
old hackers let go that way too, arranging for their data dispersal so they could 
simply fade to white noise.  The world lost some emo teenagers that way too, 
but only the really isolated ones, it wasn’t something that tended to happen to 
people with human, offline support systems.

After you had died, your stack remained, if you had one, as a memorial if 
anybody wanted to remember you.  Digital archaeologists might even go out in 
search of you if people only got interested once you’d already rotted.  The theft 
of your identity after your death rarely mattered to anyone much at all.

A new industry was spawned, a modified synthesis of press clipping agent and 
data warehouse.  The Indiana Jones style hacker never went out of fashion or 
pocket as more and more people felt the need to get their data selves secured.  
Otaku kids all over the world made more money than the previous century’s dot 
com startups did, providing that kind of service.  The major software 
corporations, antivirus and firewall businesses promised complete safety and 
failed to deliver it.  Most people never even realised what kind of danger they 
were in and fortunately, many of those people never, ever had to find out.

It’s tough to keep writing through sad times.  I find I don’t even care what 
anyone thinks of this whole story anymore, or the writer, even.  That is probably 
just a sign of dissociation, perhaps I do care deep down.  Or whatever.  Who 
cares?  I’d rather take enough pills to sleep all weekend.  I wish I could be 
bothered getting drunk.  When you actively want distraction, there’s no fucker 
around online to chat to.

What with the web becoming increasingly, interactively three dimensional, not 
only was the disneyfication of society imminent, but it all created a whole lot 
more loopholes and a whole lot more drift.  You’ve probably created 3D avatars 
of yourself online, in games and so on - well, those little cartoons have an awful 
lot of raw data behind them, all in your name and all of that is loose somewhere 
in the far reaches of the net behind your safe seeming web.  You could be having 
bits of your data stolen without even noticing, you could be fraying at the edges, 
thinking you probably just needed a vitamin B shot.  It happens all the time.

Scar’s data was a complete, screaming nightmare - well, any nethead’s would 
be.  Not only did she need to keep track of all the legit stuff, but all of her 
pseudonyms were out there too, each with their own little data groups.  Choice: 
associate them to the main identity, or maintain anonymity and nursemaid 
multiple identities?  It’s a no-brainer if privacy matters to you, but the fact was, 
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it was just no longer possible to hide online anymore - if indeed it ever truly was.

Working security over in Tokyo, Sam and Veto were making fortunes.  Back 
home, Scar was struggling to use the web on a read only basis and tidy up years 
and years of her net and web presence as a complete identity whore.  Unwired 
Magazine called it iDisease.  Die hard otaku and hikikomori called it justice.  
Maybe people would just have to communicate better offline.  Maybe.

samanth0r:u noticed any new symptoms lately?
scar: hard to tell hey, feel ancient anyway
samanth0r: ur starting to drift more out there, u oldtimers r a 
nightmare.. no security
scar: shit, yeh
samanth0r: got teh usual apps n scripts running, ur still gettin 
away
scar: :/
samanth0r: think u can still get out here, stagger round cyberspace 
a little? need to round up ur clones man, u need to be with me
scar: o.0 just lemme no when, brat
samanth0r: need ur b0dy here also scar
scar: wtf?
samanth0r: hard to explain, u have to trust me yeh
scar: when, how long?
samanth0r: asap, dunno
scar: fok. ok. lemme spk to h + see what i can do, will msg u asap
samanth0r: good.1 more thing
scar: ?
samanth0r: bring blue’s local data
scar: ok, y?
samanth0r: need it, will show u here

Scar had prowled the Quarter Online perimeter often enough, bringing her data 
and Helen’s inside.  Filtered eyefeeds and fast visits kept her intolerance of 
purple and (increasingly) green more or less in check, she was prone to nausea 
and headaches afterwards though, the kind that felt like sneaky hangovers.

Blue’s old iMac’s login screen shuddered as Scar entered passwords that didn’t 
work.  She was on the verge of demanding software to crack it from Veto, when 
she idly entered “indigogirl” and the login relaxed and allowed her access.  400 
gigs on to a flash and they were good to go.

That Being Something Other

A week later, a reluctant Scar took the Shuriken to Tokyo again, with Helen.  By 
the time they’d landed and made their way to Sam and Veto’s cramped 
apartment, Scar had had more than enough of sophisticated cutting edge 
civilisation and swore she’d never travel again.  Too many people, buildings that 
bled into the sky, too many lights, too many words, too much of everything and 
everything moving at an insane speed, every pixel flickering.  
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The apartment didn’t look all that different from Sam’s cubicle back home; cables 
everywhere, terminals, boxes, peeling feminist stickers and strange little 
character toys in vinyl.  And books everywhere - the one thing in the world that, 
it seemed, would never go successfully digital.  It was reassuring somehow.  
Veto was off consulting somewhere, troubleshooting some corporation’s firewall.  
Sam seemed edgy, but confident; Scar guessed Africa had probably lost her to 
Tokyo’s cutting edge candy lifestyle.

“So, what gives?” Scar asked Sam, once they’d all settled over green tea and a 
restricted view of skyscrapers lit up like a disco.  Sam looked solemn and began 
to explain, “There’s something really weird going on man.  Cyberspace ... well 
obviously it’s getting a whole bunch fuller and stuff looks more solid too.”  Scar 
and Helen nodded, they’d seen it, it was a logical progression.  “Thing is, things 
are getting, like, animated or something.  There’s more than drift going on out 
there.  Everybody’s watching it, nobody knows what the hell is causing it or what 
to do about it.  It’s like ... I dunno, evolution.”  “Why are you so concerned?” 
asked Helen and Sam said quickly, urgently, “It’s not human-coded.  Some parts 
of cyberspace now, it’s like being in a freaking 80’s arcade game and it doesn’t 
feel right.”  She looked at Scar, “What I said about your data, it’s happened to a 
few people, not many, but it’s growing.  There’s animation, little ... things ... out 
there.  I’m starting to see personality; you in different moods and it is fucking 
bizarre.”  As Scar and Helen’s eyes widened further, she went on, “I can’t interact 
with any of them though, I think you have to be there and I think we need 
Helen.  Veto too, she’s back tomorrow and her grandfather will come and take 
care of the body stuff while we’re jacked.”

Sam showed them both stills of amoeboid blue shapes against curving gridlines 
and Gibson stacks, then she said, “It gets a lot more weird,” and showed them 
similar shapes in what looked like rooms without windows.  Then she showed 
them film of one shape in a square, bouncing madly, erratically, angrily off the 
surfaces around it.  “I couldn’t get sound,” said Sam, “but that motherfucker has 
your voice and it swears a lot.”  Scar wasn’t sure whether to laugh or shit herself.  
Samanth0r logged her in to insecure.org and left her to read pages and pages of 
discussion and pasted code about the phenomenon; a thousand words into the 
process and it was clear that nobody knew what the hell was going on.  “I’m the 
lab rat here,” muttered Scar, “the guinea freaking pig, the beagle of cyberspace.”

It was good to see Veto and her grandfather the following day.  Sam and Veto 
were talking about getting married in Vegas, which fucked up Scar’s no travel 
resolution somewhat.  No ways would she miss a drive-thru wedding complete 
with Elvis impersonators.

Tokyo tech, which seemed to evolve visibly, supplied Scar and Helen with full-
face helmet style feeds - the Tokyo Two, of course, just plugged in direct.  They’d 
have two-way comms with Grandfather Miyagi and each other when they were 
jacked in.  The four of them ported straight in to what looked like an abandoned 
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and half-built zone and Scar met her fragments.  The circled through the zone 
and as they moved, amoeboid blue things moved towards Scar as if she were 
magnetic.  They shifted gently against her and Scar swore she could here a 
strange and low hum from them.  The grumpy one Sam had talked about was 
quiet when it arrived, but it vibrated in a way the others didn’t, it didn’t swear 
though.

eyefeed_log:
Samanth0r: never seen ‘em this still
Vet0: catch with code

As Scar kept as still as possible, the others wove code around her ... her whats?  
Aspects?  Avatars?  There was a problem.

Vet0: edge bleed. can’t get teh code round the things without coding 
round scar
Samanth0r: >_> we code her?
Vet0: might have to
Helen: can she get out, jack out with that stuff?

There was a very long and very pregnant pause, which ultimately gave birth to 
some more ideas.

Scar: can u guys get more info now? from teh blue thingies?
Samanth0r: trying
Helen: ok. screenshot it, video it, then we’re out. we gotta talk 
man.
Vet0: recording on all feeds now. ten and then flip.

*FLIP*

“Well,” said Vet0 once they were all out, “don’t think anyone’s seen that happen 
before.  Surely this’ll help.  I think we gotta look at it and then maybe upload it 
to insecure.”  “Oh great,” said Scar, “my safety’s being taken care of by 
neurotics.”  Samanth0r rolled her eyes.  They watched the playbacks from all 
four feeds in silence.  Scar watched herself being nuzzled by the blue things and 
felt ... well, pretty calm really.  it really did feel like those things were part of her 
somehow.  The other three were looking a little distressed though.  “There’s, like 
no edges between you right there ... complete bleed,” said Veto.  Scar looked 
closer.  The blues blurred where they touched her - and so did she.

“Theory,” said Sam, “they’re part of Scar and integration would fix this.”  She 
looked at the screens again.  “Theory,” she repeated, “they’re B-movie evil and 
would suck Scar’s brains right out.”  “Oh thanks a lot,” said Scar and they all fell 
into silence again.  “Good or bad,” said grandfather, “they are part of Scar.”  Scar 
wondered when he was going to start calling her grasshopper.

Moodily they spent the evening slowly sucking on lager with strange names and 
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noodles with strange shapes and they threw the theories around like a game of 
Pong.  Scar felt like a specimen on a petri dish and didn’t like it at all.  Sam 
uploaded the clip to insecure and then sat refreshing the board.  It didn’t take 
long to get responses, but they weren’t remotely helpful at first.  There were a 
lot of o.0 emoticons, a lot of people saying WTF.

define:0.o/o.0: japanese emoticon denoting shock, surprise etc
define:wtf: netspeak abbreviation for “what the fuck”

“Why’d you need Blue’s data?” asked Scar and Sam slapped her own forehead 
gently, “Yeah, that,” she said.  “That is another thing we have to take care of, but 
I think we have to sort you out first.  I need to get Blue locked down out there 
and I need the data to get the whole picture, or as whole as I can anyway.  I 
keep finding stuff I’m not sure about.  I can handle it though, but it’ll have to 
wait.”  Scar looked at Sam, “Listen - Helen can help you with that stuff, I think 
she knows stuff nobody else does.  You’d better talk to her Sam.”  Sam agreed 
and turned back to the screen.

“Aha!”

The message was terse and had been posted just seconds before.  Sam opened 
another programme, inputted strings of who knew what and within seconds, was 
talking to the poster, a geek called aBuri.  The screen scrolled interminably, 
loaded with pages and pages of code that made no sense to Scar at all.  Sam, 
Veto and Helen, however, were looking startled and enlightened.  “WHAT?” 
growled Scar the specimen, from the bleak surface of her petri dish.

“It’s your genetic code, babe,” said Helen eventually, “and it’s the same from the 
samples before you interacted with the blues.”  “So why the hell didn’t anybody 
recognise it?” demanded Scar.  “Encryption,” said Veto, “like, military grade 
encryption we don’t have the key too and aBuri shouldn’t either.”  

“Biotech.” muttered Sam suddenly.  “Normally, you jack in and the data you 
come out with, well that’s stored in your feed, right?”  “Right,” said Scar, feeling 
hollow.  “So this data’s like ... lost code ... fragments.  Part of you.  We need to 
get those blue things out of the cyberwaste and back into your brain yo.”  Scar 
stared at the port bored into Sam’s skull and Sam nodded.  “Yup, it’s time for 
you to droid up.”  

define:biotech: fusion of biology and technology - not only freaky 
sci-fi stuff either. think pacemakers.

Helen held Scar close while the Seroquel slowly, fluffily hit her over the head and 
she slipped into sleep.  Clinic and institution flashbacks disturbed her all night, 
made her sweat and whimper.  What the hell was the world coming to?  It was 
insane.

While Sam and Veto tested code all day the next day, Helen and Scar went to a 
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biotech lab.  Anaesthetic, a drill, an insertion.  Scar came round and promptly 
fainted.  When she woke up, Helen told her 48 hours had passed.  She waited for 
the numbness to pass, trying not to probe at the new hold in her skull with her 
fingers.  Helen threatened to get her one of those plastic collars they use on 
dogs to stop them licking.

She only jacked in for a few minutes the next time.  Apart from the headache, it 
was relatively alright, she supposed.  And the nausea.  And the blurring of vision.  
She went on to a kind of a rehab routine - gentle exercise, plain food and 
increasing time in cyberspace.  As the periods online lengthened, the blues 
began to find her, rest against her.  Scar found that it actually made her feel 
better and the headaches faded with the rest of the symptoms.  Sam, highly 
amused by then, found that when she routed R.E.M songs into Scar’s feed while 
she was with the blues, they seemed to sleep, their humming falling into a low 
and droning harmony.  

And that’s how they did it in the end.  Sam mixed the R.E.M songs she found 
dreariest, to lull the blues while Scar and Helen jacked in with Veto.  Motionless, 
Scar and her blues rested while the other two coded loops and circles around 
them.  Scar felt sleepy, quiet.  Time passed and she lost track of how many 
songs had played.  She didn’t notice when Veto and Helen stopped coding, she 
didn’t notice the volume on the music fade and she wasn’t aware of the scrutiny 
she was under.  There was a film of blue all around her, it made her feel 
incredibly serene.  The only thought she remembered afterwards, was her 
attempts to put hex codes on the blue, while the colour shifted subtly around 
her.

They flipped and Scar passed out yet again.  By the time she came round, 
everybody was coding furiously, resolving amoeboid shapes all over cyberspace, 
trying to work out how to sort it all long term.  There just didn’t seem to be 
many boundaries between cyberspace and meatspace anymore.  The consensus 
was that it wasn’t safe for Scar out there anymore.  She could let skin grow 
around the port in her cranium with a little more biotech help, her friends could 
clean up whatever was left of her out there, get it safely into her stack and 
hopefully there wouldn’t be anymore bleed, any more little lost blue things 
moping around the place.

There was a time when the prospect of no cyberspace would have horrified Scar, 
but she felt older, not necessarily wiser at all, but quite content to hang out in 
meatspace.  She’d live on there in a way, being a test case, a case study for the 
whole iDisease thing.  It became clearer and clearer - net access would have to 
alter, if there was any hope of controlling the epidemic.  

There seemed to be little hope actually, the tech was just too available, too 
widespread.  Telling people not to jack in for fear of iDisease was like telling 
people not to have sex because of HIV; they’d have to find another way, or 
watch the boundaries blur further.  
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Unsent Letters

Scar revived an old project and began writing letters she had no intention of 
sending.  She wrote to her dead parents, who obviously wouldn’t get the letter 
even if she did send it.  She wrote to Nina, her heart breaking for the past.  She 
wrote a blanket apology to every woman she ever went out with and a heartfelt 
thank you elegy to Helen.  

The world felt autistic; a desaturated sky, oversaturated cityscapes, a sense of 
not being able to communicate, not being able to keep up and never, ever fitting 
in.

Dear World,

This is just a temporary slump, right?  I mean, I get it, the 
miracle’s not going to happen, justice rarely prevails for long and 
maybe my chemical mix is just ... morbid.  I have plenty to be 
grateful for, plenty to be happy about.  

There are people out there bleeding and dying for being queer, all 
that’s ever happened to me is the loss of a few civil liberties, 
some fears, some attitudes, some ... ah it doesn’t matter.  It’s not 
so bad.

It’s bad, World and sad too.  I wanted a family who loved me and 
some warmth from you - is that really so much?  I’m tired of forcing 
myself to feel grateful, I’m just damn tired man.

I don’t want to be this kind of a creature - the kind that expects 
to be shunned eventually as a matter of course.  Can’t I just be 
cool about what I have, instead of waiting for it to be taken away?  
I’m starting to loathe my own kneejerk responses to everything too.

World ... I am sick to the gut of the medical profession poking 
around in my head and juggling acronyms and my nerves around when 
maybe, just maybe, if a very few key circumstances had been very 
slightly different, none of it would have been necessary.  And since 
it did become necessary, World, is a little tolerance too damn much 
to ask?

Everything I’ve bitched about here, now, is why I tried so hard to 
kill myself that time.  I don’t expect pity and by now I’ve learned 
I’m probably not going to get much of a break either.

Yours (let me go?),

Scar

Blue Sky Coding
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In the meantime, Helen and Scar had decided not to leave Japan at least until 
they’d got Blue’s data secured - but who the hell was Blue?  the more they 
probed her data, the more confusing it became.  Helen, who’d known her longer 
than anyone, pored over the local data, with deepening frown lines.  She mapped 
out a life in words and code and waited for shapes to appear.  After a particularly 
long day, she threw her hands up and asked Scar to read through it all.

Scar was surprised at how much sense it made to her, until she realised that it 
was like reading her own life story, set in a very slightly different time.  She 
began to wish she’d experienced as much of the twentieth century as Blue had.  
Blue had been a pretty clichéd dyke in a time when those clichés meant more 
than choice.  The whole thing was kind of sad and rather beautiful.

Blue had been born well out of the urban zone, in the heart of the Karoo in a tiny 
and fairly forgotten town.  Scar read between lines and then started typing 
between them; guesses at a life she imagined would be relatively accurate.  
She’d been born to parents who didn’t appear to understand her, or make much 
effort to do so.  She’d gone to school locally and fallen in love with books, 
information and her English Literature teacher, all at once.  There wasn’t a lot of 
money and when she got out of school, she ran the family farm while her parents 
aged and despaired of her ever marrying a nice farm boy and increasing the size 
of their land and giving them grandchildren.

Stashed on Blue’s disk had been love letters which made Helen cry when she 
read them.  They made Scar scowl, which was really just another way of 
weeping.  It was all so very poignant, so very doomed.  Blue had fallen for a 
local woman, only referred to as “Mich” in the data.  Michelle?  The stats Helen 
had pulled for baby names of the era suggested that was by far the likeliest 
possibility.  Blue was desperate to move to the city, to Generika, which in those 
days, held all kinds of freedoms for queers that rural areas probably never ever 
would.  Mich seemed unable to make the necessary break.  A case of fear 
exceeding love, thought Scar and sighed.  

When Mich married a local boy, Blue left for the city and as far as anybody 
knows, never had contact with her parents again.  Or Mich.  A familiar 
depression settled around Scar like a shroud as she read.  Was humanity 
destined to be eternally fuckwitted?  Probably.

In the city, things had improved for Blue.  She’d found work, technology and 
lesbians.  The world felt far more free.  She discovered a lesbian bar, Joan 
Armatrading and Martina Navratilova and she felt a little less like a freak.  She 
had a succession of relationships, but hadn’t kept any letters, if there were any.  
Helen had rescued chatlogs from various servers though and they painted a 
picture that was completely familiar to Scar.  Hook-ups, break-ups, make-ups ... 
a personal pantheon of dyke drama that made Scar roll her own eyes in 
sympathy and very definite empathy.  Life in the crush zone ...
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Once the laws had changed and the queers were in their ghetto, data was 
tougher to source.  Helen had managed to peel layers of anonymity to reveal 
Blue’s activism, but nothing of her personal life or loves.  As far as anyone could 
tell, Blue had flown solo ever since.  

As Helen read through Scar’s assumptions and guesses, she was able to scout 
further, reclaim more data.  There was enough, it seemed, to put Blue to rest, 
there was just one gaping void that needed, perhaps, to be lit.  Mich.  

“If we leave this to Sam,” said Helen, “go home and go after Mich, then the 
story’s done.”  Scar nodded.  “See you in Vegas next year?” asked Sam as she 
hugged Scar goodbye at Narita.  “You can bet your skinny arse,” said Scar, 
fighting tears.  No cyberspace meant no Sam and she’d miss her, to put it mildly.  
And off they went, back to Africa, back to Generika, back home.

Exactly how many stories would never be told, because people had to hide?

Wide Blue Yonder

In the Karoo, everything felt far away and the sky was still blue, unlike 
Generika’s grey dome.  The farm where Blue had grown up was haunted only by 
a few cranes now.  Flat, dry and stretching out to a lone koppie with a few aloes, 
Helen and Scar stood quietly on the dirt road by rusted gate posts.  It was hard 
to imagine Blue there; her hard, rugged edges would have fit in, but not her 
hairstyle - not combined with her gender anyway.

The school was long gone, just more flatness, some bleached shells of buildings 
and only the soccer field still in use.  There weren’t any photographs of Blue as a 
kid at all, so Scar pictured herself there; boyish, ill-fitting, lost.  There were few 
locals around and those they found had no recollection of Blue’s family, they 
were all too new or too lost themselves, in that despairing poverty, alcoholism, 
isolation.  How do people still live out here, they wondered.  Such a brutal 
existence.

They photographed everything, filed it, made notes nonetheless.  This part of her 
world may have forgotten Blue, so they’d just build the connections back 
themselves.  Every broken windmill and rusted barbed wire fence, the rocks, the 
sky, the brittle, yellow grass - it was all a part of her.

In the middle of this startling backdrop, Sam mailed a file.  She’d looped the 
humming of Scar’s blue things, the audible swearing of the angry blue thing and 
a backtrack of Scar’s breathing while the coding was done.  It was the most 
bizarre thing to listen to while the sun crashed into the earth the way it does in 
Africa and the stars came out, closer than anywhere else against a soft navy sky.

Eating fragrant Karoo lamb that night, wild with the stunted plants of the semi 
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desert, Scar thought a person could be happy out there if they didn’t have to 
integrate too much.  Maybe there weren’t even enough people left to have to 
integrate these days; the Karoo was becoming renowned for being where the 
freaks washed up, the ones too freaky even to make it in the cities.  There were 
rumours of towns far out, full of queers and artists.  Funny how those two 
species seemed to overlap and hang together.  Like canaries down mine shafts, 
the freaks would creep quietly into barren lands and live well until the rest of 
society noticed and took over.  

Where was Mich though?  There just weren’t enough physical traces of a human 
past here to trace her.  The Karoo had eroded the details right off everything, 
leaving only the husks of the old town.  

Hunting a Haunting

Train home, to the edge of the city, then a shuttle or three back to the dock.  
Helen surfed government records from the area, property deeds, birth 
certificates, marriages, deaths.  Farming boomtime back then, there was a 
shitload of data to wade through and filter, but it didn’t take Helen very long to 
generate a handful of matches; a handful of Michelles and Micheles and a 
Michaela.

She tossed their identities out into the net and then filtered even more results.  
Two dead Michelles, one in the city, a Michele in Canada and no Michaela 
whatsoever.  Two people to investigate and one to find.  Helen emailed the 
Canadian Michelle, asking her if she’d known a tomboyish girl back in the Karoo, 
called Hester.  Hester - a name that didn’t fit Blue any more than her town had, 
it was almost unbelievable.  Scar thought about her own name and sympathised 
again.  Michele was about the right age, they waited and held thumbs, hoping.

Scar took a trip into the business hub to scope out the city Michelle, who owned 
a company there.  She was tall, efficient looking and didn’t seem impressed to be 
accosted by Scar as she exited the building, talking furiously into her wristfeed.  
She stopped though, as soon as Scar mentioned her corner of the Karoo.  
“Hester Pretorius,” she said, “yes I went to school with her and yes, everybody 
was called Michelle that year, almost!”  Over coffee in a café nearby, Scar learned 
a little more.  “Ja no, that was a scandal back then, old Hester, shame,” as she 
talked about the past, her accent grew warmer and harder.  “Times were 
changing then, but never quick enough for her, never.  It wasn’t enough she 
turned into a man right in front of us, but then that trouble with the ...” her voice 
trailed off and Scar raised her brows questioningly.  “Almost said the wrong 
word,” she said, “how our history scars us.  Listen, it’s ancient history.  You say 
Hester’s dead now; her parents died long ago.  It’s a damn sad story, you should 
leave it alone.”  And with that, she activated her wristfeed again and strode off, 
heels clipping the sidewalk in a way the sidewalk would certainly know who was 
boss.
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She replayed the conversation for Helen from her own wristfeed later and Helen 
showed her the email from Canada.  “What would the wrong word be for 
someone like that, from that place?” muttered Helen, while Scar read.

Dear Helen,

What a blast from the past, I hardly ever even think of the old 
place these days, life is so different here, so much better.  I knew 
your friend; everyone knew everyone back there, it was that kind of 
little place.

I am not Mich.  I’m not even sure I should be telling you this, I 
don’t like thinking about it all again.  I think the heartbreak 
killed Mr and Mrs Pretorius, they just faded away somehow, after it 
all.

Michaela Malgas is Mich.

I’m sorry, I’m not prepared to discuss this any further.

M

“Malgas,” said Scar, “names were racially divided back then, that’d explain the 
‘wrong word’ thing.”  Helen frowned, “Racist, homophobic fuckers,” she said, in 
uncharacteristic irritation.  

First port of call - Google: 

“Michaela Malgas” 
*SEARCH*
0 Results for “Michaela Malgas” - did you mean Michael Malgas?

“No, you gender-impaired monolith,” cursed Helen, “she could have got married, 
changed her name ... she did get married dammit, to a farmer ... but who and 
how the hell are we going to find out?”  Scar was pensive, “Isn’t Michael Malgas 
that old artist dude?” she asked, “The guy who made his name painting the 
outside of the Brown Ghetto walls ... blue?!”  It’s not often you can hear an 
exclamation mark and a question mark, but they were audible then.  Helen 
clicked on the link and got a quarter of a million results.  Filtering it using “blue” 
hardly reduced the number, but “Karoo” and “Hester” paid off well.  

The biographical stuff told a harsh tale, of an impoverished childhood, an 
unspecified scandal, an abusive marriage and an escape into the city, into art, 
into blue, away from Blue and into a whole new gender.  Michaela had become 
Michael as soon as he fled his marriage and went to the city.  It happened 
surgically a few years after that, in Japan, where he was already a star.  There 
was only one overt reference to Hester/Blue and it was, unexpectedly, a poem.

hester
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beautiful boy, desert star, i
got lost in your constellation
painted myself blue, away from you,
desaturated, digitised, carved my skin
became more you than you
could ever be
betrayed me
lost you

*mm*

“Wrong race,” said Helen, frowning mightily, “wrong time, then wrong gender.  
Jesus.”  “Terrible poem,” remarked Scar, “must have been a lesbian when he 
wrote it.”  Helen frowned again, “Could you just once,” she muttered, “for once in 
your life, try a little sensitivity.”  Scar shrugged apologetically, “Those poor 
bastards nutshelled a lot of their century eh?”

That was when Helen really started putting the thumbscrews on to me about 
writing shit down.  I shrugged her off habitually and compulsively; there were 
more than enough damn words in the world, right?  When it came to Blue’s story 
though, my resistance melted away like ... like stuff that melts.  Ice in a 
heatwave.  Whatever.  Blue’s story deserves its own novel, screenplay, film, 
everything.  It’s huge.  It feels too big to write properly sometimes.  

That *mm* at the end of the poem was the first record they found of what 
turned into Michael Malgas’ logo; adorning his gallery in the city, his website and 
all of his work from then on.  From enfant terrible to wise old man of the art 
scene, his latest work was “Mickey Malgas,” a distorted rendition of the Disney 
icon, referencing Andy Warhol in the quad prints in each luminous eyeball and 
set against a background of high-gloss, hi-res blue M&M’s.  Witty as ever, 
thought Scar, but perhaps a tad over-synthesised.  Clicking back through his 
body of work (a phrase that never failed to make Scar feel as if she were at a 
catholic mass), there was a clear progression from an artist completely shunned 
by society, to one who was in the throes of hauling out as many of its icons as 
possible and jamming them almost beyond recognition.  Blue featured, always, 
but from the matt tones of his street start, it had morphed into a violent shade, 
oozing acid and dislocation.

He’d gone global long ago and lived in New York these days.  Helen’s attempts at 
subtle emails were ignored.  A bolder email mentioning Hester by her full name 
got no response either.  “He’s probably got minions,” said Scar, “hell, that dude’s 
so huge, his minions probably have minions.”  Helen gave up emailing, kept 
Michael Malgas firmly on her radar and got on with life.

And she nagged me about writing.  A lot.  I made a few desultory attempts back 
then and kept giving up.  I’ve always been lazy.  If you’re wondering why I 
haven’t mentioned reader comments and stuff in a while, it’s because this last 
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piece of writing happened all in one go.  Still well behind target and panicking 
gently, it’s lunch time, for those that do lunch and I have done over 5 000 
words.  Because that’s how I roll.  Also, Helen’s standing behind me with a 
sjambok.  OK I’m kidding, but only about the actual sjambok, she might as well 
be.  Thank God.  If it wasn’t for her ... anyway.

define:sjambok: length of tapered rubber, used as a whip

We Gots Our Freak On

Blue’s story inspired both Helen and Scar to start tracking their own histories.  
Scar didn’t get any further than dead parents and the estranged Nina.  Helen 
fared slightly better and started gentle communication with her mother on the 
web.  They talked of meeting, perhaps, one day.  Helen’s mother wrote that she 
loved her and something hard inside her seemed to soften, some old wound 
healed a little.

Encouraged, Sam contacted her parents too, but was told she was no longer a 
part of the family and would she please disappear.  Her brother contacted her 
independently, demanding a wedding invitation.  You win some, you lose some.  
Veto’s family were pretty amazing, maybe because Japan was so much more 
advanced, who knew.  They’d pretty much adopted Sam from the word go and 
were taking an extreme interest in the wedding arrangements.  Seemed like it 
was going to be the party of the year if they had anything to do with it.   

Dear World,

This is the world the queers inherited ...

We’re inconvenient and most of you won’t let us in unless we have 
money or a really great closet.  Our families reject us, frequently, 
and if anybody at all tolerates us, we’re supposed to be grateful.  
We have to miss important stuff if society doesn’t want us there.  
We’re bullied at school and in South African townships, raped to 
cure us or just murdered to remove us.  You keep changing laws about 
us, we’re always in a stream separate to human rights.  It’s unjust, 
but as much as it changes with time, it never changes at heart.  
We’re firmly on the fringes, why won’t you just let us in?

Yours,

(in rage and pain)

Scar

Veto’s family would be there at the wedding, bearing gifts and smiles.  Sam’s 
brother would be there and everybody would be very aware of the absence of 
her parents.  All the queers would be so used to the scenario, they’d 
overcompensate, embracing Sam like the most cloyingly loving family on earth 
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and it still wouldn’t alleviate the greater rejection completely.

In the time it took to plan their wedding and get married, about fifteen American 
states would probably have altered their laws and opinions on queer marriage.  
They’d be doing the legal ceremony in Japan first, to avoid their American 
marriage being invalid within weeks.  

You could fake it and fit in, or you could celebrate your freakiness, but there 
seemed to be no escaping it.  Freaks were freaks and the world kept on filing 
them away.

Moodily, Scar began another installation.  Homage to Seti, in a way - two 
genderno figures, winged and embracing in a kiss, so that you could hardly see 
where one figure left off and the other started, surrounded by an angry and 
faceless mob with pitchforks and fire.  She called it The Marriage of Figurative 
and made it roughly, angrily, noisily.  Everybody loathed it on sight, which 
pleased Scar.  She did too.  She wondered when the city would get as far as 
ordering her stuff cleared from the dock spaces, or just bulldozing it themselves.

She thought back to getting busted for being queer when she was, what, 
seventeen?  “Gender Non-Conforming!” said a doctor in a very white quote, 
making angry notes.  It went downhill from there.  She was lucky she’d arrived 
there once they got bored with Electro-Convulsive Therapy.  She knew a lot of 
people who’d been forced down that road and none of them had emerged 
unscathed.  The pills were no fun either and Scar often wondered whether the 
pills had in fact overtaken and overwhelmed her personality years before.  It was 
a tough life, it made you bitter, even while you never had to look far to see other 
people far worse off.  Perspective could be a bastard too.

“Fly,” she said to the winged genderno people and she torched their wings and 
watched them melt back into shapeless lumps of unhappy metal.

Enter the Dyke Hag

“Jesus fuck you’re so emo!” said a voice behind her and Scar turned to find 
Ginger (remember her of dyke-hag chatlog fame?) standing behind her.  She 
grinned, “What’s up, het?” she said and over McJunk burgers, caught up with 
each other.

I’d better explain here that Ginger’s possibly the weirdest hetero hero you’ll ever 
find in a queer “novel.”  She doesn’t even have ginger hair either, she got the 
nickname from her addiction to ginger haired men and a promise to give up any 
children she ever bore who weren’t ginger haired.  She’d been away at university 
for what seemed like a million years and in the way of university students, had 
always been liberal, friendly to the cause, a quiet defender of queer rights in her 
own way.
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“Stop making morbid art,” she grouched, “and stop bloody well listening to Beck 
and Death Cab for Cutie and fucking well write the shit down!”  Scar stared; 
when had this damn kid grown up to be quite so forceful?  Ginger, a film student, 
wanted Blue’s story as a project, Scar was stoked.  The kid had talent, even if 
she didn’t have any damn manners.

Scar started writing.

Ginger hung out with them a lot, gently rebuffing the advances of babydykes and 
bemoaning the lack of fine red haired men in the area.  Helen suggested that 
perhaps the Queer Quarter wasn’t the best place to go fishing.  Ginger muttered 
something about Prince Harry not answering her calls and hung around some 
more.  

She started interviewing people for her film, reading through Helen’s data and 
Scar’s arthritic attempt at a novel.  She explored the older areas of the ghetto, 
getting footage for the project.  She asked Scar questions and then left her alone 
to write down the answers.  She never learned any manners.

Dressed to the nines, she went off to a Michael Malgas’ gallery opening in the 
city one night.  She got back with a slightly distended liver and Mr Malgas’ phone 
number.  They sat around staring at it for the longest while before Helen picked 
up the phone.  

Helen’s side of the conversation, transcribed from Ginger’s feed:

Mr Malgas?
No, you don’t know me, my name is ... PLEASE don’t hang up, Dr Helen 
Cherry and we’ve been trying to get hold of you for ages.
From the gallery opening, a friend who is working on a film which 
involves you ...
Yes, from Generika U ... postgraduate, doctoral, yes ...
No, not an art documentary, I know you’re in hundreds, it’s ... 
well ...
... Hester Pretorius.  Blue.
Mr Malgas?
Are you there?
Sir?
Oh, good.
Sorry?
OK.

Click.

“He’ll see us,” she said, with a mixture of excitement and fear whirling across her 
face.  

Meeting Michael Malgas
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He had a day left before his return to New York and we went to the revolving 
Hotel to see him.  Not so long before, that hotel was a downtown crackhouse, 
well past its heyday, but the gentrification of the area had turned it into a star 
again, in that timeless kitsch way so beloved of architects and designers.  Late 
twentieth century minimale was the order of the day, even the curves seemed to 
have corners.

“Call me Michael,” he said quietly and so we did.  He leaned forward and listened 
intently without a word, while Helen told him what we knew of Blue’s story and 
how it had ended.  Ginger was recording and he didn’t stop her.  We seemed to 
have tacit approval from then on, actually.  With Ginger’s looks, approval wasn’t 
rare around her, it was extremely useful.  

“You are exactly right,” he said to Helen, at the end, “the times were against us, 
my skin colour and hers and ultimately, my gender.  It was doomed.  It’s a trite 
story, no?”  “No!” said Ginger, firmly and we all gazed at her.  “Just because the 
theme’s as old as time doesn’t mean the story is,” she said, “in fact, the story’s 
not only of it’s time, your generation, but this one too.  History’s just ... 
spiralling!”  Michael nodded.

“if you tell this story,” he warned, “it might paint an unhappy picture of 
mainstream society, but it paints an unhappy one of queers and transgenders 
too.  I broke Blue’s heart, you know.  We didn’t recover from each other, but we 
couldn’t be together either.  Your world wants gender not to matter at all, but it 
mattered to both of us, it matters to me.”

“Isn’t that just the way it goes?” Helen chimed in, “I mean, some people do 
overcome gender totally, some don’t.  Isn’t the ultimate message simply that all 
choices are valid that everyone’s entitled to be themselves, that ...” she trailed 
off again.  

“How do you put any kind of message out there without pissing off part of the 
LGBTQI community anyway?  Just do it anyway and hope that more people will 
too and that more and more views will emerge.  Sometimes you can’t speak for 
your whole tribe, just yourself, your friends.”  That was Scar’s contribution and it 
made Michael pause and think.

“OK,” he said eventually.  “You have my permission and within reason, my 
participation, although I must warn you I am a busy man.”  He gave Ginger a 
frank look and said, “You keep the focus on Blue, not me, right?” and Ginger 
agreed.  He looked at Scar then, “And you ... you write with your heart, yes?”  
“Yes,” said Scar.  Was there another way to write?

Ginger’s lack of manners turned into a blessing, as she pestered the world till she 
got its co-operation.  Scar and Helen only ever saw her through the wrong end of 
cameras in those days, for interviews and whatever footage of them Ginger had 
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decided was necessary to make what she thought would be the most 
mindblowing documentary ever.  She spliced meatspace film and screenfeed 
from cyberspace, she fucked around with sound and vision like it had probably 
never been fucked with before.  She was like John Cage on seriously good drugs.

She didn’t sleep much, her hair looked like hell and Helen nagged her about food 
daily while she was at the dockside.  She frequently wasn’t though and she got 
damn thin, chasing memories in the Karoo and interviews in Tokyo and New 
York.

Scar tried not to get distracted by the detrimental effects of Evanescence on 
Seether HOW many years ago and buried herself in words every day, committed 
to doing the 50 000 words in 30 days NaNoWriMo thing.  Curse it.  She fought off 
doom, gloom and her own inattentive goldfish brain and the novel ate her head 
gradually.  She wondered if she’d ever be the same again.

Blue’s Story

Hester Pretorius was born, roughly halfway into or out of the twentieth century, 
under a very pondering, ponderous sky indeed.  The Karoo, South Africa’s 
unforgiving heart, has a reputation for a sky that is far more wide open than 
most of the minds burning in the fierce heat under it.  Pioneers had no time for 
gentleness, no scope for it and the very thing that made one generation 
adventurous turned the next into heartless seeming survivors, who knew no 
other way.  Hester’s town was no exception and so she was born, alien corn 
amongst the tough aloe.  Her parents, Frederik and Elana, were kindly enough 
souls, but they didn’t understand this girl child who looked like a boy, who wasn’t 
interested in dolls, who fidgeted in church and seemed to be outcast at school.  
Hester couldn’t understand why she felt so different either. 

It was a little school - a few whitewashed buildings cowering from that enormous 
sky, a little haven of old fashioned values, apartheid and Christian National 
Education.  The pupils were as white as the walls, kids who weren’t white learned 
to read on the farms where their parents worked, if the farmer’s wife was that 
way inclined.  Hester’s mother was indeed that way inclined and it was she who 
taught young Michaela Malgas to read while her parents kept the house clean 
and the sheep safe from the black-backed jackal out in the veld.  She didn’t have 
to stay on the farm, said Elana Pretorius to Michaela, if she learned English and 
sums and reading, maybe she could work in a shop one day.  

Hester went to school, came home, did her chores and mostly ignored her 
homework, unless it was English Lit.  Miss Neville, their English teacher, was 
really English, all the way from Durban and Hester never figured out how she 
landed up in the Karoo, but was grateful for it and would have done anything for 
her.  After a few years in the wilderness, Miss Neville vanished coastwards and 
Hester’s world bleached a little more under the sun.  Ostracised by her class full 
of Michelles, Hester felt stunted by loneliness.  She’d try to fit in and keep failing 
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and it bruised her a little bit harder each time.

She daydreamed obsessively about the English teacher, daydreamed herself a life 
full of books instead of sunshine and found herself drawn to reading the dog-
eared copies of Mary Renault novels she found at school.  Approved historical 
reading material, Hester couldn’t help noticing that people cheerfully fell in love 
with both men and women - and that no-one seemed to mind.

Her mother’s innocent suggestion that Michaela help Hester study Shakespeare 
for school may have sealed both their fates.  Elegantly, symbolically, fatefully, 
Hester’s class were reading Romeo and Juliet that year and, as Hester’s father 
said, understanding it fokol, man.  Hester, always the outsider, fell in love with 
the poetry of it all and imagined herself as Romeo - lyrical, handsome and 
doomed.  Michaela had her eye on the same role, however, and several inches 
taller than Hester by then, she won.  She was Romeo to Hester’s Juliet all of the 
July school holidays.  Hester hated being shorter and she hated being blerrie 
Juliet also, but she did enjoy Mich’s in character embraces very much indeed.  A 
spark had been ignited and the two misfit fourteen year olds were pretty helpless 
in the face of it.

It seems unthinkable in the days of media-saturated acceleration, but those two 
stole kisses, wrote letters and hung out together for the next four years without 
their families ever becoming suspicious.  Hester had always been strange and 
Mich, well, she wasn’t the right colour and so people took very little notice of 
Mich at all back then.

(Isn’t it ironic, don’t you think?)

At eighteen, Hester dug her comfortably shod heels in, left school and refused to 
go to teacher training college or to go out with any of the local boys her mother 
pushed her towards.  She stayed home and farmed, while Frederik slowly and 
inexorably got lost in a cloud of emphysema.  

Innocently, unbelievably, Hester and Mich had never gone further than kisses at 
all and they were kissing when Elana found them.  There was a silence heavier 
than mercury and then Elana said, “Get.In.Side.Now.” to Hester and to Mich, 
“Go.To.Your.Mother.”  They did so and with alacrity, faster than laxatives.  Elana 
pretorius wasn’t the kind of woman who told you to do anything more than once.

Michaela’s father beat her into submission, pure and simple, and having 
submitted, she found herself married to a local boy of her class and caste, not a 
farmer as Scar had supposed later, but a farm labourer.  He was too old, too 
male and far too drunk to ever make Mich happy and he very quickly set about 
the business of ensuring the reverse.  It was the stuff of early Irish novels, he 
fucked her, thrashed her and then demanded his dinner.  And so life slouched on 
to bedlam.
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With a train ticket north, to the teacher training college, Hester bade her family 
farewell for the last time ever, looked down at the battered suitcase in her hand - 
and boarded the southbound train instead, to Generika, which her parents had 
always referred to as Gomorrah, the syllables lurching from their tongues like the 
start of an avalanche.  Her father died of emphysema within the year, her mother 
followed soon after and the community said they had both died of broken hearts 
after their daughter had shamed them.

Hester would probably have ended up doing construction work in a country 
without apartheid, but her white skin pushed her into clerical work she had no 
idea how to do, and despite her manly appearance, Hester Pretorius soon 
became a secretary.  She hated it with a passion, but was later grateful, because 
it did at least get her into computing early.  By the time she became a 
mainframe programmer, she was known as Blue, a nickname given to her by her 
first real girlfriend.  She hadn’t even realised she always dressed in blue until the 
girlfriend laughingly mentioned it.  And so she became Blue, by name and nature 
as she’d say, for the rest of her life.

Back in the Karoo, Mich blurrily waited to be beaten to death, but fate intervened 
in a positive way she was completely unaccustomed too, and her cursed spouse 
drank himself to death.  “Should have murdered you myself, fucker!” spat Mich 
and she left the Karoo.  While Hester was finding herself and losing herself in 
Generika, getting high, sleeping with women, getting low again and moving 
between jobs and homes and women far too often, Mich was intensely involved 
in the revolution of her own tribe, the one she shared her skin colour with.  
There wasn’t time to be gay or be straight while that shit was going down and 
she had a history she preferred to forget anyway.  She never did work in a shop.

By the time the laws had all changed and then changed again, Mich had escaped 
to America, land of the free, as long as you had money and by then, Mich had 
been living as a man for years, conquering the art scene with a swagger - the 
new Warhol, they all said.  Blue was living in the ghetto then, trying to 
programme the latest revolution; hanging out at Charmageddon, listening to 
babydyke tales of woe.

And if she was no longer visibly on Mich’s radar, he was clearly on hers.  They 
met again only once before Blue didn’t make it back out of cyberspace that day.

The conversation was recounted by a tearful Michael Malgas, on film.

Blue: I loved your poem, I keep it close.  Your letters too.
Mich: The letters!  I no longer have them, those days were bleak 
hey?
Blue: Fokken bleak ja.
Mich: Blue ... even if we had stayed together or found each other 
again sooner, you know it wouldn’t change who I am ...
Blue: I know Mich, I know.
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At that point apparently, there was an incredibly long silence.  You’ll see it in the 
film and the music will rip your heart right out with its bare hands at the same 
time.  Ginger is as cruel as an artist needs to be to get it right.

Mich: There’s never been anyone but you.
Blue: And you ja, it’s just ... the way it is.
Mich: It’s just the way it is.

Strange way to say I love you, perhaps, but that is what they were saying, 
without a hint of a speculation of a shadow of a doubt.  

Redemption is expressed so neatly in Ginger’s notes, in Blue’s heroic acts, in 
Michael’s brave life and successes.  The technology that had given Blue freedom, 
money and then a second freedom, killed her in the end.  Michael lost the love 
that had ultimately made him free to work out who the hell he was.  

If you’d known Blue, you wouldn’t have thought she died unhappy, hopefully she 
didn’t.  

Docksiders

Helen began lecturing at Generika U, in their brand new shiny Gender Faculty.  
She was well liked by her students and the apartment was frequently full of 
youngsters, hanging on to Helen’s every word.

Sam and Veto were keeping an eye on their friends’ data.  Cyberspace, 
meanwhile, had become everybody’s playground.  Three dimensional solidity 
sent artists, architects and so on wild.  It was damn near impossible to tell the 
difference between a game and a military battle and both of those things were 
taking place in there, out there, at any given moment.  Technology had managed 
to reproduce the world with an accuracy that frightened some people and 
reassured others.  Instead of talking about moving to outer space, people made 
real plans to move into cyberspace.  The entire cryogenics industry failed almost 
overnight.

It became increasingly unpopular to speak out against the shift into cyberspace, 
but there was a hardcore and vocal core protesting it - the same breed who’d 
camped out at Greenham Common, who’d crewed the Sea Shepherd, who yelled 
peace at warmongers and later, picketed Coldplay concerts and Oxfam shops 
with placards reading, “Not in my name!”  It was the sector that didn’t believe in 
any kind of control or colonisation, of anything, by anyone.  It wasn’t a 
fashionable stance, this movement against the controlling whole of society and 
back to the individual, to smaller communities.  Scar watched it with great 
interest and decided it was very probably doomed to fail.

The world’s major cities went online en masse and it became impossible to do 
certain things, talk to certain people, get all kinds of stuff done, unless you went 
online.  People still lived out there, far from cities, with no net access at all, but 
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nobody cared about their opinions, the media didn’t represent them any more 
than their governments did.  Another passionate movement sprang up, one 
dedicated to getting everyone, everywhere online.  Equal Tech for all, was their 
catchphrase.  Scar had a feeling they would fail too, that there would always be 
outsiders, by circumstance or choice.  The Not-in-My-Namers protested them 
too, dubbing them the Neo-Oxfammers.

Technology rolled on like a Katamari game, picking up everything it could as it 
rolled through society.  It was easy to get people to conform and go online.  
Online had always been fun, far beyond its usefulness.  Having recreated a huge 
chunk of itself online, of course society needed its needs met offline in the 
meantime.  If they’d made the choice to morph completely, they needed their 
bodies wound down correctly while every other aspect of them uploaded.  
Medical staff made a fortune out of that.

Restaurants began to go bust as their clientele oozed off smoothly and stylishly 
into cyberspace.  The pressure on transport decreased ... you get the picture; 
everything changed.

Schrodinger’s Computer

Then the Not-in-My-Namers started blowing up power stations.  It was a 
massively successful form of resistance, because even though online data didn’t 
seem to have been affected or lost, the notion of a permanent blackout terrified 
the technophiles.  Global screenfeeds played interviews with those online 
“survivors” after the power cuts and philosophical debates around Schrodinger’s 
Cat were hauled out of universities and aired once again.

Scar, with her port completely healed over and offline since her trip to Japan, 
watched all of it with growing consternation.  Her own choice was very simple; 
shift permanently into cyberspace, or remain perfectly offline.  By then, Sam and 
Veto spent most of their time online, with enough offline systems in place to 
facilitate that without destroying them offline.  Tokyo didn’t experience power 
outages, their tech all seemed invincible, indestructible.

Helen’s lectures went completely online, her class huge and global; student 
visitors to the loft tailed off gradually and then stopped altogether.  

Down at Graff, the Jesus Lizard was still king, one of the few street artists who 
hadn’t made the jump into spraying cyberspace instead.  Scar started hanging 
out there again, spraying sigils and eights, getting to know the subculture again.  
“Not in my name” became a ubiquitous tag; artists getting that up on billboards 
and walls using paint and light, geeks joining in to create locative art, jamming 
frequencies so that you’d see their work on almost any feed they hacked.

Power outages became routine in Generika - if you were online when the juice 
went off, you stayed online until it came back on again.  The whole thing just 
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replaced earlier commuter transport problems, had anything really changed?  
When Helen got stuck online, Scar would hover anxiously, checking her 
hydration, her bodily functions, monitoring readouts like a nurse.  You sort of 
expected things to malfunction in Africa though, but when they blacked out New 
York for an entire day, the world paid more attention.

Nothing had freaked out America quite so much since 9/11 and even though it 
didn’t dominate world economy and media as much as Japan and China did, 
America still loomed large on global horizons.  People began to panic.

Give the Consumers What They Want

Drug companies survived the shift just fine, by synthesising new products to 
support bodies while minds were online, to increase alertness - you name it, they 
made something to fix it or improve it.  Supposedly.  Psychiatry journals reported 
a sharp increase in Bipolar Disorder, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Attention 
Deficit Disorder - Scar presumed society was merely suffering collective netsplit.  
Stress levels exploded as people handled entire lives on and offline.

At first, outcasts had escaped online and felt free.  As the one plane echoed the 
other more and more, it didn’t feel quite as free any longer.  Replication seemed 
complete - society had constructed a giant virus.

The Neo-Oxfammers kept connecting rural communities, the Not-in-My-Namers 
kept blowing things up.  They also campaigned online, trying to lure people 
offline again.  Despite the extremes, there seemed to be enough money 
somehow, to ensure that both “worlds” were sustained.

You Can’t Save the World

Seti didn’t work offline at all anymore.  She coded and cloned genderno figures, 
animating them and unleashing them into cyberspace to attempt to make their 
presence felt amidst the rest of the line noise.  It backfired badly.  Cyberspace 
was only limited to the technology behind it and while an eventual crash seemed 
as inevitable as the sun’s implosion, everyone felt they probably had five billion 
years left and nobody worried very much at all.  Seti’s creatures just got lost in it 
all, ignored or deleted by anyone who didn’t like them.

The city streets had grown quieter with the shift and then began to fill again as 
outliers drifted in to fill the gaps left by the migration.  

Samanth0r: they’re dying
Helen: who?
Samanth0r: migrants. anyone in cyberspace without paid space or 
their own server, they’re letting them fade
Helen: who is??
Samanth0r: corporates man, who else?
Helen: so no money, no sponsorship, no immortality?
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Samanth0r: exactleh.
Helen: how’d you know?
Samanth0r: check out insecure, it’s growing. gotta flip, but we’ll 
talk soon

Scar and Helen sat in front of the good old fashioned, flatscreen, one 
dimensional web that night and logged on to insecure.org; what they read wasn’t 
reassuring in the slightest.  There were lists as long as military fatalities records 
there and an example of how onliners were fading back into raw data.  Helen got 
to work on filtering the list, trying to spot trends and it didn’t take her long to 
pinpoint a particularly disturbing one.  “Oh shit, oh shit, oh shit,” she muttered 
and Scar looked over her shoulder at the spreadsheet.  “Shit!” she agreed.  
“Whether this is a disease,” said Helen, “or whether it’s something contrived, this 
pattern’s terrifying.”

The list consisted of:
• people with criminal records
• people under a certain income level
• people with registered psychiatric problems
• transgenders
• intersexed people
• queers

“Freaking out will not help,” said Helen, as Scar hit the roof, “we have to talk to 
Sam again, we have to work this out.”  Scar could only agree with her, but she 
felt as if her brain was trying to claw its way out of her skull.  Helen uploaded her 
spreadsheet to insecure - responses were rapid and angry.  Other people had 
analysed the stats with slightly different results, but only slightly.  Whichever 
angle you looked from, the consequences were dire.

Hackers were working on recovering data, restoring the deleted souls, but of 
course, there was no chance of getting anybody back out of cyberspace once 
they’d made a complete shift from their body.  You can’t, as they say, get 
toothpaste back into the tube.

The Following Actions Make Boring Television

Helen: you looked at insecure lately?
Samanth0r: yup :(
Helen: any ideas?
Samanth0r: sent the info round like a virus, what else can we do?
Helen: can you guys code any protection against whatever it is? 
Samanth0r: it’s not a virus, it’s the environment - it’s hard to 
explain.  insecure d00ds trying to code safe space, but everything 
keeps shifting, it’s just ... putting  out fires, you know? fact is, 
nothing’s the same anymore
Helen: no solution then?!?!
Samanth0r: *shrug* ppl have to start looking after themselves hey. 
all we can do really is spread the info.
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Helen: ok ...

Human rights organizations picked up on the info pretty quickly and little pockets 
of outrage appeared.  It’d be nice to imagine a global outcry, but let’s be honest, 
on the whole, people are busy surviving and the same old people always make a 
fuss, get involved.

And the more things change, the more they stay the same, thought Scar - but 
what can you do?  You just have to keep trying anyway.

Charmageddon got a whole lot livelier again, the online threat drawing the 
community together offline.  Scar found herself there more than usual too, 
talking and listening.  The Queer Control panel got a whole new lease of life too, 
doing whatever it could to keep its members safe.

Aluta Continua

If you’re finding it hard to believe that everything so far happened in less than a 
year, just think about how fast your emails fly around and how often you see 
new cellphone models appear.  Technology’s insanely fast; human beings - not 
so much.

Samanth0r: there’s a way, for some at least - Generika for one
Helen: tell!
Samanth0r: same answer lol, the TECH!
Helen: the tech?
Samanth0r: the tech. if enough of generika’s net base is still queer 
owned ...
Helen: genius!
Samanth0r: everybody just got soft yo, forgot how to fight
Helen: it’s be *so* good to be allowed to forget!
Samanth0r: yeh ... ppl are fuckwits tho.

The revolution was not televised.  It wasn’t even a complete solution, but some 
well placed communications to the right people, in the right places, did at least 
ensure the withdrawal of whatever Generika’s unstated participation in the online 
genocide was, as well as boosting the stream of refugees to the city.

I’m starting to loathe this “novel” completely - not only does most of it seem 
unbelievable to me when I read it back, not to mention unbelievably badly 
written, but I just can’t seem to find a big enough happy ending.  I don’t even 
know what the hell the end should be.  “And they all kept processing oxygen 
ever after.”  I’m vaguely back on target for the NaNo thing, but I am ready to 
chuck in the towel.

One of the casualties of the genocide, was Seti, who’d migrated online early, sent 
forth her genderno people and then quickly vanished without very many people 
noticing at all.  The image of her and that of her genderno had become 
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interchangeable already.  Scar sometimes wondered if anyone else at all but her 
missed Seti the human being.  She’d have been pleased with how her art lived 
on though.  Even with some people deleting the figures as if they were a virus or 
a screensaver they’d fallen out of love with, that image had become iconic and 
hopefully somebody would always remember who started it all.

“Write it down, Scar,” said Ginger, “just write it all down.”  

Nevada had repealed the Queer Marriage Act, yet again and Sam and Veto had 
lost faith in America entirely.  Scar and Helen assumed they’d get married in 
Japan, but they were in for a good surprise - Sam was coming home to get 
married.  She and Veto were still heroes in Generika - and South Africa, having 
renewed Mandela’s constitution, was once again the dichotomous place where 
you could very well end up murdered for being queer, but where the murder was 
at least illegal.

A magistrate would do the legal rites, then they and a few hundred close 
personal friends and no doubt some media too, would head out to the old naval 
base to celebrate on a grounded warship.  “Only those two,” said Scar, shaking 
her head and Helen grinned, “Of course - they need a weapons-grade wedding!”

“The fuck we gonna get those two for their wedding, Helen?  They’ve got 
everything man.”  Helen said, “Well, you could make them something or we can 
look around, maybe find something local?”  “Good call.”  They were planning a 
major party, with a Fifth Element theme - an old sci-fi movie, costumes by Jean-
Paul Gaultier.  Scar thought it wouldn’t stretch queer imaginations too far.  

Here’s the writing routine.  Boot up the iMac, lay out two nice, flat, matte black 
gadgets alongside (cellphone and iPod), hook up the music, light a cigarette, 
open the file.  Unless I’ve had some kind of epiphany beforehand, I then spend 
ages just scrolling up and down the pages, wondering whether to pause and 
flesh stuff out - and sometimes that is exactly what I do.  Slave to the word 
count.  Some days, like today, the whole process feels like shitting bricks.  
Stressing about the deadline badly now too - got a full day’s work tomorrow then 
I have to go set up a new computer for someone, then a friend’s coming over 
with a bottle of wine.  I’ll have all day the following day, but then I’m out of here 
until the day of the deadline.  Gods.  Just under 12 000 words left to do and fuck 
all clue what any of those words are going to be.

Scar fired up the forge and started work on the wedding gift - figures of Sam and 
Veto, back to back; dressed, accessorised and posing like Tank Girl.  Rough 
edged, bronzed, industrial-core art for the most famous hackers (security 
consultants!) on the planet.

The Sister Retrieval System

There was a cough behind her - Jesus, could she never just get on with her own 
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work in her own workshop without interruption?  She hauled off her goggles, 
turned round and almost fell over.  “Nina?!”  The woman nodded and Scar could 
only stare.  She could see herself in the younger, more feminine face, she saw 
her parents too.  “Hi,” said Nina.

Scar made coffee, “I never thought you’d talk to me again,” she said.  Nina took 
a deep breath, “I owe you an apology, Siri.  I’ve been through a lot of this with 
my therapist.  I was angry with you for leaving me alone after Mom and Dad died 
- then I heard you went off to be queer and ...”  “OK yeah,” said Scar, “I get the 
picture and although I wish I didn’t have to understand, actually I really do 
understand.  Just promise me this isn’t going out live on some skanky talk show 
feed and we’re good.”  Nina grinned.  

Seemed like everybody Scar knew had a shrink.  Scar got a gut full of them in 
clinics and rehabs and tended to avoid them like the plague.  She had a theory 
they were all more batshit than she was anyway.

They went back to the loft so Nina could meet Helen and the two clicked 
immediately.  It was surprisingly comfortable, felt like something had healed 
somehow.  Looking at photographs of Nina’s two sons, Scar felt something like 
wonder.  “You didn’t want me near them before,” she said, painfully and Nina 
looked stricken, apologetic, wounded.  Scar didn’t feel like blaming her for a 
global fuck up, so she just said, “Can I meet them?” and Nina half nodded and 
half wept, smiling all the while.  It was good, it was good, it was good!

The Return of Michael Malgas

Impossible as it seemed, Michael Malgas went even more supernova on the art 
scene.  

News of the data-genocide had filtered through to artists too - there was a 
benefit concert, which raised funds that probably went to Oxfam as usual; arty 
and solemn ads were inserted into screenfeeds.  Michael went straight (ha not 
very ha) for the jugular.  

Interfeed transcript:

Interviewer: Your latest exhibition has been, to put it mildly, 
controversial - what’s the message?
MM: For centuries now, centuries, anybody who doesn’t conform has 
been rejected by that great amorphous thing we keep referring to as 
“society” as if it was a gentleman’s club.  We - and I put myself 
very firmly in the non-conformist camp - have been treated like 
*censored* for far too long and let’s face it, there just aren’t 
enough of us to *censored* the rest of you lot right up ...
Interviewer: Um, can I just ...
MM: ... don’t interrupt me, you techno-floppy, you’re there to nod, 
look pretty and listen.
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Interviewer: I ...
MM: So we live with you, while you either try to hide us, segregate 
us, stop us or just steal whatever good stuff we have.  None of you 
have any *censored* *censored* notion of what it’s like to grow up 
different, disliked, disapproved of ... and so on and on and on and 
it never *censored* well stops no matter how many religions preach 
tolerance.  So ja, my little gulping friend, I am here to complain 
as loud as I can about it.  Now, you probably have another question 
on that little screen?
Interviewer: Uh, yes ... Mr Malgas ... sir ... your work, “Freaks 
Have Feelings Too” has caused an outcry from generally opposing 
groups ...
MM: Of course the word “freak” offends many people on many levels, 
but I think I have a right to name it and claim it for myself.  When 
I grew up, they called me a “fokken hotnot”.  Then I was a 
“disgusting lesbian” and then a “he-she pervert.”  Stuck in the 
middle of race and gender my whole *censored* life I tell you!  Not 
black enough, not white enough, not male enough, not female enough.  
Society, young man, has labelled me a freak and I am too *censored* 
old and angry to fight it off any more.  I have spent my life trying 
to fit into a world that doesn’t want me - can you imagine how 
tragically disappointing it is to be thwarted that way?  We live in 
a world that only accepts you as a freak if you wave a qualification 
or a credit card at it.
Interviewer: So you’re reclaiming the term, the way lesbians 
reclaimed the word “dyke” during the previous century?
MM: Something like that ja - scream the word, paint it, just say it 
till it loses its sting.
Interviewer: Your latest work, your self-portrait - it’s caused 
extreme reactions too; the gentlest thing anyone’s said about it, is 
that it is explicit ...
MM: Well it needed to be explicit.  Since I began my transition from 
female to male, daily I have been interrogated by people, often 
perfect strangers, who want to know what is going on with my groin.  
And I gave the same answer all the transgenders give; usually 
*censored* *censored* *censored* off, it’s really none of your 
business!  Because honestly, since when is “Hello, what’s between 
your legs?” a normal part of any conversation?
Interviewer: It’s been called porn ...
MM: That’s a joke hey, at my age.  It’s more of a medical record.  
Everyone’s so keen to check out a transgender groin, you don’t have 
to go to porn sites any more, you can just check mine out.  There it 
is, not trying to be beautiful, not trying to be anything except me.
Interviewer: And what are you?
MM: Oh I don’t give a *censored* what label you put on it, on me.  
Freak is fine, if that’s your thing.  Man.  Transgender.  I am not 
ashamed of any of these things.  I wonder if anybody would consider 
“human being” as a label for me, because that is the one that 
matters more than any of the others the world can dream up.
Interviewer: Your decision, as an eminent artist, to not only reveal 
yourself so entirely, but not to charge admission on any of the 
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exhibitions, has also startled the art world - what made you decide 
not to make money out of this massive event?
MM: If I was younger, I’d take “massive” as more of a compliment 
(laughs) but ja, if I was taking home a fat profit, people would say 
I was being mercenary.  I thought about donating the proceeds to 
charity, but then I would still be accused of having an agenda.  
Also, I would be drawing yet another line between the “freaks” and 
the heteronormative, neuro-typical, whatever the *censored* you want 
to call it sector of the public and I didn’t think that was fair 
either.
Interviewer: Getting any hate mail?
MM: Like you wouldn’t believe.  Again, I am old now, not so 
protective of my own existence.  What can you do, but literally read 
it and weep.  My whole life I have believed in justice, now I tend 
to think justice exists, sure, but perhaps not in a nice, elegant, 
karmically balanced kind of way.  Not the way I want it, 
necessarily.
Interviewer: Is there any hope of a tolerant society?
MM: How long has man roamed the earth?  There hasn’t been one so far 
and we’re wearing out the planet fast.  Hell, never mind the freaks, 
this planet hasn’t even got it right enough to feed everyone.  Maybe 
we’ll get it right in time for the next big bang hey.
Interviewer: Not an encouraging perspective ...
MM: I’m old, I’m tired.

[roll credits]

define:hotnot: racial slur, directed at people of mixed race in 
south africa. orig: “hottentot”

“Actually,” said Helen, staring at “Freaks Have Feelings Too” on her screenfeed, 
that image is just beautiful.  Why does anyone find it disturbing in the first 
place?”  “Because they wanna,” muttered Scar.  “Blue would be so damn proud!” 
said Helen.  It was true.  It was a courageously amazing thing to do; sure it was 
a sensationalist nine day wonder, but after those nine days, Michael’s photograph 
would still be there in the public domain, unashamed.  He’d given his audience 
the freedom to be freaked out by it, to get used to it, to get bored with it.  
Maybe one day people would look back and wonder what the fuss was all about.  
Maybe.

“Freaks Have Feelings Too” became that year’s hit t-shirt, street tag, sticker, one 
hit wonder pop song.  It became a meme, a free franchise - Michael had refused 
to maintain any form of copyright on his photograph or its title, he just created it 
and then gave it to the world.  Naked Michael became as inoffensively beautiful 
as a Michaelangelo statue, as ubiquitous as that Ché stencil.  He became a 
mascot, a hero to so many minority groups, that many people forgot why he was 
ever branded a freak in the first place.  People just dreamed him into their own 
myth and history.  It didn’t change the world any more than Ché did, but it 
changed some minds and some attitudes.
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Ginger was over the moon - all that publicity was a guarantee her film would be 
a hit, she felt sure of it.

The Lean, Mean Dyke Wedding

Mrs and Mrs Banks-Davies arrived at the dock with pale skin and big grins.  
Alright, neither of them had started calling themselves or each other “Mrs” but 
“Ms and Ms” still doesn’t sound all that married, does it?  Long story short, they 
were married in Japan and in South Africa for the jol.  That old warship got 
scrubbed out, but not decorated at all - Veto had this plan that all the guests’ 
costumes would kind of form the decorations instead and, against that peeling 
paint and metal, the idea worked like a charm.

The sun set over the sea, livid against the pollution and gorgeously dramatic.  Lit 
only by storm lanterns, everything suddenly looked softer, warmer.  People made 
speeches, people cried.

The party was kind of like a scene from ‘Fifth Element’ and kind of like that party 
scene from ‘Romeo and Juliet’ back in the nineties.  And the music fitted in too.  
Parts of it was just like the old days - young people dancing mostly, with the 
older folk sitting around smiling benignly just tapping their feet - until the whole 
crowd loosened up enough to lose their inhibitions and hit the dance floor 
whether they could dance or not.

The whole thing went out as a webcast, of course and you can bet it got a 
shedload of views, both live and archived.  Ginger did an edit of the whole thing 
later, with Sam and Veto grinning and yelling, “Freaks have feelings too!” at the 
end of it, with a soundtrack that made it a nightclub-feed hit within days of its 
release.

And the honeymoon?  Of course there was a honeymoon.  The world’s most 
sophisticated hackers surprised their friends by piling into some kind of 
reconditioned Mad Max machine and hauling off across the Namib desert.  
“Control Alt Delete won’t work out there!” yelled Scar nervously as they left.

Finding a New Perimeter

What kind of future do you dream, when you let go of logic and allow yourself to 
dream anything at all?

Helen dreamed a house and a small garden, where she’d plant things and have 
the time to watch them grow.  She dreamed a big, grey, female cat, which Scar 
immediately named “Dave.”  There’d be enough space for her to be sociable and 
for Scar to be antisocial when she got that way.  There’d be walls full of books 
and art and just enough tech to make life easier.  There’d be enough money so 
that she could write and Scar could make art without worrying about how to pay 
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the bills.  Unspecified people and/or machines would take care of the housework, 
but they’d cook together when they felt like it.

Scar thought it was a most excellent dream and quietly added a film library to it.

They both dreamed that they had met young enough and in a safe enough world 
to have children.  They dreamed of a world where nobody raised an eyebrow at 
queers at all.

(It really was a good dream).

Scar started work on ‘The Last Polar Bear - 2029’ and kept dreaming.  

Oops There Goes Gravity

Scar hit forty with a bump, suddenly noticed little wrinkles and pouches of skin 
she swore hadn’t been there the day before.  Everyone she knew who was over 
forty laughed mercilessly.  Parsing the dream realistically, she and Helen knew 
they’d never get it all right, but they started to plan what they could.  The 
housework was never going to happen magically, the money and the time travel 
weren’t going to happen either; but what remained of the dreamed still seemed 
more than worthwhile.

They found a run-down house on the edge of the city - in a rainy climate it would 
probably have disintegrated long since, but under the African sun, a bit of 
plaster, paint, some new floorboards and a couple of roof tiles were all that was 
needed really.  There wasn’t really enough room for Scar to be completely 
antisocial, so she bought a good set of headphones instead.  Dave the grey cat 
arrived and pillaged the dustbin one day and stayed to rule the place with a 
certain amount of disdain.

Helen carried on teaching and consulting.  Scar’s art sold less and less well by 
the month and she ended up writing toothbrush brochures for a living - it wasn’t 
all that bad really.  If it wasn’t a fairy tale happy ever after, if tolerance was 
never global, they had, at least, done the best they could to keep the fire lit to 
be passed on to the next generation of activists.  

If all you do for your cause is stand up to be counted, you’ve still done 
something worthwhile.

Nowtime

... which brings us to the present, which means that I can stop writing in the 
third person now, thank fuck.  Don’t know why I ever started in the first place, it 
makes me feel strange.  Like this stuff isn’t even about me or something.  Maybe 
it isn’t - maybe all of this has been all about you?
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I am never writing another fucking book, I swear it.

Futuretime

For the sake of the holy word count, for the benefit of your curiosity if you have 
any and to clear up any possible loose ends, consider this the verbal equivalent 
of a crystal ball - this is where you get to find out what happens to everybody 
you’ve met here.

Charmageddon closed down about a year after the story ended.  Well, you 
didn’t seriously expect longevity from a lesbian bar did you?  

The woman from the Board of Human Affairs, who interviewed Scar initially, 
landed up “going postal,” as they say in America.  After an entire career in 
beaurocracy, when faced with the farewell carriage clock gift, she lost it, hauled 
out a handgun and almost managed to shoot one person.  The person sued her, 
but by that time, our beaurocrat was safely tucked away in a nice, comfortable 
clinic, where she’d get pills for breakfast for the rest of her days.

Dave (Bear) who was Scar’s flatmate in the ghetto and later joined the Fifteen, 
married a lovely guy called Sirius and moved out to suburbia, where they both 
took a serious interest in municipal affairs and waste removal.  They were well-
liked by their neighbours and lived out their days peacefully.

Justin, the Board of Human Affairs official who’d sent Scar off to the clinic, 
joined an international ice-skating troupe and toured the world merrily until 
meeting a sudden death many, many years later, in the form of three ninjas in an 
alleyway where he’d gone to score some helium.

Anders, Helen’s fake boyfriend at the queer rehabilitation clinic, really did end 
up marrying a woman.  Camp as a row of pink tents to the last, he and his wife 
seemed incredibly happy nevertheless and had three children who looked after 
them very well when they got old.

Java Divers, coffee shop and central nerve system of the revolution back in the 
day, became a florist’s shop.  It was not run by gay men.  Sorry.

The Empress, shadowy and kinky figure from the old Java Divers bulletin board, 
bought a small island in the South Pacific, decorated it exquisitely and lived to an 
alarmingly old age, with an entourage of strange and beautiful acolytes.  She left 
behind her a particularly intense collection of poetry.

After a flat tyre in the Namib Desert, Sam and Veto went home to Tokyo, where 
their security/hacking business continued to flourish.  They amassed an 
extraordinary collection of toys and technology and somehow managed not to die 
of malnutrition.  They both lived on as hard to source and harder to pay for 
action figures.
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Grandfather Miyagi, Veto’s grandfather, lived to the age of 110 and then died 
very quietly indeed, after uttering the words, “Marmite is not evil.”  That brief 
phrase spawned a cult of its own.

Carrie, Scar’s very own personal therapist back at the clinic, never lost her smile 
or her perky ways.  despite being out of a career when they freed the queers, 
she went on to make a fortune selling vitamins on the home shopping network 
channel.

Graff vanished from Generika, when the Jesus Lizard finally huffed a little too 
much aerosol and died quietly after his 67 859th “Freaks have feelings too” tag.

Michael Malgas died when he was 94.  He seemed happy and he was certainly 
successful.  He left his massive fortune split amongst various trust funds to 
educate those “deserving young people” that people speak about.  “Freaks have 
feelings too” lived on as a slogan indefinitely and the shirts are still available at 
dodgy flea markets worldwide.

Ginger’s film was, as predicted, a huge hit.  She went on to make a succession 
of hit documentaries, before marrying a redhaired guy and having a black haired 
son - at which point her career veered into fiction and she was hailed as the new 
Tarratino for the rest of her long and eventful life.

Nina, her husband and children left as happily ever after as people do.  The 
bond between Scar and Nina remained close.

Dave the Cat lived till the ripe old age of 22 and during her life, murdered 1 225 
mice, 879 assorted birds, one small house snake and an unspecified number of 
egos.

True to her word, Scar never wrote another book; she did, however, receive a 
quiet award from the dental technology industry for her long years of service 
promoting ergonomically beautiful toothbrushes.  She and Helen remained 
nauseatingly and clingily together for the rest of their days.  Helen kept teaching 
and consulting and owned a succession of female grey cats with superior 
attitudes and strange names.

NaNoWriMo continued yearly, even after the publishing industry crashed owing 
to the self-publishing industry.  

Cyberspace lived happily ever after, with fluctuating levels of content and 
control.  Hackers were present until the end of technology - which was not 
necessarily the end of time.

Today I got this notion that maybe I should write exactly 49 999 words as a way 
of reverting to the “enjoy failure” that Bobby (you don’t need him explained) 
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espoused many years back.  He said, “it’s the best advice I know.”

I thought I’d better Google the idea first, in case I was about to be the 45 678th 
person to do it.  The first (and only exact) result was on www.nanowrimo.org 
in a forum thread full of dares.  To spare you having to scroll through kilometres 
and to increase my own word count very slightly, I shall paste the relevant bit:

Dare: Have a NaNoer as a character
BP: They have to explain the concept of NaNo to somebody else 
(preferably everyone else)
Double BP: The character keeps on getting dragged everywhere against 
their will whenever they're working on their novel
Triple BP: They never finish their novel as a result
Quadruple BP: Said character is the author (as in, they are writing 
the story they are in)
Quintuple BP: This is a fantasy setting, or before 1999
Sextuple BP and my undying devotion: Your novel is exactly 49 999 
words
x7 BP (what do you call it anyway?) and my eternal loyalty plus a 
cookie: The story stops part of the way through

If I wasn't doing a fantasy, I want to do that.

... so technically, nobody’s done it yet - or I just haven’t found it.  Not finding it 
is a good sign.  Not that anybody but me would give a shit - by this stage only 
my girlfriend is reading regularly, which is fabulous, but doesn’t bode well.

It just didn’t really ever turn into a novel, did it?  I kept thinking I had the 
storyline down ok and then just losing it and it felt like I wrote endings almost 
daily.  Real life (ha!) got in the way viciously too and I was attacked by doom, 
gloom and general ennui, repeatedly.  Then I spent most of today waiting around 
for a friend at a hospital.  I’ve been spending my spare time whining too.  And 
downloading Lego software.  Basically I’ll just do whatever it takes to prevaricate 
and procrastinate and all that good shit.

Bored, disheartened and cheating like a bandit, I am sitting playing stupid 
Facebook games and looking for online text analysis tools to see if I can 
generate some bollox to paste in here and up the count a bit more.

Analyse text content using our free text analysis tool which gives 
you statistics about a text including word count; unique words; 
number of sentences; average words per sentence; lexical density; 
and the Gunning Fog readability index.

The free edition only lets you analyse 10 000 characters, so I grabbed the first 
chunk, which was 1732.5 words.  It told me the count was wrong - the second 
program that has said that, so I now suspect my word processor of heinous acts 
and fuck knows how much I have actually written.
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Anyway.

Here’s what it said:

www.usingenglish.com

Total Word Count:  1732
Total Unique Words: 700
Number of Sentences: 111
Average Sentence Length: 15.60
Number of Paragraphs: 1
Hard Words: 139 (8.03%) (what's this?)
Lexical Density: 40.42% (what's this?)
Fog Index: 9.45 (what's this?) 

What, indeed, is a Fog Index when it’s at home?  I clicked the link.

The Fog Index is a readability test designed to show how easy or 
difficult a text is to read. It uses the following formula:

Reading Level (Grade) = (Average No. of words in sentences + 
Percentage of words of three or more syllables) x 0.4

The resulting number is your Gunning Fog Index.

The Gunning Fog Index gives the number of years of education that 
your reader hypothetically needs to understand the paragraph or 
text. The Gunning Fog Index formula implies that short sentences 
written in plain English achieve a better score than long sentences 
written in complicated language.

For reference, the New York Times has an average Fog Index of 11-12, 
Time magazine about 11. Typically, technical documentation has a Fog 
Index between 10 and 15, and professional prose almost never exceeds 
18.
See Also: Passive Index; Flesch-Kincaid Index; Lexical Density Test; 
Syllable Division; Concordancer

Being slightly behind the New York Times means ... what?  9.45 years of 
education needed to understand this - that’s less than a complete high school 
education.  I like it.

Next lady for a shave ...

www.online-utility.org/text/analyzer.jsp

Online Text Analysis Tool
Free software utility which allows you to find the most frequent 
phrases and frequencies of words. Non-English language texts are 
supported. It also counts number of words, characters, sentences and 
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syllables.

42 592 was the word count on this software and I copied the whole lot into the 
website, which said ...

Number of characters (including spaces) :  246412
Number of characters (without spaces) : 191846
Number of words : 42935
Number of sentences : 2957
Number of syllables : 63732 

... so my software’s erring on the low side now, while before it was allegedly too 
high.  I don’t trust anybody any more.

More ...

Actually if I paste all of the “more” my “novel” will probably be “finished.”

OK.

That’s cheating a bit too much, even for me, so I’ll just paste the segment I 
thought was most poetic:

Some top phrases containing 6 words (without punctuation marks)  
Occurencies
can find 1 000 000 trojans 3
who do you want to be 3
and i have been clean for 3
1 000 000 trojans on facebook 3
we can find 1 000 000 3
find 1 000 000 trojans on 3
“i bet we can find 1 3
bet we can find 1 000 3
she went on to make a 2
sent you a pink triangle from 2
do you want to be today 2
she stood in line to get 2
the rest of the fifteen plus 2
then she stood in line to 2
a pink triangle from queer flair 2
you a pink triangle from queer 2
would like to invite you to 2
you gonna burn you gonna burn 2
has sent you a pink triangle 2
full of books and art and 2
pink triangle from queer flair * 2
it was good it was good 2
on the edge of the city 2
rest of the fifteen plus blue 
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Occurencies?  Those lines could be quite funky if you added a backbeat.  Then I 
gave up on that shit, because it got boring.  

I’ve just thought of some other stuff to write so I can reach the damn target.  
Cover me, I’m going in.

spr.serious@gmail.com


